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Dedications and Illuminations: The Life Work of Syd Harrex 

 

Melinda Graefe and Molly Murn 

 

Dedicated to Jane and Jaime, 

and to the friends and colleagues around the world who worked with Syd Harrex to establish the 

CRNLE 

 

 

 

Transnational Literature, as its many contributors and readers will already know, is an open-

access journal that was established in 2008 by the then Flinders Humanities Research Centre, 

under the editorship of Dr Gillian Dooley, and has come out regularly every 6 months since. It 

now has an international team of 10 editors. 

Every issue broadens the journal’s reach. Nearly 60 residents of 15 countries have 

contributed to the latest issue, each telling a transnational story in prose or poetry, or 

contributing to a vast international literary conversation about writing across countries and 

cultures. Transnational Literature is a journal with a truly international reputation. 

After the tenth issue was published in 2013, a major survey of the number of downloads 

showed that to date the 607 full text articles had been downloaded 245,663 times. A more 

limited survey done recently showed that 61 major articles from the past 6 issues (peer-reviewed 

articles, review essays etc.) had been downloaded an average of 466 times each. Naturally these 

numbers increase with time: the papers from May 2014 have each been downloaded nearly 800 

times each. These figures don’t include the dozens of poems, stories, creative non-fiction and 

book reviews that enrich every issue. 

The continuing success of the journal is in no small part down to the vision of Dr Syd 

Harrex, a foundation member of the Flinders University English staff (1966) and the founding 

Director of the Centre for Research in the New Literatures in English (CRNLE; established 

1977),. The CRNLE Reviews Journal began in 1979. That journal was the direct ancestor of 

Transnational Literature, so without the pioneering work of our genial, unassuming and 

dedicated late colleague, Transnational Literature would not exist. 

Tasmanian-born poet and scholar Syd Harrex was a widely published author of books and 

essays on postcolonial new literatures, but is perhaps most lauded for co-founding the CRNLE, 

the first centre in the world dedicated to promoting the literatures of India, the Caribbean, 

Malaysia, Singapore, the South Pacific Islands and Australasia. Syd’s innovative vision, always 

illuminated by his generosity and passion to involve people in what is still an exciting and vital 

field of Humanities research, led him to take risks that would have long-term significance for all 

Transnational Literature contributors and readers. In a recent festschrift dedicated to Syd, editor 

and former student Ron Blaber put in context his mentor’s contribution to the Humanities: 

 

A key moment in the history of CRNLE occurs 2 years after its foundation: 1979 

sees the appearance of the CRNLE Reviews Journal. The Journal is typical of the 
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creativity and risk taking associated with the Centre. A reviews journal, dedicated to 

reviewing new writing, both creative and critical, is a risk because one can never be 

sure whether it will find a niche in a saturated academic-journal market, or, for that 

matter, find contributors willing to give up time to review material. The reviews 

journal met with remarkable success, running from 1979 through to 1995.
1
 

 

The journal continued in various guises (as the CRNLE Journal and then the e-journal 

Quodlibet) and finally developed into Transnational Literature in 2008. In this special issue of 

Transnational Literature we celebrate Syd’s life work, and include new essays that speak to his 

legacy, as well as reprints of Syd’s scholarly criticism, and evaluations of his poetry by other 

New Literatures scholars. 

We begin with a reminiscence of Syd by friend and fellow postcolonial scholar, Dieter 

Riemenscheider. Two articles then explore the culturally-contested spaces of India: Sukanya 

Mondal and Rashmi Gaur offer a reading of Amitav Ghosh’s The Hungry Tide in terms of the 

subaltern’s relation to development, and Susan Hosking explores her Indian connections (and the 

slightly macabre phenomenon of ‘graving’) in a cultural history of the South Park Street 

Cemetery in Kolkata. Creative pieces by Lyn Jacobs, Ioana Petruscu and Chris Sherrah, Michael 

X. Savvas, and Alexander Opicho follow in Part Two. Lyn’s poem gently captures Syd’s 

conviviality and the importance of his songs in bringing people together at the beautiful Flinders 

bushland campus. Ioana and Chris explore in their poetic-photographic essay the islandic 

identities of the Sumatrans, and sensitively reveal to us the developed world’s complex and 

fragile connections to the animals and the people they encounter on their visit to Sumatra. 

Michael X. Savvas honours Syd’s irreverent sense of humour in his equally irreverent piece that 

combines anecdotes, poems and short stories. Alexander Opicho’s poems show the sort of 

creative chaos that marks one of Syd’s favourite novels, Desani’s All about H. Hatter. Opicho’s 

exuberant language always threatens to break the narrative threads of the poems – a language he 

describes as ‘cacotopian.’ 

The third part of the special issue features reprints of essays by Syd Harrex, and review 

essays about Syd by Sudesh Mishra and Anne Collett. The final part is dedicated to Syd’s 

poetry: a selection of Syd’s published poems reveals a long-term passion for the Australian 

landscape and for friendship, and some of his later poems are also published here for the first 

time – a timely tribute to the poet and scholar who helped to shape the research direction of 

Flinders University in its early years. A reprinted essay by the editors complements this section, 

and stands as an insight into Syd’s later poetic practice. 

Within these pages you will find an eclectic mix of contributions that explore the current 

interstices of New Literatures research: collectively the contributors speak to Syd’s broad 

interests in islandic identity, the postcolonial voice, travel, conviviality and song.  The personal 

tributes to Syd illustrate a life defined by art, friendship, generosity and an always-inquiring 

mind. 

In many ways, the editors of this special issue have come to understand Syd’s life work in 

the New Literatures in English through his poetic oeuvre. As transcribers of his late poems, we 

worked closely with his words. His poems are shot through with post-colonial and modernist 

                                                
1
 Ron Blaber (ed), ‘Whaddaya Know?:’ Writings for Syd Harrex (Mile End: Wakefield Press, 2015), 2-3. 
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insights and interventions, and it is through these poems that we would like to introduce (or 

reacquaint) you with our friend and mentor.  

 

Molly: When the wattle flowers begin to light up winter, generous and yellow, I think of 

Syd—poet, scholar, teacher, mentor, dear friend—for the colour ‘gold’ finds its way into so 

many of his poems. Born in July, the flowering wattle, too, heralds his birthday (in the 

southern hemisphere at least). When Syd died last year it was autumn, the ‘willow yellow 

time of year’.
2
 It is no surprise that I have these specific visual associations when it comes to 

Syd and the colours of his poems. He was a man who paid deep attention—not only to the 

vivid world around him, but also to his friends and loved ones. Eyes wide open. Syd had a 

keen inner compass; a poet’s insight and sensitivity. And now that he is fleshly gone, his 

words float unbidden across my mind. Talismans. I see wattle and think of Syd’s ‘favourite 

desperate colours’.
3
 And last year, when visiting Tasmania, the crown of Mt Wellington 

looming at the end of a Hobart street, it is Syd’s sacred mountain of childhood, his ‘private 

anthem’
4
 that I encountered. His poems penetrate for they are deeply abiding. And it is 

comfort to still hear his voice in his words. Dear Syd, ‘the sky is in your voice.’ 

 

Melinda: And then there are the phases of the year that were for Syd ‘all a green willow,’ 

the seasons of spring and summer that herald the changeover from Aussie Rules football to 

cricket. For Syd, the memories of childhood in Tasmania were shaped by the inevitable 

rhythms of the sporting seasons, and his passion for sport – its sensuous colours, sounds and 

smells – informed his understanding of the ways in which poetry might illuminate and 

sustain everyday life. It would be at this time of the year, when the undergraduate semester 

was over, that we would often sit together in the late-afternoon at the university bar, and 

watch the events of a test match unfold, slowly. A poem or two would emerge between 

innings. The rhythms and also the precision of the game appealed to Syd. In his practice as a 

poet he sought the dexterity, discipline and dedication of the athlete, and he taught me the 

importance when reading and writing critically of ‘getting your eye in,’ a term essential to 

both cricketer and author. 

 

We begin this dedication, then, with two poems that illuminate Syd’s life-long commitment to 

celebrating Australian landscapes, natural and cultural, in water colour words.
5
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
2 Syd Harrex, ‘Dejection Dream Song’ in Five Seasons, edited by Melinda Graefe and Molly Murn (Bedford Park: 

Table One, 2011), 32. 
3 Harrex, ‘A Stranger to Myself’ in In the Half-Light (unpublished manuscript) 
4 Harrex, ‘Back in Tassie’ in Five Seasons, 61. 
5 We wish to acknowledge Anna Rutherford, Michael Bollen and Michael Deves (Wakefield Press and Lythrum 
Press), and P. Lal (Writers Workshop) who published Syd Harrex’s poems in beautiful volumes over the many 

years. ‘Ballooning above Vineyards’ is a recent, unpublished poem, and ‘All a Green Willow’ was initially 

published in Quadrant, and reprinted in Inside Out (Kent Town: Wakefield Press, 1991), 19. 
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Ballooning above Vineyards 

 

Foetus floating 

in the cloud-lined 

womb, air currents 

flowing like blood 

through gently pulsing veins. 

Why then momentarily 

with our sense of panic 

indulge in a fanciful 

question, why then cease 

to float, to drift back 

down on the gently rising 

merciful meadow 

in the silence of air 

currents on a windless afternoon.  

Gravity is arrested 

like a wattle in full 

flowering, or the hawk 

up here, floating, 

circling, reconnoitring 

perhaps suspiciously or 

merely curiously. 

Wisps of air not yet clouds 

feather your face, part 

your hair, as you listen 

to the softest of symphonies. 

 

All a Green Willow 

 

A boy’s year like mind 

had just two seasons: 

Aussie Rules and Cricket. 

 

The discovery of girls 

and swimming after tennis 

also glowed with summer good, 

 

but the time on which I gloat 

is saturated by the smell 

of linseed oil in willow wood. 

Rich then and complex now 

the leather rush of red, the race 

across the stain of green: 
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They helped me read a poem’s 

beauty through, see its stumps of birth 

and death, with life running in-between. 
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Remembering Syd 

 

Dieter Riemenschneider 

 

 

we share ideas,  

knowing consolation must be stoical, 

and that our minds are, perhaps miraculously, 

too small and too large to contain  

waves that are nothing but water  

(Syd Harrex, ‘Dieter at the Wheel’) 
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It is almost forty years since March 1978, when scholars of literature from Africa, Asia, 

Australia, Europe and the United States met on the occasion of the fourth EACLALS conference 

organized by the English Department of the University of Malta. Accommodated in a large hotel 

near Mdina, right in the centre of the main island, we profited not only individually from 

listening to papers presented on the topic ‘The Individual and the Community’ but also enjoyed 

the flair and the friendly atmosphere of the community of Commonwealth Literature scholars. 

Relaxing one evening in the lobby, I noticed a tall man with long blondish hair and a broad-

faced smile entering, slightly leaning towards a small Indian lady accompanying him. They were 

perhaps looking for friends to relax and have a chat with. My former wife, an Indian, 

immediately recognized her compatriot, a former school mate from Pune, whose escort turned 

out to be Syd Harrex from Adelaide, Australia. Matching his smile with a distinctly Australian 

pronunciation of our names, it turned out that this visible Australia-India connection was no 

coincidence. Syd explained he had completed two books on the Indian-English novel titled The 

Fire and the Offering which had been published by the Writers Workshop in Calcutta. I 

mentioned I had visited its founder P. Lal, poet, translator and promoter of Indian-English 

poetry, in 1966 and that we had been in contact ever since. Unfortunately, I added, my PhD 

thesis on the Indian-English novel published in 1974, had had to be written in German and thus 

was totally unknown to non-German-speaking scholars like Syd.  

We agreed then and there to stay in contact, a promise not altogether easy to keep with the 

slow postal services of the 1970s. Yet since both of us were keen conferences participants we 

were to meet again, the next time at Frankfurt University where I organized the fifth EACLALS 

Conference in March 1981. Though there was little time for extended chats with my colleagues, 

I enjoyed listening to many papers, with Syd presenting a fascinating and erudite contribution to 

the conference theme, ‘The History and Historiography of Commonwealth Literature.’ His 

paper, ‘The Historical Sense and the Commonwealth Writer,’ ranged from observations on T.S. 

Eliot’s definition of the ‘historical sense’ to relating seemingly different fictional and non-

fictional works from India, the Caribbean and Australia. It was an impressive demonstration, not 

merely of his knowledge of the Indian-English literary tradition, but of Commonwealth literature 

generally – if you, Australian readers, forgive me for subsuming Syd’s Australian compatriot 

writers Henry Lawson, Patrick White, Christopher Brennan and Hal Porter into a category they 

would have contested had they been present. Syd was certainly aware of their sensitivity when 

he concluded his talk by replacing the politically homogenising term ‘Commonwealth’ with its 

differentiating counterpart ‘New Literatures in English.’ History, he said, ‘draws attention to key 

issues concerning the development of cultural consciousness in countries where emergent 

literary English is flourishing and contributing significantly to the diverse tradition of literature 

written in English.’  

Reading Syd’s The Fire and the Offering, I observed that Syd would not be drawn into the 

contemporary debate of Indian scholars, of whether their own writers had done their duty and 

composed ‘Indian’ novels. Instead he based his extended analyses of Mulk Raj Anand’s, R.K. 
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Narayan’s and Raja Rao’s works on four prerequisites. The non-Indian critic, he said, should pay 

heed to the Indian cultural and social background of the works in front of him; he should 

accurately describe the complex blending of Indian and English elements; should further 

recognize the mixed sensibility of the individual Indian writer and, finally, he should ‘assess an 

author’s style as the fundamental test of his originality in handling his subject matter.’  

I could only agree with Syd’s procedure of combining a contextual approach with a close 

analysis of the individual writer’s thematic and linguistic achievement. It was to reveal the 

culturally multiple and not the hybrid nature of Indian-English novels and it located them in the 

neighbourhood of other New Literatures of English, for example from Africa or the Caribbean.  

I would like to add a few more observations on Syd’s continuous engagement with India, 

such as doing justice to a writer’s contribution to a common literary tradition, or on his 

comments on its shifts and changes from the 1980s onward. Talking about a typology of the 

novel, he distinguished the expressionist from the neo-classical and the romanticist from the 

eclecticist form with reference to Anand, Narayan, Rao and G.V. Desani. However, Syd also 

conceded that a then younger writer like Salman Rushdie had extended this canvas with 

Midnight’s Children which had ‘brilliantly opened up new possibilities in the quest for that 

elusive of ideals, The Great Indian Novel.’ On the other hand, Rao’s works invited comparison 

with non-Indian novels, Syd argued, calling Rao ‘a kind of Indian James Joyce’ because of 

numerous and interesting parallels between Kanthapura and The Portrait of the Artist, The 

Serpent and the Rope and Ulysses.’ Besides, he argued, The Serpent and the Rope demonstrated 

that this highly praised novel was not just ‘about abstract [Indian] ideas but … also about people 

and the human person’s concept of himself.’         

Meeting again in Germany and a few years later at his home in Adelaide and for the last 

time in India, I found out more about Syd’s ‘concept of himself,’ if I may call it that, especially 

visible when he read his own poems, revealing a side of him I had not been aware of until a 

conference in Königstein near Frankfurt, that I had organised in 1987. I don’t remember details, 

but have not forgotten how serious he suddenly appeared to me, this otherwise jovial, witty, 

entertaining, accommodating and at times slightly ironical Aussie. This side of himself he 

certainly also displayed at the 1995 ACLALS Conference in Colombo. To celebrate my 60
th

 

birthday, I had invited him together with other old friends and colleagues to a kind of extended 

party, I was sure, Syd wouldn’t have liked to miss. The head waiter discreetly asked my New 

Zealand wife, shouldn’t he close the bar, as he was running out of an excellent choice of non-too 

low-priced European wine. She saw everyone, including Syd, enjoying themselves so much and 

said: oh no, do keep it open!   

Our last meeting at the ACLALS conference in Hyderabad in 2004 I still vividly remember. 

Such a big gathering of scholars accommodated in two ‘de-lux’ hotels, The Taj Residency and 

the Banjara Hotel, and altogether a far cry from the smaller and more intimate conferences and 

simpler venues during the first decades of our Association’s activities; proof besides of the 

development of international conference politics ACLALS appeared unable to stay away from. 
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With lots of old friends, Syd and I chatted and listened to contributions on Indian-English 

writing. To my surprise it turned out he was to chair the session in which I participated. Before 

inviting me to present my paper he asked, could he, by way of introducing me, read the poem he 

had dedicated to me a few years earlier as his contribution to my Festschrift Crabtracks. I really 

couldn’t say no, not the least, since it also meant ‘celebrating’ our surprising first get-together on 

Indian soil. Syd’s gesture moved me deeply and I regret never having been able to honour him 

and his work in a similar manner, which I hope to rectify a little by writing this. No more chance 

to chat, joke together and comment on new novels from India while having a drink together – 

now, just memories of a cherished friendship. 

       

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Dieter Riemenschneider taught New Literatures in English at Goethe University, Frankfurt, 

between 1969 and 1999. After his retirement, he and his New Zealand-born wife lived north of 

Auckland before returning to Kronberg im Taunus near Frankfurt -- from where he tries to 

follow closely the fate of teaching/researching New Literatures in English at his old Alma Mater. 
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In Whose Voice Should a Subaltern Speak? Reading the Problem of Agency in 

Amitav Ghosh’s The Hungry Tide 

  

Sukanya Mondal and Rashmi Gaur 

 

Abstract 

Amitav Ghosh’s The Hungry Tide addresses multiple socio-political issues: development is one 

of them. Development is a much-debated concept in the context of the third world. It becomes 

more crucial when it is posed against the issue of the sustenance of eco-system. The Hungry Tide 

introduces the question of the subalterns’ agency into the discursive purview of development 

already fraught with contradictory nuances. Instead of remaining a mere rhetoric, the question of 

subaltern agency becomes a central problem which unravels the correlations between the other 

above-mentioned issues e.g. nature, development, etc. To delineate this complex network, the 

writings of Hardt and Negri, Antonio Gramsci, Michel Foucault, David Arnold, Partha 

Chatterjee, Dipesh Chakrabarty, and Arturo Escober provide the necessary theoretical 

scaffolding. 

 

* * * * * 

 

Introduction 

Divya Anand observes that Amitav Ghosh is the first Indian author to have addressed ecological 

issues in English fiction with the publication of his fourth novel, The Hungry Tide (2004).
1
 Here 

it should be noted that Arundhati Roy does touch upon the emerging trend of destroying natural 

resources in order to build tourism infrastructure in her The God of Small Things (1997), but this 

issue has not been addressed to the same extent as in HT.
2
 Shakti Jaisingh reads this novel as a 

problematization of the existential crisis of the South Asian peasant life at the face of neoliberal 

aggression. This paper attempts to focus on the aspect of the voice of the subaltern in the politics 

of development versus the ecological question. The subtle complexity of this politics is gradually 

unraveled through different stories in the novel. But more importantly, in the course of telling 

those stories, the problem of agency never goes out of the discursive focus—to be more precise 

the perspective of the narration is constantly interrogated. The problem surfaces more 

prominently in the novel in reference to Nirmal’s journal. The authority of the writer and the act 

of writing is also explored, especially in relation to the possibility of ideological influence over 

an ethnological, oral testimonial. 

Further to the complex problems of agency, the very place, the Sundarbans, is presented as a 

site of contestation. Lisa Fletcher discusses the historicization of the Sundarbans in HT as a 

congruous topic in the discourse of island studies.
3 
Annu Jalais shows how the Sundarbans has 

                                                

1 Divya Anand, ‘Words on Water: Nature and Agency in Amitav Ghosh’s The Hungry Tide,’ Concentric: Literary 

and Cultural Studies 34.1 (2008) 22.  
2 The Hungry Tide is referred to as HT several times in this essay. 
3 Lisa Fletcher, ‘Reading the Postcolonial Island in Amitav Ghosh’s The Hungry Tide,’Island Studies Journal 6.1 

(2011) 3-16. 
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undergone several transformations in terms of definition from the colonial period until now.
4
 

What in the British colonial period was considered to be a mere wasteland producing no revenue 

has gradually taken on significance as a site chosen by the World Heritage Site Committee in 

order to preserve the flora and fauna of its eco-system. During the long process of the 

Sundarbans’ graduation as a geographical place to a space of political dispute and ecological 

concern, the people who have inhabited some of the islands rarely get any political recognition. 

It is observed that the marginalisation of these people, some of whose ancestors had settled here 

as early as 1765, and others who came as late as 1970 as a post-Partition effect, has been 

consistent throughout this centuries-long period. Contrary to other places, the conditions in 

which these people live have been always poor and underdeveloped.  

 

Examining development as a statist propaganda 

The reality of the marginalization of the human population in the Sundarbans is typically evident 

in Victorian gazetteer-writer W.W. Hunter’s reference to these people as inhabitants of the 

Sundarbans which comes at the end of the long list of different species of plants and animals 

made by Hunter in 1875.
5
 He refers to them as a ‘few wandering gangs.’ The colonial viewpoint 

has been carried into the postcolonial period as well. These marginal people are continuously 

being pushed to the fringes, sometimes in the name of wildlife preservation as it happened at the 

time of the Morichjhanpi Massacre, or sometimes in the name of development.
6
 The definition 

of development is ambiguous, and the government uses all the available powers of an 

establishment to act and reap the opportunity of the ambiguity of this very word. In today’s 

context, ecological reservation too has gained multiple layers of meaning and implication.
 
In the 

recent past it was seen that the government and the local Adivasis had opposing opinions 

regarding the mining of bauxite at Niyamgiri hills region in Odisha. In this case, despite the 

Adivasis’ protest that mining in this region would destroy the forest, and harm their cultural 

practices and communal beliefs, the government’s claim is that their commitment to 

development is progressive. Here it is worthwhile to problematize the very concept of 

development. Development, according to Gustavo Esteda: 

 

always implies a favourable change, a step from the simple to the complex, from the 

inferior to the superior, from worse to better. [It] indicates that one is doing well because 

one is advancing in the sense of a necessary, ineluctable, universal law and toward a 

desirable goal.
7
 

 

                                                

4 Annu Jalais, Forest of Tigers: People, Politics and Environment in the Sundarbans (New Delhi: Routledge, 2011). 
5 Jalais 5. 
6 The Morichjhanpi massacre or incident is known to be a notorious mass killing of low-caste Bengali Hindu 

refugees from East Pakistan by the Left-led government of West Bengal in May, 1979 at the time of forceful 

evacuation of the refugees from Morichjhanpi—an island declared as reserve forest in the Sundarbans, but the 

government never acknowledged any such incident. 
7 Gustavo Esteda, ‘Development,’ The Development Dictionary: A Guide to Knowledge as Power ed. Wolfgang 

Sachs (London: Zed Books, 2007) 10. 
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The idea of development thus, even today, bears the legacy of the civilizing mission of colonial 

times. In most cases, it is the lowest rung of society that is the target of the mission of 

development, yet the benefits of the government policy only trickle down to them. The 

downward gaze of the development policy-makers entails the possibility of glossing over the 

essential problems of the marginal. Partha Chatterjee notes that development is regarded ‘as a 

process affecting the whole of society’ and ‘it was premised upon one consciousness and will —

that of the whole’
8
 (emphasis original). Thus the very idea of development bestows on the state a 

rational consciousness that it wields on behalf of the entire population. Naturally the multiple 

differences of needs among the population is not addressed in this process. Arturo Escober 

demonstrates this idea of development, which in his book he aptly puts thus: 

 

Development was – and continues to be for the most part – a top-down, ethnocentric, and 

technocratic approach which treated people and culture as abstract concepts, statistical 

figures to be moved up and down in the charts of progress.
9
 

 

In his essay, ‘The Making and Unmaking of Third World through Development,’ Escobar 

elucidates the argument further. According to him, development has been functioning as a 

discourse since the advent of the European Enlightenment initiated modernization. This 

discursive system ‘sets the rules of the game; who can speak, from what points of view, with 

what authority, and according to what criteria of expertise …’
10

 Thus it can be seen how in the 

case of Niyamgiri, the state tries to encroach upon the land in the name of ‘development.’ On the 

other hand, during the Morichjhanpi incident (or prior to that) the government was against any 

settlement on the island because they were intent on preserving the forest areas and the tigers 

that inhabit the forest.  

Thus, in the age of Capital, the state always shifts between two extreme positions of pro-

nature and pro-development, according to the sway of the economic interests. In The Hungry 

Tide, Ghosh not only reveals the deceptive stand of the government, but the progressive façade 

of the urban Bengali bhadralok section is also exposed. This part of Bengali society that claims 

to be progressive, educated, and sensitive, actually turns a blind eye to the misery of the 

marginal people. Besides the ecological issue, Ghosh points to the porous nature of the barriers 

separating different ideological stands, e.g. humanist/nonhumanist, elite/subaltern, government/ 

non-governmental philanthropy, etc.  

 

The subaltern and the ethnographer’s problem of perspective 

The ‘subaltern in the Subaltern Studies,’ Prathama Banerjee argues, is ‘an invented category.’ As 

no one claims it to be his/her label, it has always been used to label one particular sect of society 

or the other in the discursive field. Sometimes the term ‘subaltern’ refers to the peasants, 

                                                

8 Partha Chatterjee, ‘Development Planning and the Indian State,’ Empire and Nation: Selected Essays (New York: 

Columbia UP, 2015) 247. 
9 Arturo Escober, Encountering Development: The Making and Unmaking of the Third World (Princeton: Princeton 

UP, 1995) 44. 
10 Escober 87. 
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sometimes the refugees, sometimes the women, and sometimes the Dalits.
11

 Subaltern studies 

has been always engaged with the mechanics of power, knowledge, and obviously, language. It 

is the elites who designate the subalterns as ‘subalterns.’ The ensemble of various characters in 

HT creates a space for interaction between different economic classes as Ghosh draws his 

characters from different socio-economic and cultural levels of society.  

The narration is presented chiefly through the perspectives of Piya and Kanai. What is 

noteworthy here is that Piya and Kanai are both from the affluent portion of society, though they 

have vastly different cultural backgrounds. Thus Ghosh shows how the problem of the subaltern 

is looked at by the elites of the society. Piya or Piyali Roy was born in a Bengali family but has 

grown up in Seattle. Also, her father does not encourage her to learn Bengali because he thinks 

that the retaining of a separate linguistic identity is too much cultural baggage for an immigrant, 

as it hinders his/her assimilation into the mainstream. Thus when she comes to the Sundarbans, 

she feels herself a stranger among her own people. Her father has the progressive look befitting 

an ideal immigrant:  

 

He believes that Indians—Bengalis in particular—don’t travel well, because their eyes 

are always turned backwards, towards home. When we moved to America, he decided he 

wasn’t going to make that mistake: he was going to try to fit in.
12

 

 

She comes to the Sundarbans to conduct her research on Orcella (river-dolphins). An accident 

on the river brings her to Lusibari after having been invited there by Kanai. Kanai too belongs to 

the same economical strata as that of Piya. He is a linguist who runs a translation agency in 

Delhi and makes a lot of money. He has come to Lusibari following an invitation from his aunt 

Nilima to claim a journal left by his uncle.  

At a glance, having the two choices of characters (Piya and Kanai) as the medium between 

the happenings of the novel and the reader may seem bizarre because the novel is situated in 

such a place, the Sundarbans, where the local people were not known to be rich, educated, and 

powerful. As noted, they rarely have a voice for their own issues in governmental discourse. In 

choosing Piya as a narrator Ghosh allows himself a flexibility to document certain minute 

details, which he could not otherwise have done. Her American upbringing and ignorance about 

the local culture, and obviously the language (Bengali) give Piya an almost innocent point of 

view. Every small thing she views, be it the crab line used by Fokir, or the make-shift 

arrangement to take a bath in Fokir’s boat, elicits curiosity mixed with some amount of surprise 

in Piya because of her status as an outsider. She cannot feel curious and express her own 

thoughts about these things without complicating them. Someone who is indigenous and already 

has some knowledge about these things can never give an innocent account of things the way 

Piya does. Piya cannot be said to be a pro-subaltern person, but at places she is seen to feel 

sympathy for the marginal people in the Sundarbans. Her sympathy might have sprung from her 

concerns about the river dolphins, the endangered species on which she has been working. Thus 

                                                

11 Prathama Banerjee, ‘The Subaltern: Political Subject or Protagonist of History?:’ Subaltern Studies in Retrospect 

and Reminiscence,’ South Asia: Journal of South Asian Studies 38.1 (2015) 39. 
12 Amitav Ghosh, The Hungry Tide (Delhi: Ravi Dayal, 2004) 250. 
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when the subaltern question is raised, sometimes it extends to the non-human species too. While 

giving an account of the government’s initiative to save tigers in the Sundarbans, the novel not 

only cites the authority’s negligence towards the human residents of this place but implicitly 

raises the question of the lack of any measure to save the Gangetic dolphins.  

The other main character, the sole narrator of Nirmal’s journal, is Kanai. He is a happy-go-

lucky man. He has money and he loves to flirt with ‘interesting’ women. On his first visit to the 

Sundarbans, although he is a small school child, he has the audacity of a city-bred boy to 

undermine the rural way of life. On his second visit when he is a 42-year-old man, he has lost 

whatever innocence he had as a small boy. He apparently has no sympathy for the people of the 

Sundarbans. Thus Piya’s account is placed as a foil to Kanai’s seasoned account of all the 

incidents in the Sundarbans.  

Ironically, it is Kanai for whom Nirmal leaves his journal. The entry is an account of what 

happens on May 15, 1979, in Morichjhapi. But again Nirmal declares at the very beginning that 

what he is going to write down would not be his story, but Kusum’s. The importance of the 

voice of the marginalized people lies in the originality of what they say because when they talk 

(if they can talk) about their life and their problems, they speak about what they feel. It is always 

a first-hand experience. Manoranjan Byapari, a noted figure in the Dalit tradition of Bengali 

literature, writes that it is not the case that nobody has ever articulated the problems of the 

marginalized, dispossessed people. Rabindranath Tagore, the three famous Bandyopadhyays 

(Bibhutibhushan, Tarashankar, and Manik), Sunil Gangopadhyay, the group of litterateurs of 

‘Kallol’ and ‘Kali-kalam,’ also seriously address the issues of the Bengali Dalits but as they are 

all from the upper-caste society, they themselves never had to go through the plights of the 

dispossessed. Amitav Ghosh not only addresses the issues of the marginalized people in The 

Hungry Tide, but he elegantly depicts the problem of subaltern speech, especially as it sits within 

the governmental discourse. None of the subaltern people within the novel are able to document 

the hardships undergone (hardships that are unthinkable to an urban middle or upper-middleclass 

citizen) just to earn the daily wage, or the barbaric way in which the state government politically 

bulldozed the settlers of Morichjanpi island. Therefore, Ghosh has to employ a person from the 

urban progressive section to tell this history: Nirmal, who sympathizes with the causes of the 

settlers of Morichjhanpi, and even though he is writing about the dire situation of these people, 

he nevertheless unequivocally declares at the beginning that the account is in their words. The 

only thing he is providing is the penmanship: ‘All I need say for the time being, is that this is not 

my story. It concerns, rather, the only friend you made when you were here in Lusibari: Kusum. 

If not for my sake, then for hers, read on.’
13

 A central argument of the subaltern scholars is 

embedded in this bidding of Nirmal for his nephew to read and understand: whose story is told, 

by whom, and for whom. When we read the accounts of Morichjhanpi by Nirmal, it is through 

the eyes and thoughts of Kanai. Nirmal originally writes in Bengali. Kanai’s version is in 

English. The crux of the problem, then, is that there is a huge difference between Nirmal and 

Kusum, whose story Nirmal claims it to be. Nirmal writes down what he sees on that fateful day, 

and at times his writing is interrupted by Kusum’s direct interjections. There is a danger when 

one attempts to write down someone else’s experience that there will be a chance of 

                                                

13 Ghosh, The Hungry Tide 69. 
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misappropriation. When there is a huge difference in terms of economic, cultural, and social 

status between the writer and the subject, the risk of misappropriation increases. Nirmal is an 

educated, urban Bengali, with a strong Marxist ideology. And Kusum is decades younger than 

him. She has no institutional education as such, and obviously there is the difference of gender. 

In such cases, the writer who is documenting may not understand the proper implication of the 

victim’s experiences. Also, because of the intervention of the ethnographer, there is a loss of 

immediacy. There are other ethical and political problems in writing such testimonies. The 

problems are articulated in The Rigoberta Menchú Controversy.
14

 David Stoll here argues that 

the narrator (Rigoberta Menchú) might have made a romanticised speech in order to garner the 

support of the international media for the Guatemalan guerrilla organization with which she is 

affiliated, and that Menchú might be seen as a spokesperson for the Latin American Leftist 

vanguard.
15

 John Beverly problematizes Stoll’s position in his article ‘What Happens when the 

Subaltern Speaks.’ Beverly argues that judging the truthfulness in the speech of the subaltern 

speaker may not be a very wise idea because there is no universal standard of truth. It may vary 

according to the culture of the speaker. When the ethnographer is from a completely different 

background, then determining the importance and truthfulness in a subaltern’s speech entails a 

risk of being unfairly judgmental.
16

 Another probable problem is that the writer, using his 

superior position, may be able control the flow of speech thereby suppressing certain facts. He 

may manipulate the story to fit with his own ideology. While reading Nirmal’s journal, all these 

above-mentioned facts should be taken into consideration. 

 

The subaltern question as a dilemma in the imagination of Bengali bhadralok (the educated 

gentle class) 

At the time of writing the journal, Nirmal is in a very ecstatic state of mind. Nilima explains this 

situation quite precisely when Kanai expresses his surprise about Nirmal’s involvement with the 

Morichjhanpi incident. She asserts that Nirmal feels sympathy because of the idea of revolution 

he had always cherished in his youth: 

 

You have to remember Kanai … that as a young man Nirmal was in love with the idea of 

revolution. Men like that even when they turn their backs on their party and their 

comrades, can never let go of the idea; it’s the secret god that rules their heart.
17

 

 

In his political affiliation, Nirmal is a Marxist. But he is moved more by the romanticism in 

Marxism. The practicality which is needed to make the dream of revolution come true is not 

present in him. Losing importance among his comrades in Calcutta, he finds the Sundarbans, or 

                                                

14 Vijay Mishra discusses the role of testimonial history and literature in his essay ‘Plantation Dispora Testimonios 
and the Enigma of Black Waters,’ Interventions: International Journal of Postcolonial Studies 17.4 (2014) 548-567. 
15 Arturo Arias, ‘After the Rigoberta Menchú Controversy: Lessons Learned About the Nature of Subalternity and 

the Specifics of the Indigenous Subject,’ Modern Language Notes 117.2 (2002) 481-505.  
16 John Beverly, ‘What Happens When a Subaltern Speaks: Rigoberta Menchú, Multiculturalism, and the 

Presumption of Equal Worth,’ The Rigoberta Menchú Controversy ed. Arturo Arias (Minneapolis: Minnesota UP, 

2001) 231. 
17 Ghosh, The Hungry Tide 119. 
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to be more precise, the Badabon, an ideal place. This place, according to Nirmal’s account, is a 

place where equality has been practiced from the first day of human habitation. When Sir Daniel 

Hamilton first established a new settlement in the Mangrove forest in the Sundarbans, he invited 

people to come and settle there, but the invitation was not unconditional: 

 

Everyone who was willing to work was welcome, S’Daniel said, but on one condition. 

They could not bring all their petty little divisions and differences. Here there would be 

no Brahmins or Untouchables, no Bengalis and no Oriyas. Everyone would have to live 

and work together.
18

 

 

Egalitarianism is a very fine idea to believe in, but when a group of people who have different 

cultural backgrounds are compelled to treat each expression of culture on equal terms, it may not 

be ethically laudatory. It is true that when two communities with different cultures live in close 

physical proximity for a long time, they begin exchanging their cultural traits. But this is a 

natural process. And the relation between them may not always be very peaceful too. In this 

context, Charles Taylor’s famous article ‘The Politics of Recognition’ can be noted. According 

to Taylor, recognition of one’s difference, especially by the other, might be a precondition of 

identity. In that way the mainstream people can recognize the culture of the minority, or 

subaltern, or aboriginal, and this could facilitate the flourishing of the culture in question. Taylor 

also emphasizes the ‘rolling back’ of colonial rule in order to give the Third World a chance to 

be themselves. Here the inevitable question crops up as to whether it is possible to unlearn the 

gestures or habits learnt in the colonial age, or to efface colonial history from public memory. In 

fact, Charles Taylor’s ‘presumption of equal worth’ has been countered by Homi Bhabha 

because, as Bhabha alleges, ‘it focuses exclusively on the recognition of the excluded.’
19

 

Ultimately, the recognition of the other is not always achieved, but through the process of 

recognition of the other the self also comes to the fore of the discursive ambit. 

The case of the settlers of Morichjhanpi becomes conspicuous at this theoretical juncture 

because they are living a life of exclusion at the time of Nirmal writing the journal. The 

government never acknowledges the legitimacy of their settlement. Nirmal’s place in the tension 

between the government and the settlers is a bit ambiguous. He believes in neat political 

compartmentalization of everything. And his iconoclastic bent is so strong that he looks down 

upon Nilima’s government-aided co-operative, the ‘Badabon Trust.’ He proclaims himself to be 

against the government who, at this point, is synonymous for him with the capitalist bourgeoisie. 

But to where does he belong? He is not a subaltern either. Indeed, he has severed his ties with 

the urban Marxists of Calcutta, and in that way, he is politically marginalized, but that cannot be 

compared with the state of the hundred thousands of refugees settled in Morichjhanpi. Nirmal is, 

after all, in spite of his refusal, a representative of the Bengali bhadraloks. On the contrary, the 

refugees from East Pakistan who have been sent to the Dandakaranya camp by the government 

and some of who later come to the Sundarbans to settle are the chhotoloks. This dichotomy in 

Bengali society is very important. The bhadraloks are generally the upper class and upper caste 
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Bengalis, and they are educated too. The chhotoloks are ‘nimnobogiyo, nimnoborniyo’ (as 

Byapari describes them)—lower class and lower caste people. Nirmal, definitely a bhadralok, 

goes to Morichjhapi, in order to experience the zeal of a revolution, and for his love for Kusum. 

It is a love about which Nirmal has a feeling of illegitimacy that he can never articulate.  

Apparently, Nirmal claims to have a great concern for the well-being of the poor 

marginalized people of this place, but besides teaching small children and exerting an effort to 

instill the germ of revolution and equality in others through conversation, he is never seen to 

have done anything as such to ameliorate the condition of the poor in the entire novel until he 

writes the saga of the settlers of Morichjhanpi. On the other hand, Nilima dedicates her life to 

the poor. It is Nirmal who christens Nilima’s public welfare trust ‘Badabon Trust,’ but he 

actually frowns upon any such endeavour that has the slightest association with the government. 

In fact, initially, he haphazardly takes up the job of teaching in Gosaba, the area before the 

forests of the Sundarbans begin, in the settlement founded by the capitalist Sir Daniel Hamilton. 

The thing which deserves reconsideration in this context is the difference between the first 

inhabitants who had come to the virgin jungle at the time of Sir Daniel and the people who lived 

there when Nirmal and Nilima arrived. The former were subjects in colonial India, and the latter 

are citizens. In the latter phase, governmental discourse is more widespread though it is not 

always readily visible.  

This novel also problematizes the case of widening government space in today’s world. It 

showcases an example of what Hardt and Negri call ‘Hybrid constitution,’ i.e. the transformation 

and mixture of different governmental forces.
20

 Nilima’s Badabon Trust that works for the 

welfare of the villagers of the Sundarbans is such an organization. In fact, Nirmal looks down 

upon Nilima’s endeavour, for having taken funds from the government. Here, the ‘Badabon 

Trust’ is a completely private organization, but its aim is to improve the health facilities of the 

locality and to empower women economically. Thus it does precisely what a government of a 

nation-state is supposed to do. Here, by funding the NGO and recognising Nilima’s effort 

(through conferring a President’s award on her) the state actually channels capital through a 

method that appears politically benign. Like the NGOs, Hardt and Negri problematise another 

site of postmodern society: the media. This is a site of expression of civil society as well as a 

medium to reach civil society.
21

 At times, it works as the public conscience too. Ghosh shows 

how the media could be the desired site for the subaltern also. 

It is true that Amitav Ghosh does not employ a subaltern narrator to tell the stories; rather he 

cannot, as the political reality does not allow him to do that. Gayathri Prabhu shows that by 

employing several micro-narratives Ghosh demonstrates how there cannot be a universal 

simplified voice of the subalterns.
22

 Ghosh also shows that it is not always the philanthropic 

whim of the mainstream which leads one to document the subaltern’s history for them, but 

sometimes it is the subaltern who consciously wishes for their plight to be recorded. When 

Nirmal has a tour of the island Morichjhanpi, he congratulates his guide saying that they have 

                                                

20 Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Empire (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard UP, 2000) 317. 
21 Hardt and Negri 311. 
22 Gayathri Prabhu, ‘Retelling Nature: Realism and the Postcolonial Environmental Imaginary in Amitav Ghosh’s 

The Hungry Tide,’ Transnational Literature 7.2 (2015) 2. 
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luck on their side. The guide apparently believes more in the practical facts of the present than 

the futuristic assurance of luck. Their conversation is evident of how self-conscious a subaltern 

can be at the time of his exposure to an urban educated person, here a bhadralok: 

 

At the end of the brief tour, I clasped my guide’s hand: ‘Destiny is on your side, 

comrade.’ 

He smiled and said, ‘But still, we cannot succeed without help.’ 

It was clear at once that he was thinking of all the ways in which I might be of use to 

him. This impressed me. It was a good sign, I thought, that he was applying his mind in 

this practical way. 

‘I want to be of help,’ I said. ‘Tell me what I can do.’ 

‘That depends,’ he said. ‘What’s most important to us at this time is to mobilize public 

opinion, to bring pressure on the government, to get them to leave us alone. They’re 

putting it out that we’re destroying this place; they want people to think we’re gangsters 

who’ve occupied this place by force. We need to let people know what we’re doing and 

why we’re here. We’ve to tell the world about all we’ve done and all we’ve achieved. 

Can you help us with this? Do you have contacts with the press in Kolkata?’
23

 

 

Clearly, at the time of an emergency, a subaltern feels that it is necessary to let the world know 

what s/he has been going through and to gain moral support from others. The unnamed settler of 

Morichjhanpi here wants to reach the media. The situation is quite analogous to that of Rigoberta 

Menchú’s testimonial. At this point, the subaltern wants to make a speech in front of the 

mainstream media, and s/he would obviously say what would ameliorate their situation. For the 

media or the ethnographer, it is difficult to judge the veracity of the things the subaltern speaker 

makes.  

In the next part of the conversation, when the guide gets a negative answer from Nirmal, he 

asks, ‘Then do you know anyone with power? Policeman? Forest Rangers? Politicians?’
24

 

Another negative answer makes him lose interest in Nirmal. Thus it is understood, though it 

cannot be generalized, that a subaltern knows the importance of power in special cases. And 

when he is in a pressing situation he may want to access that power. Before the dubious 

government-conducted operation of Morichjhanpi and after it, a great number of articles were 

published in Bengali (Ross Mullick’s is the only one in English). These articles are written by 

people from various walks of life—poet, journalist, novelist, politican, IAS officer, IPS officer, 

and even the then chief minister of West Bengal Jyoti Basu. Interestingly, though all these 

articles deal with the condition of the people in Morichjhapi and the righteousness of 

government to conduct a forceful evacuation of the island, they vary greatly in terms of the 

details. Sunil Gangopadhyay, one of the most noteworthy and popular authors in post-

independence West Bengal urges the government to be sympathetic towards the settlers. He does 

mention the restrictions with which the government has to function and acknowledges the 

difficulty on the part of the government to peacefully tackle this situation, but in the end he 
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wants the government to be more humanitarian. Ashok Mitra, the noted Marxist economist who 

was the Finance Minister of West Bengal at that time, and Amiya Kumar Samanta 

(Superintendent of Police) also write articles on the same issue but they never admit that any 

kind of atrocity has ever been exercised against the settlers. The journalists and free-lance social 

workers also write articles whose sympathy is for the cause of the settlers but the details vary. In 

fact, within the novel itself the question of agency is broached. Nirmal, in spite of being from the 

strata of bhadralok, is not sure about the reception of his journal. Thus when he writes, ‘You will 

have greater claim to world’s ear than I have,’ he admits that everyone, even if s/he is from the 

elite or middleclass part of the society might not have the authority to speak. By keeping faith in 

Kanai’s ability to publicize the refugees’ tragic fate in Morichjhanpi, Nirmal ascertains the 

necessity of the dissemination of the subaltern’s fate and history to the rest of the world. Priya 

Kumar argues that by portraying the deaths of both Fokir and Kusum, Ghosh forecloses any 

possibility of subaltern agency, but it may be counter-argued that Ghosh in this novel, tries to 

situate the subaltern in a position which does not let them have any agency or speak for 

themselves and it is the elite society which mechanizes such a situation. Even Nirmal’s journal 

does not have the agency of Kanai’s proposed book. 

As the perspectives of the afore-mentioned real-life writers vary, in the novel too, the 

characters have different points of view. Piya’s perspective is completely different from those of 

Nirmal and Kanai. She is more scrutinizing in her visual observation and about the tones in 

which words are uttered because she cannot understand the language. After all, the tones are 

quite similar across the languages. It is not always the words through which feelings are 

expressed or messages are conveyed, but sometimes silence becomes more meaningful than the 

words. Ghosh shows through Piya’s experience how, at times, silence becomes an armour to 

deflect the indifferent superciliousness of the elites. In her first visit to Fokir’s and Moyna’s 

residence, Piya asks Kanai if he can make Fokir take part in the conversation as he is very much 

reticent and it is Fokir to whom Piya is very grateful. Kanai tries to initiate a conversation by 

telling him that he knew Fokir’s mother. But the way he starts his speech, ‘Ha re Fokir; do you 

know me? I’m Mashima’s nephew,’ does not work. Here, the very word with which he begins 

his speech ‘ha re’ is indicative of the speaker’s low esteem for the person he is speaking to. ‘Ha 

re’ is a very common word used in domestic conversations in Bengali, but it is rude to address 

someone who is almost a stranger. In this case, Fokir, instead of continuing the conversation, 

goes further inside his shell. Here Ghosh also shows that language cannot be a barrier to 

understanding a person’s situation. Piya is also from the elite part of society, and in addition to 

that she does not understand Bengali, yet she can clearly perceive what has been exchanged 

between Kanai and Fokir: 

 

She hadn’t understood what had passed between the two men, but there was no mistaking 

the condescension in Kanai’s voice as he was speaking to Fokir; it was the kind of tone 

in which someone might address a dimwitted waiter, at once jocular and hectoring. It 

didn’t surprise her that Fokir had responded with what was clearly his instinctive mode 

of defence: silence.
25
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In fact, Nirmal, who is so enthusiastic about the matters of the so-called downtrodden and 

marginalized people, does not actually ever try to look at their lives from their perspective. At 

times, his elitist way of dismissing the subaltern culture is revealed. When Kanai first comes to 

know about the deity Bon Bibi from Kusum, he asks Nirmal about it. Nirmal’s response is 

dismissive: ‘Nirmal waved him airily away. “It’s just a tale they tell around here. Don’t bother 

yourself with it. It’s just false consciousness; that’s all it is.”’
26

 Nirmal is, therefore, one of those 

methodical Marxists, despised by Antonio Gramsci, who theorize every aspect of the Proletariat 

culture. Here lies the problem in an elite representing the subaltern. Pablo Mukherjee in his 

essay on The Hungry Tide points to the same problem: the myths that the marginal people 

believe in are apparently ludicrously meaningless to the urban people. In this case, the Bon Bibi 

myth is about a deity who is believed to be the presiding goddess of the jungle by the local 

fisher-folk and others who have to frequent the jungle for their livelihood. The interesting fact 

about this deity is that her origin is, as the local people of the Sundarbans believe, Arabia. She 

along with her brother, Shah Jongoli travelled to the Gangetic delta of Bengal. It was deep forest 

at that time and Dokkhin Rai, the god of the tigers, had his reign over this place. Bon Bibi and 

Dokkhin Rai had a fight. Dokkhin Rai lost, but Bon Bibi was so generous that she let Dokkhin 

Rai have his rule over a part of the delta. According to the treaty it was decided that in Bon 

Bibi’s territory, people would have their habitation and in Dokkhin Rai’s part, tigers would have 

theirs.
27

 Precisely, this is a story of man’s fight with nature to claim more space. Like many 

other mythological stories, it also claims a space in the public imagination and memory. What 

might be of interest to an urban person without any knowledge about this place and the local 

culture is the communal syncretism in their beliefs, which are almost non-existent in the urban 

space. 

The syncretism in religious practices in this Mangrove area bears a discreet signature of 

subaltern ideology. Piya hears Fokir uttering ‘Allah’ several times at the shrine of Bon Bibi. 

Though she does not understand any other word in the prayer, she perceives the mode of the 

prayer to be a Hindu one. Fokir’s religious affiliation is Hindu by birth, but like many other of 

the fisher-folk community in the Sundarbans, he believes in the greatness of Bon Bibi. And Bon 

Bibi is not a goddess to be found in the Brahminic Hindu pantheon of gods and goddesses. Here 

this trend exhibits exactly what Gramsci describes regarding the subaltern’s customization of the 

religion of the elite. According to Gramsci, religion for the subalterns does not always work as a 

false consciousness, but it contributes to their method of rationalizing things in everyday life.
28

 

 

The subaltern and the ecological issue 

The subaltern people, whether they are the poor fisher-folk of the Sundarbans or the tribal people 

resisting the ‘development projects’ of the government in many places of India, do not think 

about the sustenance of the ecosystem in the way the people from ‘civil’ society think. There is 

an inherent syncretism in their lifestyle both in regards to religious matters as well as ecology. 

                                                

26 Ghosh, The Hungry Tide 101. 
27 Ghosh, The Hungry Tide 39. 
28 David Arnold, ‘Gramsci and Peasant Subalternity in India,’ Mapping the Subaltern Studies and the Postcolonial 

ed. Vinayak Chaturvedi (New York: Verso, 2000) 32. 
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The Bon Bibi shrine, which Fokir returns to again and again is first shown to him by his mother 

Kusum. He goes there to pay homage to the deity but at the same time the school of sush, the 

Orcella which frequent this area, somehow seem to be the messengers of the deity to Fokir. The 

kind of religion Fokir and the other people of his community in the Sundarbans practise is in 

stark contrast with the Brahminical version of Hinduism. Praying to Bon Bibi is one such 

example through which the religious autonomy is evident among the subalterns in the 

Sundarbans. For example, Ranajit Guha mentions the ceremonies held to invoke rain at the time 

of drought and of organizing puja to ward off the evil during an epidemic, as subaltern practices 

which they developed on their own and had not taken on cue from the elites.
29

 

The incident of Morichjhanpi is a focal point around which the novel develops. The refugee 

settlers are evacuated by the Police Force in 1979 in order to protect the mangrove and the 

wildlife. It is a historical irony that when The Hungry Tide was published, a Memorandum of 

Understanding was signed by the West Bengal government led by the Left (the same political 

coalition who were in the ruling government in 1978) and the Sahara India Parivar – a private 

corporate agency. Sahara India declared an intention to build a five-star tourism infrastructure in 

the Sundarbans.
30

 

Ghosh shows the different modes in the relation between the elite and the subaltern, 

especially when they are in conversation. In his first address to Fokir, Kanai uses ‘tui,’ which in 

Bengali, is indicative of disrespect. Fokir always sticks to ‘apni,’ indicative of respect, until they 

reach Garjontola. There Fokir starts addressing Kanai as ‘tui.’
31

 The elite/subaltern divide or the 

hierarchy of power where the elite is considered to be the superior seems relative at this point. 

Kanai, in spite of his knowledge of six languages, is powerless in the jungle, whereas unlettered 

Fokir knows the tricks to survive the jungle’s adverse conditions. Apparently in the everyday 

public domain, Kanai would be considered to have power in comparison with Fokir because the 

former has knowledge, which he derives from his institutional education. Fokir, athough he does 

not have any academic experience, gains knowledge from his life on the river. The latter’s 

knowledge may be termed as a form of ‘subjugated knowledge’ (according to Michel Foucault). 

His knowledge does not receive recognition in the dominant discourse of knowledge, yet he 

knows the ecosystem of the Sundarbans apparently better than the urban-educated set. 

Coming back to the Morichjhanpi issue, all the hubbub and government/settlers tension 

arises because of the ecological issue. The government emphasizes that the jungle is to be 

preserved at any cost. The novel’s stance seems to be slightly oblique regarding this matter and 

the humanitarian cause that has been prioritized. Gareth Griffiths accuses the novel of over-

prioritizing human causes, but this novel actually cites an example when nature is destroyed not 

because of human greed but because of lack of empathy in human beings. The settlers who 

encroach in Morichjhanpi, a government territory, without permission, do so because they have 

no other way to survive. The atmosphere in Dandakaranya is so hostile that they come to the 

Sundarbans, a place where they can feel at home. If both the central and state governments had 

been proactive in solving the issue of the Hindu Bengali refugees from East Pakistan, the 
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problem would not have resulted. The governments, instead, are known to have reacted 

ruthlessly. Kanai points out the exact reason of this trend of some people’s prioritizing animals 

over human beings: 

 

‘…it was people like you,’ said Kanai, ‘who made a push to protect the wildlife here, 

without regard for the human costs. And I’m complicit because people like me –Indians 

of my class, that is – have chosen to hide these costs, basically in order to curry favour 

with their Western patrons. It’s not hard to ignore the people who’re dying – after all 

they are the poorest of the poor.’
32

 

 

This is identified as the common practice with elite society in India. They ignore the problems of 

the subalterns. In his article ‘Some Important Words about Morichjhanpi,’ Sunil Gangopadhyay 

almost echoes Kanai’s concern about the man versus ecology tension. Gangopadhyay wants the 

government not to take any coercive step against the refugees in the name of preserving forest. 

He writes: 

 

…let the effort to subdue the refugees by the police force be stopped for some time. In 

the meantime, if a few tigers die, then let them die, if some trees are felled for wood in 

the jungle, then let them be felled. But let the people survive.
33

 

 

Conclusion 

In The Hungry Tide, Ghosh presents how the voice of the subaltern, when it exists at all, is 

caught in the whirlwind of state, civil society, and neoliberal capital ideologies at present. It may 

be quite worthwhile to mention here how Hardt and Negri show in their seminal work Empire, 

that in the modern empire, there is no Rome, ie there is no centre that controls everything, but 

that in today’s world the controlling force is all pervasive. It is not only the government that 

decides how things should work. The non-governmental agencies and the corporate sectors with 

their gigantic purchasing ability can influence many parts of society. At present, the state is not 

able to control everything centrally, but the flow of capital is to be found everywhere, thereby 

having a powerful influence. For example, Nilima’s co-operative which works for the betterment 

of the poor people of the Sundarbans is aided by both governmental and non-governmental 

agencies, and Piya’s research on Gangetic dolphins is funded by an international agency. Hardt 

and Negri discuss how the NGOs and such organisations work from below while the government 

works from above. They also assert that ‘many NGOs serve to further the neoliberal project of 

global capital.’
34

 In almost the same vein, in his most recent book, The Great Derangement: 

Climate Change and the Unthinkable, Ghosh discusses how the equilibrium of the environment 

has been consecutively pushed to the threshold of collapse – first by colonialism and then by the 

all-encompassing influence of capital. Ghosh demonstrates how the establishment of the port of 

Canning in the Sundarbans in 1864 was profusely cautioned against by Henry Piddington, a ship 

                                                

32 Ghosh, The Hungry Tide 301. 
33 Sunil Gangopadhyay, ‘Morichjhapi Somporke Joruri Katha,’ Morichjhapi: Chhinno Desh, Chhinno Itihas ed. 

Madhumay Pal (Kolkata: Gangchil, 2009) 67; translated by Mondal. 
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inspector by profession and a meteorologist by passion, in 1853, but the colonial administration 

with their usual arrogant decision-making tendencies did not pay heed to that. The consequence 

was as miserable as it had been warned.
35

 The ruin of Port Canning is still there to mock colonial 

myopic arrogance. In the current situation too, Ghosh observes that there are several coastal 

cities in the world which run the risk of fatal inundation, but because of the strong real-estate 

lobby everywhere, any information about the possible meteorological disaster is prevented from 

circulation.
36

 It can be noted here that Piddington was indeed equipped with the pen and was 

English by birth, but still his plea addressed to the then governor-general was not paid heed to. 

At that time the colonial state was the supreme power.  

Thus the complex network through which power works rarely allows the voice of dissent to 

be heard, when the voice emanates from the less powerful section of the society, even when 

there is no racial or linguistic barrier as such. Although a specific language as a medium of 

expression is problematized in this novel, and the linguistic differences between the elite and the 

subaltern are also showcased, at the same time, it is also pointed out that language cannot be a 

barrier between two persons with different linguistic abilities. This is evident in the relation 

between Piya and Fokir. In the novel, Nirmal writes for the refugees, and in reality, an eminent 

person like Sunil Gangopadhyay writes in support of them. But still their cause is not taken care 

of. Thus the novel raises the issue of the subaltern’s own voice, and questions whether it should 

have been a subaltern armed with a pen, as then s/he could have put his/her cause more 

persuasively. Dipesh Chakrabarty comments that Derrida once said that voice was ‘no guarantor 

of presence.’
37

 In this novel, the very question of the voice the subaltern speaks in remains open-

ended.  
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The Great Burial Ground at Chowringhee: 

Reflections on the South Park Street Cemetery in Kolkata 

 

Susan Hosking 

 

‘Death,’ said Mark Staithes. ‘It’s the only thing we haven’t succeeded in completely 

vulgarizing. Not from any lack of the desire to do so, of course. We’re like dogs on 

an acropolis. Trotting round with inexhaustible bladders and only too anxious to lift 

a leg against every statue. And mostly we succeed. Art, religion, heroism, love–

we’ve left our visiting-card on all of them. But death–death remains out of reach. We 

haven’t been able to defile that statue. Not yet, at any rate. But progress is still 

progressing.’ 

       Aldous Huxley, Eyeless in Gaza 

 

   

For most of my life I have avoided cemeteries. The first cemetery I visited with any sense of 

purpose was the South Park Street Cemetery in Kolkata. I had been invited to attend a 

conference in Kolkata and taken the opportunity to explore the city. Closer to the end of my life 

than its beginning, one of my intentions was to seek out long departed relatives, believing at the 

time that finding them interred in Indian soil would help me understand why the pull of India has 

been so strong for me. When my father died suddenly, at the age of fifty-two, his brother had 

sent my mother a copy of a family history that had been compiled ‘from authentic sources’ by 

my great-great-grandfather, William Albert Sheppard, in 1891. It was tediously titled A Brief 

History of the Sheppard Family Formerly Seated at the Manors of Avening, Minchinhampton 

and Colesbourne in the County of Gloucestershire, England, With Pedigrees of the Elder and 

Junior Branches of these Ancient Families. What caught my interest was the place of 

publication: Calcutta. William Albert Sheppard was a public accountant, employed by the East 

India Company. His father, George Albert, was a general trader and wine merchant in Calcutta, 

not such a good one, it seems, since he appears to have gone bankrupt in 1826, blaming those 

‘Gentlemen of the Indian Army, and ... a few on the Civil List’ for failing to discharge their 

debts.
1
 

The genealogical records for three generations of the Sheppard family who lived their lives 

or resided for short or long terms in Calcutta are incomplete and ridden with errors, but there 

were certainly members of the family who were buried in the South Park Street Cemetery. I 

imagined it would not be difficult to locate their graves and read whatever simple or quaint 

inscriptions might appear on their headstones. 

The entrance to the South Park Street Cemetery is unmissable, though far from pretentious, 

befitting a Protestant ethic. Functional old iron gates span the roadway into the cemetery 
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between two square pink pillars with grey-painted abaci and ovolos. A marble plaque on the left 

pillar declares that the cemetery opened in 1769 and closed in 1790, but in reality burials 

continued into the 1830s and for some time after that it was possible to inter deceased people in 

established family plots or in empty ground just inside the walls.  

The South Park Street Cemetery is one of the oldest non-Church cemeteries in the world. In 

Calcutta, by the mid-eighteenth century, the old Christian burial grounds in the ruins of the first 

Fort William, established in 1665, were inadequate. Eight acres of relatively high ground in an 

uneven and swampy area were marked out for a new cemetery on what was then the southern 

outskirt of the town.  

In the United Kingdom, it was not until the middle of the nineteenth century that the use of 

cemeteries, rather than church-yards, became widespread.
2
 The establishment of cemeteries in 

the United Kingdom followed the influential publication in 1842 (at his own expense) of Edwin 

Chadwick’s graphic and groundbreaking report on ‘“the extent and operation of the evils” that 

contributed to the spread of disease in urban communities’
3
 and the implementation in Britain of 

the Public Health Act of 1848, which secularised and municipalised
4
 disposal of the dead.  

It takes no stretch of the imagination to understand why a municipal cemetery for Christians 

was built so early in Calcutta. By the middle of the eighteenth century the overall population of 

the city (British and Indian residents, sailors, merchants, traders, workers brought in for 

industries with trading partners, workers servicing the British, British army and naval men, 

women seeking husbands, men and women who thought of themselves as answering the call of 

Empire) had risen rapidly. According to C.A. Bayley, in Indian Society and the Making of the 

British Empire, the overall population in Calcutta grew from an estimated 120,000 inhabitants in 

1720, to 200,000 in 1780 and 350,000 in 1820.
5
 

Those who believed in the civilizing influence of the British Empire would have been well 

aware of ‘improvements’ that might be implemented in the growing city of Calcutta. J.G. Farrell 

creates such a character in his Booker Prize-winning historical novel, The Siege of Krishnapur. 

Mr Hopkins, the Collector of the fictional Krishnapur, is often seen in Calcutta: 

 

standing at the roadside in the shade of a tree, he would be standing there lost in thought 

(thinking, people chuckled, of a way to get a new civilization to advance with the 

railways into the Mofussil to soothe the natives) ... 
6
 

 

Hopkins embodies Victorian belief in progress. He had spent two years in England in the early 

1850s, as an ‘active member of numerous committees and societies’
7
 dedicated to good works 

and the promulgation of civilizing ideas. But he had gone further than most, returning to India 

                                                

2 Julie Rugg, ‘“A few remarks on modern sepulture”: Current trends and new directions in cemetery research,’ 
Mortality, 3 (July 1998) 111. 
3 John Morley, Death, Heaven and the Victorians (Pittsburg: U of Pittsburgh Press, 1971) 6 
4 P.C. Jupp, ‘The Development of Cremation in England 1820-1990: A Sociological Account,’ unpublished PhD 

thesis, U of London, 1993. 
5 C.A. Bayley, Indian Society and the Making of the British Empire (Cambridge: CUP, 1988) 68. 
6 J.G. Farrell, The Siege of Krishnapur (London: Flamingo, 1985) 35. 
7 Farrell 34. 
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‘full of ideas about hygiene, crop rotation and drainage.’
8
 Real-life individuals like Hopkins 

would have been aware, as much as a century earlier, of the importance of ‘sanitary burial.’
9
 The 

connection between overcrowded burial grounds and outbreaks of fever had been made in 

France and developed as ‘an orthodoxy on graveyard “emantions”’
10

 as early as the 1730s. The 

rapid expansion of towns and cities was inevitably accompanied by concerns about the increase 

in waste materials created by ‘industry and individuals.’
11

 Changes in thinking about methods of 

disposal of human bodies developed in this context. Although eighteenth century writers were 

‘often relatively optimistic about the potential for European bodies to adapt to the “Asiatic” 

climate…the sense of Calcutta as a dangerous place for Europeans…was ubiquitous.’
12

 In 1767 

the Calcutta Council directed that ‘the present burial ground being situated in the middle of the 

town, has, we have reason to believe, contributed greatly to its being unhealthy, we therefore 

intend to remove it to a more distant and convenient spot.’
13

 

Scientific and pseudo-scientific investigation in the eighteenth century suggested that the 

human corpse was a source of life-threatening contamination, as were animal corpses and 

decaying fish. Whether the spread of diseases was a result of miasma or foul odours, brought 

about by dispersion of particles of decomposing matter through the air, or whether infectious 

diseases were spread by direct contact (early germ theory) remained a matter for debate for some 

years to come. Nevertheless, town planners and municipal developers in Europe (Paris in the 

1760s, for example)
14

 proposed the removal of slaughterhouses, hospitals and burial grounds 

from the heart of the city, believing that such facilities ‘engender[ed] infectious miasmas.’
15

 In 

Christian countries and settlements outside Europe, the establishment of municipal cemeteries 

tended to follow outbreaks of disease and the containment of infected corpses became a priority.  

In Calcutta, the toll taken on human lives by tropical diseases, malaria (especially infection 

by the malaria-causing parasite plasmoduim falciparum), cholera and dysentery was substantial. 

In Vikram Seth’s A Suitable Boy, when the marriageable Lata, and Amit, one of her suitors, visit 

South Park Street in the rain, it is explained how quickly the cemetery, once established, ‘filled 

up with European dead. Young and old alike–mostly victims of the feverish climate.’
16

 Of 

course, although Europeans, especially women (‘How true that English ladies do not prosper in 

the Indian climate!’
17

), were taxed by the climate, it was not only Europeans who succumbed to 

infectious diseases, nor were tropical diseases solely responsible for the numbers of deaths. 

Medical historians suggest that representations of Calcutta as a ‘city of death’ were greatly 

                                                

8 Farrell 34. 
9 Rugg 4-5. 
10 Rugg 4. 
11 Nina Kokayeff, ‘Dying to be Discovered: Miasma vs Germ Theory,’ ESSAI 10 (2013) 68. 
12 Robert Travers, ‘Death and the Nabob: Imperialism and Commemoration in Eighteenth-Century India,’ Past & 
Present 196 (2007) 85. 
13 Governor and Council to Court of Directors, 28 Nov. 1766, para 4; quoted in Travers 110. 
14 Richard Etlin, The Architecture of Death: The Transformation of the Cemetery in Eighteenth-Century Paris 

(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1984). 
15 Rugg 4. 
16 Vikram Seth, A Suitable Boy (London: Phoenix House, 1993) 451. 
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exaggerated.
18

 Nevertheless, the fear of contagion persisted. Hindus in Calcutta, although not 

ignorant of the problem of contagion, regarded cemeteries as antithetical to their beliefs. 

Furthermore, as suggested in Satyajit Ray’s The Secret of the Cemetery (2004), they may have 

been repulsed by the practice of burial. ‘When the coffin was lowered into the grave, and they 

threw clods of earth … ugh, the sound they made was terrible!’
19

 But the practice of cremation 

of corpses could not keep up with the deaths of Hindus in Calcutta and the very poor could not 

always afford wood to burn their dead. It was not uncommon to see corpses or partially cremated 

corpses floating in rivers or half-buried in riverbanks.  

The Indian government was reluctant to pass regulations regarding the disposal of bodies, 

given that such regulations would interfere with religious practices.
20

 As the British capital of 

India, Calcutta was one of the first municipalities to pass a by-law prohibiting the disposal of 

bodies or animal carcasses in the Hooghley, or in any river, canal or rivulet in town limits. But 

that was not until 1864, following a fever epidemic in 1862-1863, and the effectiveness of such a 

by-law is difficult to determine.  

In the mid-eighteenth century in Calcutta there was obviously abundant evidence of how 

rapidly disease could spread. It was commonly said that ‘two monsoons’ was the average 

expected lifespan of a European living in India.
21

 The toll on Europeans and their vulnerable 

babies and children was substantial. There are approximately 1900 burials
22

 in the South Park 

Street Cemetery and the inscriptions on tombs, where they remain and when they are legible, 

make plain that the cost of imperial ambition in the ‘second city of the British Empire,’ hewn 

from jungle on a malarial swamp, was high.  

The first thing you notice on entering the South Park Street Cemetery is the sheer mass of 

the funerary architecture. The weight of stone, marble, black basalt, bricks and mortar was 

memorably remarked upon by Rudyard Kipling in ‘Concerning Lucia,’ the eighth chapter of City 

of Dreadful Night (1899). The narrator, looking for South Park Street Cemetery, is told by a 

driver, pointing ‘up a long and utterly deserted thoroughfare,’ that ‘nobody goes there.’ 

Nevertheless, the narrator finds the cemetery and passes through its entrance into ‘the heart of 

utter desolation.’
23

 

 

The tombs are small houses. It is as though we walked down the streets of a town, so tall 

are they and so closely do they stand—a town shrivelled by fire, and scarred by frost and 

siege. Men must have been afraid of their friends rising up before the due time that they 

weighted them with such cruel mounds of masonry. Strong man, weak woman, or 

somebody’s ‘infant son aged fifteen months,’ for each the squat obelisk, the defaced 

                                                

18 Robert Travers, ‘Death and the Nabob: Imperialism and Commemoration in Eighteenth-Century India,’ Past & 

Present 196 (2007) 85. 
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classic temple, the cellaret of chunam, or the candlestick of brickwork—the heavy slab, 

the rust-eaten railings, whopper jawed cherubs, and the apoplectic angels. Men were rich 

in those days and could afford to put a hundred cubic feet of masonry into the grave of 

even so humble a person as ‘Jno. Clements, Captain of the Country Service, 1820.’
24

 

 

The substantial funerary slabs and architecture testify to a preoccupation with ‘sanitary burial,’ 

emerging in the eighteenth century. In A Suitable Boy, the dead in The South Park Street 

Cemetery are described as ‘compacted under great slabs and pyramids, mausolea and cenotaphs, 

urns and columns.’
25

 The idea of compaction conjures up contemporary images of recycled 

waste, steel and paper products crushed into huge cubes that can only be moved by machines. 

The weighing down of the dead in Calcutta certainly ensured that whatever might cause disease 

in emanations from corpses was prevented from escaping into the air: the dead were a danger to 

the living. But in Victorian and pre-Victorian times, heavy grave slabs and funerary architecture 

also offered protection of the corpse: the dead protected from the living. In eighteenth and 

nineteenth century Britain there was considerable fear of body-snatching, an activity that 

‘violated Christian and folklore-based solicitude for the corpse.’
26

 Certain belief in the security 

of a resting place for a deceased loved one was perhaps some consolation for bereaved English 

in an outpost of Empire. In The Seige of Krishnapur, the Collector’s wife, Mrs Hopkins, explains 

why she cannot stop weeping:  

 

My nerves are very poor, you see, my youngest child, a boy, died just six months ago 

during the hot weather…ever since then I find that the least thing will upset me. He was 

just a baby you see…and when we buried him all we could think of was to put a 

daguerreotype of his father and myself in his little arms ... It was made by one of the 

native gentlemen and we had been meaning to send it home to England but we decided it 

would be better to put it in the baby’s coffin with some roses ... You know, perhaps you 

will think me foolish but I feel just as sad to be leaving the country where his grave lies 

as I am to be leaving all my dearest friends ... 
27

 

 

In a city where so many died young, where burials took place ‘after dark with the aid of lighted 

torches,’
28

 in a space outside town, enclosed by a high brick wall and approached by ‘a narrow, 

lonely, raised causeway or bund’
29

 originally known as Burial Ground Road, it is unlikely that 

many of the bereaved regularly visited the cemetery to mourn the departed or to check the 

security of their grave sites. Few were willing to be reminded that the odds were stacked against 

a long life in Calcutta. Nevertheless, the comfort that the bereaved might seek through laying 

                                                

24 Kipling np. 
25 Seth 451. 
26 Rugg 6. 
27 Farrell 26. 
28 Harold Holloway, ‘Reflections,’ The South Park Street Cemetery Calcutta, 4th edition (Calcutta: British 

Association of Cemeteries in South Asia and business houses associated with the Association for the Preservation of 

Historical Cemeteries in India, 1997) 12. 
29 Holloway 12. 
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their dear departed securely to rest should not be underestimated. While Mrs Hopkins is a 

fictional character, her sentiments express those so often represented in diaries and 

reminiscences of colonial women around the world when circumstance determined that they 

must move on, leaving their deceased children behind in ground.  

Until the British left India in 1947, The South Park Street Cemetery was at least kept in 

reasonable order. In The Siege of Krishnapur, when the young English gentleman-poet Fleury 

arrives in Calcutta just before the siege of 1857, he visits his mother’s grave in Calcutta. At that 

time, as the narrator suggests, ‘the grass was cut and the graves well cared for.’
30

 Even so, 

Fleury chooses ‘not to overdo the lurking in graveyards.’
31

 Comparing what Fleury would have 

seen with the contemporary appearance of the cemetery, Farrell’s narrator, speaking presumably 

in the 1970s, when the novel was published, describes it in an aside as ‘an astonishing and lonely 

place, untended and overgrown.’
32

 Vandalism and looting are noted: ‘the lead letters have been 

picked out of the inscriptions, a small tax imposed by the living on the dead.’
33

 Homeless 

families are observed, huddling uneasily in huts made of sticks and rags. The narrator 

understands their disquiet: ‘no wonder they are so ill at ease, for even to a Christian the 

atmosphere here is ominous.’
34

 

After the Partition of India, the cemetery fell into such disrepair that it has been frequently 

and famously celebrated by bloggers, travellers, novelists and non-fiction writers, from within 

and outside India, for the unnerving effect it has on visitors. Since 1978, when the Association 

for the Preservation of Historical Cemeteries in India was registered under the West Bengal 

Societies Registration Act, valiant efforts have been made to maintain the cemetery and its 

monuments. Nevertheless, given the overwhelming scale of its funerary architecture, much of it 

cracked or sunken, and given the high brick wall that encloses its mysteries and the iron gates 

that clang shut as darkness approaches, no wonder it remains a site for ghost stories and illicit 

activities. In Satyajit Ray’s The Secret of the Cemetery, in the Adventures of Feluda crime series, 

Feluda visits the South Park Street Cemetery with a writer, Lalmohan Babu, who has made 

money from a film version of one of his stories. At the entrance to the cemetery, Lalmohan 

hesitates. He has to be reassured by Feluda not only that there will be no chance of witnessing an 

English burial, but that there has been no such activity in the cemetery for a century and a 

quarter. Following the private investigator, walking through the rows of tombs, heading for the 

place where a Bengali man had been injured suspiciously on the previous day, looking at the 

tapering columns, Lalmohan proclaims: ‘These are spooks in burkhas!’ The narrator suggests 

that although he is ‘right in a way … [t]hey were more like spooky guards, protecting the being 

that was buried underground, encased in a coffin.’
35

 

All this stuff in my head as I entered the South Park Street Cemetery, accompanied by my 

husband, not wanting to be on my own in this place. Yes, it’s spooky. And no, I didn’t want to 

overdo the lurking in a cemetery, even though I was aware of the growing trendiness of 

                                                

30 Farrell 36. 
31 Farrell 36. 
32 Farrell 36. 
33 Farrell 36. 
34 Farrell 36. 
35 Ray 9. 
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‘graving’ expressed by bloggers on the internet. Gravers do not only visit cemeteries, as 

‘tombstone tourists’ or ‘preservationist gravers.’
36

 They spend time on websites such as Find a 

Grave, a database of more than 36 million burial records, where they search for famous and 

familial names, locate graves, enter details, leave virtual flowers and upload headstone photos. 

I’m not one of them. Nor do I think I’m a cemetery tourist, although perhaps I am kidding 

myself. Opportunities for Indian states to cash in on the Raj and its burial grounds have been 

promoted since the turn of the millennia.
37

 Was I hooked? Yes, of course; just didn’t want to 

admit it.  

In 2008, my first visit to the cemetery, I was driven by an urge to find my father’s family. 

My father had never mentioned the Indian connections and the only clues I find retrospectively 

that he knew of them are his fondness for Kipling’s Mowgli stories, his old brass shaving bowl 

decorated in a stylized script that I later discovered to be Urdu and, sadly, his refusal to allow me 

to travel to India when I was eighteen, fearing that I would contract one of many terrible 

diseases. Although my mother was still alive in 2008, I had lost her to dementia. She had talked 

freely about her parents’ history, but never about my father’s. Realizing how little I knew about 

my father’s family, suddenly it seemed urgent to recover that lost past. But there was more. I 

wanted to cement that connection with India, wanted to find the resting places of my paternal 

grandfathers, at least, however many greats might separate me from them. George Albert and 

William Albert, whatever else they were, were at least adventurers, border crossers surrounded 

by mystery and, dare I confess, a most attractive exoticism. 

We passed through the gate of the South Park Street Cemetery on a day in December that 

threatened rain. Someone was sitting sleepily behind the open gate on a plastic chair alongside a 

small folding table on which sat a donations box. To the right was a caretaker’s room. Behind a 

wooden desk, the wiry caretaker sat inscrutably attending to some papers. I wondered how he 

could see in such gloom. We exchanged the kind of pleasantries he had no doubt heard many 

times before from visitors seeking ancestors. We offered him our short list of names and a 

photograph of a death certificate we had bribed another caretaker to show us in the tower of the 

Church of St John, on the other side of Calcutta. The Sheppard historian’s mother, Ann Byrn, 

had died at the age of twenty-eight, leaving her husband George with four young children. No, 

said the South Park Street caretaker, shaking his head, he knew nothing of my ancestors. He 

gestured towards a bench on the wall opposite his desk, indicating stacks of slim booklets 

produced by the Association for the Preservation of Historical Cemeteries in India. At 100 

rupees per booklet (less than two Australia dollars) our purchase would contribute towards 

preservation work on existing grave architecture. If we found an ancestor in the cemetery we 

might be inspired to make a donation, said the caretaker, through the ‘adopt-a-tomb’ scheme. 

We bought three booklets and the caretaker smiled toothlessly, handing us an umbrella for our 

walk in the rain. Skimming through the booklet no familiar surname leapt out. 

                                                

36 Adrian Chen, ‘I Spend My Free Time With Dead People: The strange hobby of graving,’ 25 July 2016  

http://www.slate.com/articles/arts/culturebox/2009/10/i_spend_my_free_time_with_dead_people.html. 
37 Moinak Mitra, ‘India now tapping into cemetery tourism with fervour,’ Economic Times Special Report, 5 July 

2009, 25 July 2016 http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/magazines/sunday-et/special-report/india-now-tapping-

into-cemetery-tourism-with-fervour/articleshow/4739273.cms. 
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Visitors to the South Park Street Cemetery invariably describe it as a ‘modern-day 

necropolis,’ a ‘city of forgotten souls,’ a place of ‘crumbling colonnades, mossy mausoleums.’
38

 

They relentlessly comment on the ‘gigantic monuments,’ and the evident ‘obsession with 

masonry.’
39

 No-one has better described the atmosphere of the cemetery than Kipling or Farrell 

and it’s impossible not to draw upon such memorable descriptions. I was certainly shaken by the 

sheer numbers of monuments and stones remembering young mothers who had died in childbirth 

and the children who died with or after them. Although the pathways or ‘streets’ of the quiet city 

were no longer as overgrown as early post-partition descriptions suggest, it was certainly true 

that parts of the cemetery were neglected and in disrepair. Some of the tombs were subsiding 

and dark with mildew. Many were cracked or crumbling. Emaciated dogs like dingoes had 

excavated deep holes in the dirt underneath neo-classical cupolas designed as shelters for the 

dead. I was afraid to inspect too closely the bones that the dogs had chewed in their lairs. We 

saw two monuments, one of them a moderately impressive tapered column, to two Sheppards, 

but neither of them was mentioned in my great-great-grandfather’s history and neither had 

gained a mention in the official booklet of the Association for the Preservation of Historical 

Cemeteries. We checked off names in the booklet. Mrs Sarah Pearson: her monument is the 

oldest in the cemetery; Colonel Charles Russell Deare, ‘slain by a cannon ball while fighting 

Tippoo Sultan in the Carnatic;’ Colonel Monson and his wife Lady Anne, great-granddaughter 

of Charles II; celebrated Calcutta beauties Mrs Elizabeth Barwell and the ill-fated Rose Aylmer; 

Lt Col Robert Kyd, botanist and founder of the East India Company’s Botanical Gardens; Sir 

William Jones, founder of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal: his is one of the tallest 

monuments; Major General Charles Stuart, noted eccentric, known as ‘Hindoo Stuart;’ Vivian 

Derozio, Anglo-Indian poet and reformer; baronet Sir John Hadley D’Oyly and his son Charles, 

artist. Doctors, lawyers, merchants, chiefs; civil servants, aristocrats with hereditary titles, 

socialites with connections. We found the ‘bleeding tomb’ of the ill-fated Dennison family who 

died within sixteen days of each other: Mrs A with her infant daughter first, followed by her 

husband, Captain E.S. The tombstone, an obelisk, is said to be haunted and to ooze something 

like blood, several times a year. It did not bleed for us and all that haunted us were questions.  

When it started to rain heavily, we returned to the caretaker’s room to take shelter, buying 

time and more booklets. The caretaker warmed to us and said he would look at his records. His 

disintegrating record books were unhelpful but he had some additional narrow rolls of 

parchment, also crumbling, held together with rubber bands. On a scrap of parchment he 

pounced excitedly on the reference points for George Albert’s burial plot and insisted that we 

follow him.  

Walking through the streets of the necropolis, silent except for the proprietorial cawing of 

Indian house crows (that’s been said before too), it was a surprise to come suddenly into a 

clearing in which rows of terra cotta pots were arranged, some bearing brightly coloured flowers, 

mostly dahlias. I caught the eye of the caretaker who must have noticed my sudden intake of 

                                                

38 Gautham Ashok, ‘City of Forgotten Souls,’ 25 August 2016 http://roadsandkingdoms.com/2015/city-of-forgotten-

souls/. 
39 Ghosh, Deepanjan. ‘The South Park Street Cemetery,’ The Concrete Paparazzi, 25 February 2015, 25 August 

2016 http://double-dolphin.blogspot.com.au/2015/02/the-south-park-street-cemetery.html. 
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breath. ‘It’s a nursery,’ he said, slowing down so that we could catch up with him. ‘This land is 

rented to the nursery-man.’ He pointed to a figure bent over pots in the distance: behind him was 

a tent hand-sewn from plastic and old cloth and there was a woman in the doorway, cooking 

something in an iron vessel over an open fire. The regular mounds in the ground suggested that 

this was an area of unmarked graves but the dignity of the gardener and the orderly rows of 

living colour seemed less incongruous here than the massive pyramids and ornate columns 

competing for attention above the rich, generative soil.  

On the periphery of the nursery the caretaker stopped to consult his scrap of paper. ‘Here,’ 

he said. ‘On the corner.’ His arms formed a right angle. ‘This is where your ancestor was buried. 

George Albert Sheppard. Died of fever at forty-three.’ There was nothing there. No tomb. No 

grave slab or head stone. No remains of a crumbling cross. No pile of stones. Nothing. Nothing 

at all.  

George Albert would have been buried after the cemetery was officially closed. At least he 

was not refused burial there, as some with dubious reputations were. The remains of George 

Albert’s first wife, Ann, would also be somewhere in unmarked ground, inside the walls of the 

cemetery. Ann died before the new cemetery was built and was buried in the old burial ground in 

Fort William but transferred, as the records indicate, to the new cemetery in Park Street South. 

Exactly where she lies remains a mystery, but a suggestion that there was intermarriage in her 

family is intriguing: an explanation, perhaps, for the absence of a commemorative plaque. 

Neither Ann nor George were ‘important.’ George’s second marriage took place in the church of 

St-Martin-in-the-Field in Westminster, London, two years after George had left Calcutta 

following his wife’s death, ‘partly for the benefit of [his] health, but chiefly for the purpose of 

re-visiting [his] native land.’
40

 George was in fact born in Hallowell, New England, America, but 

his English parents, particularly his father, had never ceased hankering for the lost Manors in 

Gloucester and dreaming of England as home. Something else George did not offer publicly as 

an excuse for leaving his business for four disastrous years in the hands of a partner in Calcutta, 

was his intention to visit his children. Two years before Ann’s death he had off-loaded his 

children on spinster aunts in England; his sons were subsequently transferred (as was common 

practice) to a boarding school, ‘Cliff House Academy,’ near Dover.
41

 The fact that Ann 

languished in Calcutta until her death (was she ill or disenchanted?) while George sailed for 

England with two servants, one ‘named Rose (of a dusky type),’
42

 stirs my imagination. Two 

years after Ann’s death, George made a much more prestigious marriage, probably calculated. 

Prestige and social recognition were conditions George aspired to. His second wife was the first 

daughter of a physician, ‘reputed to be possessed of considerable wealth’
43

 who became one of 

the senior medical staff at the Charing Cross Hospital, lecturing regularly in the Charing Cross 

school of medicine. The pair had two children, but George’s second wife was back in England, 

living with her father, when George died. As for George’s son, William Albert, the Sheppard 

                                                

40 Gupta 175. 
41 William Albert Sheppard, A Brief History of the Sheppard Family Formerly Seated at the Manors of Avening, 

Minchinhampton and Colesbourne in the County of Gloucestershire, England, With Pedigrees of the Elder and 

Junior Branches of these Ancient Families (Calcutta: Thos. S. Smith, City Press, 1891) 22. 
42 Sheppard 21. 
43 Sheppard 29. 
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family historian, he had returned to Calcutta after his English education. I found where he was 

living in 1887: an attached building in what was once described as the bachelor’s quarters in the 

English residential area of Calcutta, currently occupied by mechanics repairing old auto-

rickshaws and motor scooters: a building now held together by the aerial roots of Banyan trees. 

But I could find no sign of where, in Calcutta, William Albert or his wife or any of the five very 

young deceased children of their nine offspring, were buried. 

The caretaker was looking at me expectantly. I had come from Australia to find an ancestor 

and he had helped me find one. How did I feel? I felt relief: relieved to find the connection, but 

strangely, more relieved to know that he was there unproclaimed, turned to dust on the periphery 

of a nursery. Looking back from the clearing where the dahlias glowed in their terra cotta pots, 

observing the towering obelisks, the ridiculous pyramids, the grand neoclassical mausoleums 

and leaning cuppolas rising drunkenly heavenwards in the silent city, I found more comfort in 

the wafting from the cooking pot where the nurseryman’s wife was preparing to nourish the 

living.  

What did it mean, all that funerary architecture? Once, it meant something, of course. It still 

means something, although the lenses through which we view such artefacts have changed and 

we may now want to read the cemetery in different ways. The East Indian chronologist John 

Hawkesworth (writing under the pseudonym Asiaticus in the early nineteenth century) described 

what is now known as the South Park Street Cemetery as ‘the Great Burial Ground at 

Chowringhee’ (my emphasis) in his Epitaphs in the Different Burial Grounds in and about 

Calcutta, published in Calcutta in 1803. This book could be purchased by subscribers for the 

price of twelve rupees, or for non-subscribers, twenty-four rupees. The fact that a collection of 

local epitaphs was available by subscription suggests the extent of untimely deaths in eighteenth 

and nineteenth century Calcutta. It also suggests an interest, on the part of the living, in what had 

already been said about the British in India who were important or wealthy enough to merit 

inscribed gravestones or tombs. If tragedy were to strike, it was best to know what was 

appropriate or de rigueur in the way of an epitaph, summarizing a life lost in service to the 

Empire. Two more significant collections of epigraphs were published after 1803, both referring 

to the ‘new’ Calcutta cemetery as ‘the Great Burial Ground at Chowringhee.’ William Urquhart, 

editor and perhaps owner of the Madras Courier between 1795 and 1807, produced a 

declaratory two volume book (a third was intended, but appears not to have been published) 

laboriously titled The Oriental Obituary: or, a Record to Perpetuate the Memory of the Dead, 

Being an Impartial Compilation from Monumental Inscriptions on the Tombs of Those Persons 

whose Ashes are Deposited in These Remote Parts of the World since the Formation of 

European Settlements, to the Present Time, to Which is Added Biographical Sketches, Anecdotes 

etc. Illustrative of the Public Service, General Character, and Virtues of Departed Worth 

(Madras, 1809-13). A third such collection, transcribing epitaphs from the churches and burial 

grounds around Calcutta, was printed by M. Derozario in 1815, reproducing descriptors of 

‘greatness’ in an attempt to perpetuate the memory of British inhabitants of India who, through 

their services and virtues, contributed to the glory of the British Empire. The Great Burial 

Ground, in the British imperial capital of India, ‘trumpeted its affiliations with the wider 
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community of empire.’
44

 More than that, it emphasized the wealth and power of those who, 

directly or indirectly, served the projects of Empire. As Calcutta grew and ‘British traders 

assumed the style of imperial governors,’
45

 they built grandiose houses to live in, projecting a 

social status they could not have enjoyed in the ‘old country’ or ‘their native land.’ When they 

died in Calcutta, their memorials became ‘tools for displaying the assumed aristocratic manner 

of the East India Company service.’
46

 

By the time the South Park Street Cemetery was opened, the wealthy in commercial 

Calcutta would have been looking to keep up with European fashions, including grave 

architecture, which favoured neoclassical styles. Tombs came to reflect ‘the growing 

stratification of Calcutta society.’
47

 Professional men, high ranking officers and the wealthy 

(whether aristocratic or nouveau-riche) bought expensive funerals and paid to embellish their 

graves and the graves of their loved ones with architecture befitting the status by which they 

wished to be remembered. The silent city on Burial Ground Road, which later became Park 

Street, declared the presence of the British in Calcutta in no uncertain terms: we are here; we 

serve; we are important; even death will not erase us. It also testified to the greatness of the 

sacrifices empire builders had made: lives shortened by adverse reactions to the climate, tropical 

diseases, shipwreck, drowning, clashes with the ‘natives’ and other European companies in the 

interests of the Empire. Richard Becher, one of the longer-lived inhabitants of Calcutta, member 

of the Board of Trade and Council, is remembered as ‘an honest man’ who passed his life ‘in the 

service of the Company./What his conduct was/The Annals of the Company will shew.’ Becher 

retired to England in his early fifties where he lost his money to a deceiving friend and had to 

return to Calcutta, where he died in 1782 after a year ‘Under the pang of Disappointment,/And 

the pressure of the Climate,’ his energy spent on his previous service. Augustus Cleveland, 

Collector of Revenues and Judge, died at sea aged 29, having, so his epitaph says, ‘civi-/lized a 

Savage Race of the Mountaineers who for Ages had/Existed in a state of Barbarism and eluded 

every Ex-/ertion that had been practised against them to sup-/press their depredations, and 

reduce them to obedience.’ The Honorable John Hyde, appointed to the Supreme Court in 

Calcutta in 1774 where he served for twenty-two years, is remembered as the Public Records 

declare him: ‘A Magistrate,/Whose Integrity in the Discharge of his/Public Functions,/Was only 

equaled by the Virtues of his Private Character.’ On his death in 1802, Horton Briscoe, Major 

General of the Bengal Establishment, is commended on his tombstone for distinguishing himself 

‘by his Attachment,/to his Profession!/ever zealous in the discharge of its duties/fulfiling [sic] 

them/with fidelity and integrity to the State.’  

Wealth, beauty and connections were highly regarded. Charles Weston, who lived an 

unusually long life in Calcutta (he died at 78), is remembered as much for his ‘wise economical 

management of a Fortune’ as for his charity. His epitaph also mentions his connection with 

Governor John Holwell, temporary Governor of Bengal in 1760. His tombstone describes him as 

‘an ornament to the British Name.’ Women were celebrated as another kind of ornament to 

Empire. Beautiful young women, none more so than Rose Alymer, are celebrated as sacrifices. 
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46 Travers 85-6. 
47 Travers 113. 
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Rose Alymer, daughter of an English Baron, died of cholera in 1800. Aged just twenty, she was 

visiting her aunt, wife of Sir Henry Russell, judge of the Supreme Court in Calcutta. Her 

tombstone reads: ‘What was her fate?: long, long before her hour,/Death called her tender soul, 

by break of bliss,/From the first blossoms, to the buds of joy;/Those few our noxious fate 

unblasted leaves/In this inclement clime of human life.’ Some years after her interment, an elegy 

by the English poet Walter Savage Landor was added to the tomb. Landor had met Rose in 

Wales, when he was twenty-one and she was seventeen. He had been smitten with her and 

represents her as a romantic ideal: a woman of noble heritage, beauty and virtue, her graces 

sacrificed, but her memory consecrated in stone. 

 

Ah what avails the sceptered race, 

Ah what the form divine! 

What every virtue, every grace! 

Rose Alymer, all were thine. 

Rose Alymer, whom these wakeful eyes 

May weep, but never see, 

A night of memories and sighs 

I consecrate to thee. 

 

Women, of course, were presumed to be dedicated to ‘growing’ the Empire. Elizabeth Crisp (nee 

Marsh) went to India in 1771, following her husband who had become bankrupt after enjoying 

rather too good a life style in England for eight years. Their son, Burrish Crisp, ‘First member of 

the Board of Revenue,’ survived for 47 years until 1811. His epitaph alludes to his alternative 

education and fails to mention his numerous illegitimate children, but conventionally 

acknowledges ‘the tender care of an excellent Mother,’ buried next to him. Elizabeth’s 

monument or gravestone has disappeared, but her extraordinary life, including capture at sea by 

Moors, about which she wrote in The Female Captive, published in 1756, suggests that she was 

far from a standard model of motherhood. Her son’s epitaph reduces her to a ‘patient Martyr/of a 

cruel and unrelenting Malady,’ the malady being breast cancer, from which she died after a 

hideous operation.
48

 

The service of women to the growth of Empire, risky at the best of times in the eighteenth 

century, was seriously risky in Calcutta. The shortened lives of mothers is heartbreakingly 

evident in the Great Burial Ground. Mrs Elizabeth Bruce died in 1793, ‘aged 17 years 1 month 

and 15 days’ leaving ‘a husband and two infant sons to/bewail their loss, the one aged 1 year and 

9/months, the other 4 days.’ Catherine Bowers, ‘beloved mother of 9 children,’ died in 1794, 

aged 28 years, ‘leaving a disconsolate Husand/and seven children ever to regret their loss.’ The 

list is long and terrible.  

The architecture of the cemetery also reflects the political interests of the British. Thomas 

Metcalfe suggests in Ideologies of the Raj
49

 that public buildings erected during the Raj were 

                                                

48 ‘Elizabeth Crisp (nee Marsh) 1735-1785,’ 26 August 2016 www.jjhc.info/crispelizabeth1785.htm. 
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designed explicitly to represent the power of the ruling empire. This applied both to cities of the 

living and cities of the dead. One of the ways the British sought to legitimize their rule was by 

establishing connections with and relating themselves to the Mughals, who asserted their 

political status in the Indo-Muslim world by building elaborate tombs (the most obvious being 

the Taj Mahal). The South Park Street Cemetery, then, is a curious mix of Gothic (traditional), 

neo-classical (fashionable) and Indo-Saracenic (politically strategic) funerary architecture.  

The South Park Street Cemetery has a lot to say about the history, politics, social 

stratification and conventions of a population enmeshed in the business of empire-building in a 

foreign clime at a particular time in the past. Looking back on that time, one might be forgiven 

for wondering whether the English in India were in fact as mad as rabid dogs, as Noel Coward 

suggested in his song ‘Mad dogs and Englishmen go out in the midday sun,’ first performed in 

1931. There’s a story by John Lang (‘The Meerut Graveyard’) in which the narrator explains the 

difference between English graveyards in England and English burial grounds in India. In India, 

the narrator explains, the tombs are larger and differently constructed (mostly of chunum or 

plaster). While the grave architecture might convey the impression of ‘ruins of stupendous 

antiquity,’
50

 in reality the climate is responsible for rapid deterioration, accelerated by the 

droppings of birds that contain seeds that germinate to reproduce the jungle plants that had been 

cleared away. In the same story the caretaker says: 

 

A great deal of money is squandered in the churchyards in India. Tombs are erected, and 

at great expense frequently. After they are once put up it is very seldom that they are 

visited or heeded. Tens of thousands of pounds have been thrown away on the vast pile 

of bricks and mortar and stone that you now see within this enclosure; and, with the 

exception of a few, all are crumbling away. A Hindoo said to me the other day, in this 

graveyard, “Why don’t you English burn your dead, as we do, instead of leaving their 

graves here, to tell us how much you can neglect them, and how little you care for them? 

What is the use of whitening a few sepulchres amidst this mass of black ruin?” I had no 

answer to give the fellow, sir. Indeed, the same thought had often occurred to me, while 

at work in this wilderness.
51

 

 

In the new Kolkata, however one might read the significances of the Great Burial Ground in 

what was once Calcutta, however one might interpret the extravagance of expenditure on 

funerary architecture, the dead are dead, and the living are alive. That particular cemetery is a 

relic of the British Empire, and as such, worthy of preservation. It has historical value. It has 

value for genealogists. But the big questions remain.  

How individuals relate to the dead is an intensely private matter. In the western world, 

dealing with the practicalities of death and dying has become a matter of systems management 

by professionals,
52

 to the extent that most of us do not know how to face it. My desire to connect 

                                                

50 John Lang, ‘The Meerut Graveyard,’ The Penguin Book of Indian Ghost Stories edited by Ruskin Bond (New 

Delhi: Penguin Books, 1993) 4. 
51 Lang 8. 
52 Glenys Caswell, ‘A Family Affair? Managing Death in the Twenty-First Century,’ 29 August 2016 

https://nottingham.academia.edu/GlenysCaswell. 
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with my long and safely dead relatives in Calcutta was my way of escaping from the fact that my 

mother was dying. Escape it may have been, nevertheless that visit to the South Park Street 

Cemetery was a valuable lesson in humility. My long gone Calcutta relatives were individuals 

struggling to make something of themselves: to make money, to win social recognition. They 

saw India as a land of opportunity. Whatever else they thought I can never know. Distance and 

hindsight enable me to pass judgement on the projects of Empire, but in doing so, I implicate my 

relatives, implicate myself. Cemeteries are places for reflection, as much on living as on death: 

as much on folly and mistakes as on greatness.  

In the twenty-first century, as we contend for space to live on this planet, the expansion or 

even survival of cemeteries as future burial grounds is in question.
53

 There is a view that burial-

sites might become like a ‘sub-sector of today’s property market,’ available only ‘as long as 

someone can pay the rent.’
54

 Such a view is depressing, but it should be remembered that the 

municipal cemetery, as such, has a relatively short history. Many of us will leave traces of our 

lives on the Internet, some better than epitaphs, some more embarrassing. The work of reading 

past lives in the contexts of history and other disciplines will remain for researchers, using the 

means available to them. The work of commemorating past lives and disposing of human 

remains will also continue. The living will make choices, for themselves and/or their dear 

departed. Some of us will exercise a developing ecological mentality, choosing to ‘sustain the 

living’ through ‘natural burial, new cremation practices or new technologies’ such as alkaline 

hydrolysis and freeze-drying. Such innovations might be conceived as ‘positioning the dead 

body as a gift to the living and/or the planet.’
55

 Others might decide on ‘awe inspiring celestial 

services’
56

 such as those offered by a company of space and funeral experts, founded by Thomas 

Civeit, a former NASA engineer. Through this company, human ashes can be launched into 

space where, after orbiting the earth for several months (orbits being trackable through mobile 

apps), they will burn up in the atmosphere as ‘shooting stars.’ The notion of such spectacular 

memorials may seem ultra-new in the age of technology, but it is also old: as old as the ‘small 

houses’ in the South Park Street Cemetery; as old as the Pyramids of Egypt; as old as the 

Monumental Temples of the Aztecs and Incas.  

We will always need places (or spaces) to reflect on death. Such places ‘add an emotional 

intelligence’ to environments for the living.
57

 There will not always be room for cemeteries like 

The South Park Cemetery in Calcutta. But there will always be a need for what John Troyer, 

Director of the Centre for Death and Society at the University of Bath calls ‘a cemetery-like 

                                                

53 Ana Naomi de Sousa, ‘Death in the City: What happens when all our cemeteries are full?’ The Guardian, 21 

January 2015, 29 August 2016 https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2015/jan/21/death-in-the-city-what-happens-

cemeteries-full-cost-dying; Rose Eveleth, ‘The New Urban Cemetery,’ The Atlantic, 9 September 2014, 30 August 

2016 http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/09/the-new-urban-cemetery/379802/; Lisa Murray, 
‘Death and Dying in Twentieth Century Sydney,’ Dictionary of Sydney, 2013, 30 August 2016 

http://dictionaryofsydney.org/entry/death_and_dying_in_twentieth_century_sydney. 
54 Rugg cited in de Sousa np. 
55 Hannah Rumble, John Troyer, Tony Walter and Kate Woodthorpe, ‘Disposal or Dispersal? Environmentalism 

and Final Treatment of the British Dead,’ Mortality, 19.3 (2014) 243. 
56 Elysium Space, ‘Celestial Services,’ 3 September 2016 http://elysiumspace.com/the-experience/.  
57 Rugg in de Sousa np. 
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space,’ where people can ‘connect with death.’
58

 This might involve spaces for interactive 

technology, but as Troyer insists: ‘Cemeteries are layer after layer of human invention’ and 

technology is just another layer. The challenge is to find ‘something that really connects with 

this idea of death’ without falling into ‘a language of innovation that isn’t necessary.’
59

  

I’ve changed my mind about cemeteries. I’ll never be a ‘graver,’ but I shall go back to the 

South Park Cemetery in Kolkata in a different frame of mind. I’ll be looking to connect not with 

departed relatives, but with a history shared with India. As for the ‘idea of death,’ there will 

always be ways and places to contemplate that, in conjunction with the wonders of human 

invention which, whether sublime or ridiculous, never cease.  

  

 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Sue Hosking is an Honorary Research Fellow in the Department of English and Creative 

Writing at the University of Adelaide. She has published extensively on Australian literature and 

life narratives, as well as on literary and cultural representations of life in Australia and India, 

with a particular focus on British imperialism. 

                                                

58 Quoted in Eveleth np. 
59 Troyer quoted in Eveleth np. 
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Syd’s Songs 

 

Lyn Jacobs 

 

 

 

In the long surge between lunch and launch 

the spun words spill from the lip 

tasting a flavour or two of slanted light before 

quitting the business of corridors with a slow 

slide down the Humanities stairwell to 

cruise along the ring-route’s downhill run. 

 

Gathering pace by the staff club, 

impressing observers with their momentum, 

they repel nudging cars and buses 

ignore the options of right or left, and  

lift off, over the Medical Centre to 

head north-west for the sub-continent. 

 

Later that evening a boy at his music 

sounds a note so true that the sky trembles. 

His father’s words, out-of-sight now,  

re-align overseas in new and interesting ways,  

before falling like a gentle shower into  

the up-turned palms of willing readers.  

 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Lyn Jacobs is Associate Professor (adjunct) in Australian Literature and Australian Studies at 

Flinders University where she taught English between 1979-2002. She is the author of Against 

the Grain: Beverley Farmer's Writing (UQP) 2001 and her research, reviews and articles 

continue to be published locally and internationally. 
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Sumatra evokes images of jungles roamed by tigers and orangutans, peppered with active 

volcanoes, and stretching from sea to sea, calling surfers with its idyllic beaches. Back in the 

60s and 70s Lake Toba was part of the ‘hippie trail,’ which adds to its charm. Political turmoil 

and a devastating tsunami brought it in the news more recently. 

 

This is an exploration through poetry and photographic images of what Sumatra is to its people 

and their culture. Travelling through Sumatra the way the locals do, inspired the poetry and 

images to tell the tale of the struggle of the everyday people in spite of the richness of their 

coffee, timber and spices plantations. Colonialism is a memory, harsh daily existence still a 

current reality. Tourism is mainly organised in bigger cities, in the predominantly rural areas 

tourists are a rare sight and the western long noses still make girls laugh and babies cry. 

 

‘Horas!’ (Welcome!) to the land of smoking volcanoes and beautiful Batak songs. But also of 

deforested jungles planted now with palms, their oil enriching supermarket products in the 

western malls. 

 

 

Sumatra sonnet 

 

Hello mister, hello miss, nice to meet you! 

You live with landslides, volcanos and the jungle, 

I live with a mortgage and the ocean. 

I love words. You just love to be. 

 

You bury your ancestors in the corn fields, 

my ancestors are buried in my ethnicity. 

Your prayers are carried by fishermen in nets, 

my conversations are bouncing off glass and concrete. 

 

I look for my path in this jungle, it’s steep and slippery. 

The butterfly comes to see me, 

hello kupu-kupu, I hear you bring luck. 

 

I drink coffee with milk, kopi susu, 

my westernised tastebuds construct mornings 

through the fragrant seeds of your land. 

 

 

 

 

Below are images of places, people, landscapes and the butterfly that inspired the writing of this 

poem: 
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What you own 

 

Gold thread, gold handbag, 

smile for the camera, lady for an instant. 

I pose in other people's riches, then take refuge in the jungle. 

 

A millipede crawls on damp leaves 

I slip on mud 

the trees breathe and I fear 

someone will covet this soil’s riches. 

 

 

 

Which Everyday Products Contain Palm Oil  

http://www.worldwildlife.org/pages/which-everyday-products-contain-palm-oil?hc_location=ufi  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.worldwildlife.org/pages/which-everyday-products-contain-palm-oil?hc_location=ufi
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Thomas Leaf Monkey 

 

What if the world was round monkey 

What if the jungle had no key 

What if you had just one zoo wife 

What if you had to mate for life 

What if there were no trees? 

 

What if your calls were ignored monkey 

What if the jungle disappeared 

What if the world closed in on you 

What if nobody cared? 
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Bus from Berestagi 

 

The bus rattles over potholes. 

Dust, passengers, packages stream in 

through the never closing doors. 

Kids jump on the roof, 

men smoke away their health and worries, 

music on high volume streams in from the front. 

 

Women smile at me, 

show us what you bought at the village shop, they say. 

I produce an exquisite small carving from the rucksack, 

wooden box guarded by wizard on lid, they laugh out loud, 

point to my nose: It's as long as the wizard's, they say. 

I laugh and feel different, yet somehow accepted, 

and the bus full of giggles is rattling on.  
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Banyak Islands 
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Banyak Islands 

 

Fisherman of the islands 

resilient focused 

building a boat 

feeding families 

who is the girl in your hut? 

the blonde daughter of conquerors. 

your revenge is late but pure 
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Nani 

 

 

 
 

 

 

I like the blueish skin on this young elephant. 

She assesses me from the corner of her eye, 

touches my hand with her trunk, 

kneels to give me a ride; 

no saddle, I sway and scream, 

she gets bored, goes back to her food. 

Tomorrow is her free day, 

she’ll have a bath, elephant mandi, 

then back to her job, 

jungle patrol, just like in The Jungle Book! 

Nani makes my childhood’s story come alive. 
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Boat ride through swamp forest  

 

 

 
 

 

National Geographic were here, he says, 

they gave my son this T-shirt. 

They wanted to see the monkeys, 

westerners are weird, come to see 

monkeys and water and jungle, 

what’s so special, we see them everyday. 

Throws away the empty cigarette packet, 

red indestructible plastic and delicate pink orchids  

create a colourful collage among reeds. 
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Two to Three Taswegians 
 

Michael X. Savvas 

 

 

Abstract 

 

My good friend and former English literature tutor, Syd Harrex, will be rightfully honoured as a 

brilliant poet and scholar. I hope in the attached collection of Syd’s poems and my prose pieces 

to further honour Syd as a poet, but also to honour him as a human and bon vivant, with a great 

sense of humour, an appreciation of wine and the bawdy and a healthy lack of prudishness. I 

hope that the honest qualities in my writing pay tribute to Syd’s comparable sensibilities. I begin 

by writing about Syd’s love for Kangaroo Island and a poem he wrote there in 2005 about Errol 

Flynn. Then I discuss a book Syd and I started to collaborate on, Sad, Happy Places, and present 

‘Striding in from the Sea’ and ‘Catalyst,’ poems Syd wrote for our proposed book. I also present 

two prose pieces that I wrote for our book and read to Syd, ‘Marketing Bullshit’ and ‘The Blue 

Flame of Magic.’ The latter piece is appropriate as a tribute to Syd, dealing with two of his great 

loves: cricket and the subcontinent. 

 

 

* * * * * 

 

It was the last English literature conference I attended with Syd on Kangaroo Island, the adopted 

home he cherished so much. I felt a mixture of isolation and freedom on this wonderful island, 

and perhaps a feeling Syd had on KI reminded him of Tasmania, the island he was from 

originally. I decided to present a paper on the writings of another fascinating Taswegian 

wordsmith, Errol Flynn. Syd and I had discussed Flynn on several occasions, and Syd told me 

that a desk at the University of Tasmania had Errol’s name carved into it. (It may have been 

inscribed by a fan of Errol’s, or even a fan of his father’s, as the latter was an eminent academic 

at the university, whereas Errol’s quest for learning was neither fanned nor extinguished in a 

university.) 

At a morning muffin and coffee break in the conference, I wandered back to the dorm I was 

staying in, not far from the Penneshaw conference venue that overlooked the sparkling ocean. I 

shaved off almost all of my stubble, apart from a pencil-thin moustache. Using product, I made 

my hair look sleek as an otter and wore tan slacks and a long-sleeved shirt. I’d tucked inside the 

shirt a silk cravat with an elegant blue and red paisley design. I had become Errol Flynn. I 

received the amused responses I wanted when I sauntered inside the conference room and gave 

my presentation. My theatrical gesture became an even more surreal experience when, at the end 

of the presentation, my mate Paul Sutton asked me his question (about penguins) through a 

megaphone. It seemed like the right thing to do. Afterwards, respected theorist Helen Tiffin 

approached me with a warm smile and said how she enjoyed my paper. I asked her whether I 

should have mentioned why I was dressed up, and she said that I definitely did the right thing 

not to mention it at all. Afterwards, a few of us went to the front bar of the pub down the street, 
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the Penneshaw Hotel. Paul carried his megaphone and I was still dressed as Errol. Amid the 

wary looks of local farmers, the delegates and the delicates shared a couple of beers. Syd 

suddenly felt inspired to write a poem about Errol Flynn. He asked me to transcribe what had 

come into his head, and I certainly did not want to miss a testimonial from Syd about Errol’s 

literary prowess. I found a blue biro and a nearby serviette and scribbled the following that Syd, 

possessed by his muse, dictated to me: 

 

Syd Harrex, Penneshaw Hotel Wed 14/12/05 

 

When Errol Flynn died, 

He was 10,000 fucks away 

From his real potential: 

Death at age 70. 

 

I still treasure the tattered serviette with Syd’s anti-testimonial. 

 

 

*** 

 

During one of our many pleasant conversations at Table One in the Red Vines restaurant at 

Flinders University, Syd and I decided to collaborate on a book. He would write the poems, 

naturally, and I would write prose pieces. The unifying theme of the collection would be places 

that were simultaneously happy and sad. Syd’s original title was Happy, Sad Places, but after 

reflection, I offered that Sad, Happy Places rolled off the tongue better and Syd, often humble, 

agreed. Sometimes at Table One, Syd would ask me to read poems he’d written. On other 

occasions, I would collect him from outside his rural home and drive to Coromandel Valley’s 

ambient and very colonial-looking Duck Inn, where we would exchange our poems and prose 

over a couple of bottles of white wine. One time, I took my Persian girlfriend, Setare (meaning 

‘star’) with us to the Duck Inn. She spoke and understood little English, but versed in the great 

poetry of Rumi and Hafez, Setare had a genuine admiration for poetry and poets, so she felt 

honoured to be in the company of the real deal, a man who was by disposition and habit an 

authentic poet. Setare was tall, dark (in every way), stately and impossibly beautiful: a princess 

transported straight from the magical pages of 1001 Arabian Nights. When people met her, they 

often asked her in all sincerity whether she was an actual princess. I first introduced Syd to 

Setare by saying, ‘This is the lady I’ve spoken so much about,’ and he said, ‘I can see why!’ 

Setare asked me to dance with her at the Duck Inn (with evocative Persian hand and hip 

movements to Western pop and rock), and while we danced and loved, Syd wrote the following 

poem for Sad, Happy Places and dedicated it to Setare: 
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‘Striding in from the Sea’ 

Dedicated to Setare (5
th
 May, 2013) 

 

As you unreluctantly leave 

the table to dance, and perhaps 

jig as the Celtic influence asserts itself, 

I study my static feet but count 

the verse syllables nevertheless. 

 

As I write yet another love is on, 

the loving again leaving me dangling 

my legs on sea wall where dramas 

of escape and incarceration taunt 

my beautiful/ugly colonial heritage 

where I first learned how to fish 

but entangle the life-lines 

of my colonial past, now pre-pearl  

morning, but I must leave post-haste. 

 

 

*** 

 

 

Syd would always ask about what I was writing. This was the first contribution I’d written for 

Sad, Happy Places and read to Syd at the Duck Inn: 

 

Marketing Bullshit 

 

New York does sleep. That was one of my strongest impressions when searching for a restaurant 

at 11.30 pm on my first night there — a Friday. In streets close to Central Park, several empty 

restaurants with upturned chairs inside suggested a heavy, slow-wave, stage 3 slumber.  

‘New York sleeps. That’s just marketing bullshit: New York never sleeps.’ So spoke the taxi 

driver who was aggressive and friendly at the same time in an accent that was Bronx (I guess) 

and ethnic at the same time. 

I sat in the back, fatigued and hungry. A Jon Cleary novel had informed me that Australians 

showed their democratic generosity and magnanimity by sitting in the front seat of taxis. But 

that’s just marketing bullshit: it was actually to keep an eye on the fare meter. 

Clearly, many equated happiness with Times Square’s tsunami of people and collide-

erscope of colours and images. But for me, New York was New Year’s Eve: it fell short of the 

hype and excited reports that had preceded our meeting. My second major impression was that I 

felt very vulnerable in the neon heart of this city, where crazies talked or shouted to themselves 

and loitering gangs assessed you with mercenary eyes. 

And I’d booked my hotel room from Adelaide, paid good guilt-edged money to stay at the 

iconic Essex House and have a view of Central Park with a Manhattan skyline: the hotel George 
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Harrison, Paul Simon and other guests on Saturday Night Live stayed at in the 70s. Not to be 

placed on the third floor of the hotel, with a view of the foliage of three trees and a super-sized 

American flag that colonised two thirds of the view from my window frame. So I complained on 

the second day to the sympathetic Filipino bellhop and agreed to pay $20 to get a room upgraded 

to the actual one I’d imagined into existence. This new room brought me the happiness of a 

conflict victory, a view that inspired me to at least want to write (if not do), albeit with a touch of 

vertigo. 

And Central Park was a nice place to while away time on a sunny day. But it was 

essentially ... a park. Yet people flocked to this vast expanse of simulated nature that was akin to 

Kim Kardashian/Dim Darkcashingin: pleasant to look at but merely famous for being famous. 

Park visitors walked and skated and ran, and it really struck me that with the right marketing 

bullshit, even grass, rocks and water can be an exciting tourist destination. 

It also struck me either then or just now that New York was a place of the imagination, 

where the more you knew about the things that had been done there and the people who had 

done them, the more New York became imaginivacious. Being aware of the New York Times as 

one of the world’s most credible newspapers gave the city the same trench-coated gravitas. 

Knowing that J. D. Salinger only wanted to be published in The New Yorker gave its namesake 

city a comparable prestige. There could be ten thousand and seven different reasons why people 

would personalise a quest to visit NY, all of them based on some resonant tale that had planted 

the roots of imagination in them. But was it one of those places that only awoke — and never 

slept — when informed visitors activated it, or was it somewhere that had an innate excitement 

that would shake the soul when one first saw it regardless of whether you knew anything about 

it? Perhaps all destinations fall into one of those two categories. 

 

*** 

 

Syd wrote and shared with me the following poem that may have ended up in Sad, Happy 

Places: 

 

‘Catalyst’ (October 20, 2013) 

 

Who says there is no sense in nonsense? 

That bugger who can’t work things out. 

What’s happened to good old creative fashion 

For ignorance dressed as a mannequin, 

And mannequin, undressed like Greek goddesses. 

There he goes again, licking the fur  

Of his fantasies, that imperial tortoise- 

Shell feline who taught me all I know 

Of sleeping, marking it in the dark darkness 

And the millions of unimaginable realities. 

 

This was another prose piece I shared with Syd at Duck Inn, intended for our book, Sad, Happy 

Places. Syd particularly liked the phrase ‘the blue flame of magic.’ 
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The Blue Flame of Magic 

 

Officially, Lahore was known as the Garden City. But when I lived rough there and attended a 

Pakistani professor’s talk on the spiritual music qawwali and how it could connect you to God, 

the professor lamented that his city had become the Garbage City. For me, Lahore was hot and 

dusty. Yet Pakistan was the country where ideas were neurogenerated and then appeared in the 

world. Pakistan itself had been formed this way just fifty years earlier. Muhammed Ali Jinnah’s 

idea was to create a Muslim state separate from India. And I felt blown away by the notion that 

the country I was living in — without downplaying the bloody violence of its history — was 

essentially the result of this idea. 

And there were other ideas. Although we’d broken up (whatever that means), before we 

went our disrespectful respective separate ways to Hawaii and Pakistan, my daughter Olivia’s 

mother had expressed her fears that I would meet an expatriate Greta Scacchi lookalike. That 

seemed like one of the most ludicrous scenarios she had presented me with. I was going to a 

country where the English rose look wasn’t exactly the norm, and I preferred the dark and sultry 

look anyway. 

And I had my own idea. If I was going to be in self-imposed exile for a year to work, on a 

meagre wage, for a blindness agency, I needed a diversion. I would try to meet cricketing royalty 

Imran Khan, write a book about him and donate any profits to his hospital in Lahore, the 

Shaukat Khanum Memorial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre. It was a great idea — what 

the Greeks would call a megali idea. Of course, upon arriving in Lahore, I had no idea — or 

what the Australians would call No Fucking Idea — how I would meet the most famous 

Pakistani in the world. I started by discovering a second-hand book shop in Lahore and being 

lucky enough to pick up a paperbook copy of Imran’s autobiography. Dullest book ever. A 

swarthy, seething, charismatic Pathan aristocrat renowned as an international playboy and close 

friend of Lady Di, Imran recounted a series of tedious cricketing minutiae. Although no mention 

was made of his glamorous and amorous adventures, Imran’s pages upon pages of cricket scores 

did shed light on his success with the ladies: he clearly bored the pants off of them. 

Mr Mahmood(y), my suave underling at Aziz Jehan Begum Trust for the Blind, gave me the 

insider’s perspective on Imran as further background information for hunting my conceptual 

prey. Mr Mahmood — who insisted on calling me Mr Michael — sported a moustache, like the 

vast majority of his male compatriots. He wore a smart white shalwar kameez and his hair was 

always combed and parted perfectly, never moving out of place. He was a gentleman and had an 

impassive look on his face most the time. A lot of my ‘job’ involved sitting at my desk, with Mr 

Mahmood pulling up a chair adjacent to me and expecting to converse for half the day. This 

routine was interrupted only by the mandatory sweet and milky tea breaks for all of the office 

workers and the odd phone call to the telephone operators who would routinely hang up on me 

when I requested a phone number they were unable or uninterested to supply. So there were 

plenty of opportunities to talk about Imran. Mr Mahmood said that Imran was a great cricketer 

but not necessarily popular as a politician. When, at a public event, a woman bared her cleavage 

to Imran and asked him to sign one of her mammaries, he called her disgusting. What kind of 

playboy testily knocks back a bap? Imran’s mixed values led to some people perceiving him as a 
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hypocrite … which some people would consider the mark of a successful politician. And yet, 

Imran himself was also a further expression of Pakistan, where ideas flourish like orange kair 

flowers in a Punjabi desert. Imran had imagined becoming a world-class cricketer and became 

one and then re-imagined himself as a powerful politician in his country, and also made that idea 

become a reality. For me, he was an alchemist of ideas and someone to admire. 

These were the steps I’d taken to research Imran. I’d been in Lahore for perhaps a couple of 

months. My young local friends would ask me in a quaint archaic English, ‘What is your 

conveyance?’ My conveyance soon became a no-frills bicycle I’d purchased, which I rode 

through the hot, dusty and noxious-smelling streets of Lahore. Mangy chickens often ran around 

the streets between serious-looking men in brown and grey costumes — perhaps one of the few 

occasions in which my theory (that inserting chickens into a situation instantly made it comical) 

did not hold. Whenever I ventured onto the anarchic roads that had no lanes yet could 

accommodate seemingly endless rows of assorted beeping and belching conveyances and life 

forms, I called this the Game of Death. (This term was no doubt influenced by Rudyard 

Kipling’s detail-laden portrayal of the chaos of Lahore, his novel Kim.) Motorbikes were a 

popular ‘conveyance,’ and people’s wilfulness in imagining them as cars rather than bikes 

prevailed. Families often travelled on motorbikes and played the Game of Death. The best 

example I saw of this was a bike with the man riding at the front, his wife seated in the 

traditional side-saddle behind him with two children behind her and a goat at the very back. The 

full catastrophe. 

One day I rode my push (and shove) bike to the unexpectedly Antipodean ANZ Grindlay’s 

bank, where I would draw on my ever-dwindling and pitiful funds. I’d been coming here for the 

same purpose perhaps once a week for several weeks. I would make small talk with one of the 

bank tellers there, but on this occasion when I noticed him watching the cricket on the bank 

television above his head, I also noticed the family name on his name badge: Khan. I jokingly 

asked if he was related to Imran Khan. 

He looked me in the eye, and with no hesitation, replied, ‘Yes, he’s my first cousin.’ 

Absolutely astonished, I said that I was trying to meet and interview Imran. ‘Do you know 

how I can contact him?’ 

‘Yes, I’ll give you his home phone number.’ And sure enough, he wrote down a number for 

me. 

My head spun with the unlikelihood of what had just happened. I played the Game of Death 

with more hutzpah as I rode back to my accommodation. The same dusty room, kitchen and 

bathroom where I would ‘shower’ and wash my shirts with a cold bucket of water. The same 

abode I would, with almost zero knowledge of cooking, ‘cook’ two-minute noodles on my stove 

plate — and eat rusk in when I became gravely ill. The informal zoo that provided speedy 

chipcullis (geckoes) on the walls and small brown frogs that I had to brush out of my bed before 

not sleeping. 

I couldn’t believe that in my life of squalor and penury, I had touched the blue flame of 

magic. And yet when I rang the phone number on a public phone, a deep and relaxed Oxonian 

voice spoke back at me: the world-famous Imran Khan! I told him about my idea of interviewing 

him and incorporating those interviews into a book, and that sales from same would all go to his 

hospital. 
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Although Imran spoke with an impressive and educated voice, he surprised me by sounding 

relaxed about my having his home phone number and was less formal and clipped than I’d 

expected. I asked if I could meet him to talk more. He said that he didn’t have his diary with him 

but I could call him at his office to work out a time. My new buddy Imran gave me his office 

phone number. 

When I rang the Imster at his office, he politely told me to ring back another day. I’d learnt 

that it was not part of Pakistani culture to say no directly, and I wondered whether this was all an 

elaborate way of saying no to my request. But I’ll never know. Sickness of the body and soul 

took me away from the idea state. But a lot of Pakistan was about not knowing. Being aware that 

my body was wasting away from a mysterious disease and not knowing its source (while treating 

it with local tablets that contained opium and made me light-headed); becoming aware that an 

idea was the most subtle and powerful force of all (and before my insight much later that one of 

the hardest things to change is a stupid idea in a closed mind), without being any closer to 

knowing the why of any of this. My quest for the malt drink Milo exemplifies this uncertainty. 

Often, I would ride my bike past a billboard for Milo and this evocative advertisement made the 

thought of attaining such beverage utterly irresistible. A lot of my time in Lahore was punctuated 

by quests for sugary drinks of one sort of another. Nothing tasted better than a small bottle of 

Coke I would sometimes treat myself to on a particularly hot day. If I was really inclined to treat 

myself, I would take a rickshaw (another bike willing itself to be a car) to an international hotel 

and savour every drop of the one cold mango lassi I could afford. My junkie-like search for a hit 

of Milo led me to a corner store in a back street near my room. When I requested a Milo from 

the shopkeeper, he asked me to wait and brought from the back of the room an elder statesman 

in a pristine white shalwar kameez. I thought the distinguished gentleman would tell me a great 

truth (maybe he did), but all he said in a measured tone, unimpeachable dignity and a raised 

index finger was that ‘Milo is not in season.’ 

My loneliness in Lahore was almost unbearable. I was grieving and pining for my ex-

partner and missing terribly my young daughter, Olivia. Whenever I heard a child cry, I would 

feel like crying from the referred pain of imagining Olivia. In my new home, I’d made an 

eclectic group of friends: young Pakistani Muslims and Christians; a local Communist (son of a 

Communist tortured by the Government for his different ideas) who made his own illegal wine 

from apples, plumbs and other fruit in stills inside his house; a fellow Australian worker; a wife 

of a General; a Frenchman; and American ex-pat volunteers. But you know, as Tom Waits sang, 

‘Well, the night does funny things inside a man; these old tom-cat feelings you don’t 

understand.’ 

For some reason, minor celebrities in the West sometimes took on a larger life in Pakistan. 

Adorning the front of a barber’s in Lahore was a large poster of the Australian journalist, Stan 

Grant. Randomly, the B-grade American actress Phoebe Coates, who had appeared in maybe 

two or three one-hit wonders in the 80s, was popular in Pakistan (with the locals pronouncing 

her name as Fobby Cats). I even bought a large poster of Fobby Cats, someone I’d probably 

never thought about in my life, and stuck it on my wall above my bed. Fobby Cats inspired tom-

cat feelings I do understand, and I would desire her as though she were the Venus de Milo (or 

just Milo) while I lay in bed with my brown frogs and listened to the locally pirated cassettes of 

the Bee Gees, Bruce Springsteen, the ethereal Crowded House, Tom Waits and qawwali. I’d 

picked up several of these cassettes from a shop called Off Beat, a very well-organised shop Mr 
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Mahmood took me to, where they sold the pirated cassettes for around two dollars each. In the 

early stages of my illness, I was determined to define myself by more than my ailing body and 

invited an English ex-pat to my room for dinner. She agreed to eat the arguably repulsive meal 

of substitute mince I’d made, which we both ate sitting on the floor. The vivacious, charming 

Cambridge graduate graciously ate my slop. The strange thing was, the blonde, blue-eyed 

sophisticate bore a strong resemblance in appearance and manner to ... Greta Scacchi. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Dr Michael X. Savvas is a senior lecturer in the Transition Office at Flinders University. He 

had the great honour of being taught as an English undergraduate by Syd Harrex. Michael and 

Syd later became colleagues and developed a strong friendship. Syd always encouraged 

Michael’s writing and asked about what he was working on. Michael’s standard reply that he 

spent his time writing bureaucratic reports and emails (that said so much while saying so little) 

amused Syd mildly at first, but he astutely observed that Michael needed to come up with a new 

answer. 
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Caged behind the Barbed Fence 

 

Behind the barbed wire of the fence, 

In the deep diversity of our culture  

Varied backgrounds and skin colours, 

We the Arabs, Africans and Asians, 

We stood in commonality and looked on, 

Our faces very maudlin in lugubrious 

Dimples, admiring sexy freedom beyond 

The in sensuous terse fence of the barbed wire, 

We longed to move away from the tensions 

And emotions of poverty and confinement, 

Graced with stark angst of deportation, 

The fear and pale lot of all immigrants, 

On the blind run as climate refugees, 

 Running for life from political and social climate 

Changes in the lands of Africa and all Arabia 

They have shamelessly sired for Europe. 

And others lands with envied affluent claim 

The hopeless illegal and black immigrants, 

Behind the barbed fence we slept, 

Under the open scorch of desert sun, 

And bivouacked in the sharp chills, 

Of European nights of winter, 

We admired those in freedom, 

As they snarled and mocked us through 

The tiny holes on the mesh of the fence, 

They threw words of scorn and hatred at us, 

They clicked, farted, and gnashed teeth at us, 

Flamboyantly in whiteness of their humanity  

They eeried our black bravery and daredevilry, 

That filliped us through the horrendous Euro-tunnel, 

And held us mysteriously alive through ships, 

Of our stowing away across the high seas, 

Between stony Morocco and Spanish coasts, 

When we were running away from home, 

We the black renegades of patriotism, 

 We have no choice for our national energies 

It was grimly washed down and away, 

By the masochistic powers that be, 

In our countries, counties and boroughs,  

Suffocating us the wretched of the earth, 
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With discrimination, poverty and corruption, 

As we form not their body politic there, 

Gender blind cultures roar like a wounded lion, 

Silencing the person in the skin of the weak, 

For we have no succour even in the lewd thoughts, 

Of choosing to be social climate refugees, 

We now wallow in shame and slogging despair, 

In the foreign lands of Europe and America, 

We are swallowing saliva with mad appetite, 

For the plethora of ripe fruits from imperial efforts, 

 Begotten sweat of the sons of Europe, 

We blame no one for the misfortune we chew 

Behind here in the menacing barbed fence, 

As we slavishly wait for the deportation, 

Back to Africa the land calling for hard work, 

Patience in spirit and careful in choices, 

For no land is bad but human policies, 

Change some and Africa will shine in plumage, 

Of plenty in victuals and supports to life, 

I rest my song behind the barbed reason. 
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Singing Ox 

 

I am an ox 

Old and castrated, 

Having no testicles, 

They were chopped off, 

In a glorious peasant stampede, 

By my bucolic owner, 

 

He lives on the handkerchief-sized land, 

With no where for my fodder, 

Forget of fresh grass, 

Space for jumping and teasing, 

He heaps me in a shed 

With knee deep cow-dung, 

Dropped there by my colleagues, 

Fat cows with bulging vulvas, 

Which I only eat with my eyes, 

As the peasant crushed my balls, 

 

He left with me only a reproductive vestige, 

That I only use to piss and nothing more, 

The peasant takes me to the river, 

Very late always in the noon 

For I to drink dirty water, 

After he has labored me 

From cock-crow 

With cart pulling work, 

With a short break of sleigh tracking, 

Carrying manure to here and there, 

On his desperate farm, 

Very small like dog’s tongue, 

 

When I get tired at my knees, 

And drop in my speed, 

To walk slowly as I recuperate 

The exhausted energy, 

He whacks my bag with stinging whip, 

He sinks another whip on my rump, 

I wonder why this peasant acts a true devil 

When driving me to pull him out 

Of abysmal poverty his eternal wallow, 
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I work his farm alone, 

And he eats all the proceeds, 

He sells always the stalks of maize, 

To buy salt and lime for the cows, 

He gets milk to feed his tuberculotic wife, 

And throngs of his peasantly sired kids, 

Leaving me on a tether under harsh sun, 

Burning my back like fires of hell, 

Only to be punctuated with torrents of tropical rain, 

 

Then I got sick the next day, 

Diarrhoea and fever and pale skin, 

Then he called the butcher man  

To buy me away for the slaughter, 

I wonder how a sick life  

Should be capitally condemned, 

 

The butcher man came with clout of money 

He found me covered with dark clouds of luck, 

I was sick and emaciated under full veneer of dung, 

Reeking like a footloose municipal sewage, 

The butcher man was repulsed by my state, 

He got sober off his love of cash, 

And felt pity for my sorriest state, 

He balked the idea of buying me for his trade wares 

And noted to my owner the foolish peasant, 

To buy me anti-worm drugs plus putting me on good diet, 

 

The butcher man walked away on my hiss of relieve, 

The peasant kept on clicking in a satanic stare 

At my protuberant ribs, with no ready move, 

He walked into the house and found his wife dead, 

He came out wailing like a king of empathy, 

I mused in my head on how fate changes courts, 

My death at the slaughter house now in his wife, 

 

But I knew I was not safe, 

Because peasants slaughter oxen, 

On the burial day of their relations, 

But God of fortune and of the poor, 

Like me the peasant’s ox  

only knows my full kismet. 
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Poetic Dystopia 

 

When I grow up I will seek permission 

From my parents, my mother before my father 

To travel to Russia the European land of dystopia 

that has never known democracy in any tincture 

I will beckon the tsar of Russia to open for me 

Their classical cipher that Bogy visoky tsa dalyko 

I will ask the daughters of Russia to oblivionize my dark skin 

Negro skin and make love to me the real pre-democratic love 

Love that calls for ambers that will claw the fire of revolution, 

I will ask my love from the land of Siberia to show me cradle of Rand 

The European manger on which Ayn Rand was born during the Leninist census  

I will exhume her umbilical cord plus the placenta to link me up 

To her dystopian mind that germinated the vice 

For shrugging the atlas for we the living ones, 

In a full dint of my Negro libido I will ask her 

With my African temerarious manner I will bother her 

To show me the bronze statues of Alexander Pushkin 

I hear it is at clitoris of the city of Moscow; Petersburg 

I will talk to my brother Pushkin, my fellow African born in Ethiopia 

In the family of Godunov only taken to Europe in a slave raid 

Ask the Frenchman Henri Troyat who stood with his penis erected 

As he watched an Ethiopian father fertilizing an Ethiopian mother 

And child who was born was Dystopian Alexander Pushkin, 

I will carry his remains; the bones, the skull and the skeleton in oily  

Sisal threads made bag on my broad African shoulders back to Africa 

I will re-bury him in the city of Omurate in southern Ethiopia at the buttocks 

Of the fish venting beautiful summer waters of Lake Turkana, 

I will ask Alexander Pushkin when in a sag on my back to sing for me 

His famous poems in praise of thighs of women, 

 

I will leave the bronze statue of Alexander Pushkin in Moscow 

For Lenin to look at, he will assign Mayakovski to guard it 

Day and night as he sings for it the cacotopian 

Poems of a slap in the face of public taste, 

I will come along to African city of Omurate 

With the pedagogue of the thespic poet 

The teacher of the poets, the teacher who taught 

Alexander Sergeyvich Pushkin; I know his name 

The name is Nikolai Vasileyvitch Gogol  

I will caution him to carry only two books 

From which he will teach the re-Africanized Pushkin 

The first book is the Cloak and second book will be  
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The voluminous dead souls that have two sharp children of Russian dystopia; 

The cacotopia of Nosdrev in his sadistic cult of betrayal 

And utopia of Chichikov in his paranoid ownership of dead souls 

Of the Russian peasants, muzhiks and serfs, 

I will caution him not to carry the government inspector incognito 

We don’t want the inspector general in the African city of Omurate 

He will leave it behind for Lenin to read because he needs to know 

What is to be done. 

I don’t like the extreme badness of owning the dead souls 

Let me run away to the city of Paris, where romance and poetry 

Are utopian commanders of the dystopian orchestra 

In which Victor Marie Hugo is haunted by  

The ghost of Jean Valjean; Le Miserable, 

I will implore Hugo to take me to the Corsican Island  

And chant for me one sexy song of the French Revolution, 

 

From the Corsican I won’t go back to Paris 

Because Napoleon Bonaparte and the proletariat 

Has already taken over the municipal of Paris 

I will dodge this city and manoeuvre my ways 

Through Alsace and Lorraine 

The Migingo islands of Europe  

And cross the boundaries in to bundesländer 

In to Germany, I will go to Berlin and beg the Gestapo 

The State police not to shoot me as I climb the Berlin wall 

I will balance dramatically on the top of Berlin wall 

Like Eshu the Nigerian god of fate  

With East Germany on my right; Die ossie 

And West Germany on my left; Die wessie 

Then like Jesus balancing and walking  

On the waters of Lake Galilee 

I will balance on Berlin wall  

And call one of my faithful followers from Germany 

The strong hearted Friedrich von Schiller  

To climb the Berlin wall with me 

So that we can sing his dystopic Cassandra as a duet 

We shall sing and balance on the wall of Berlin 

Schiller’s beauteous song of Cassandra, 

 

When the Gestapos get impatient  

We shall not climb down to walk on earth 

Because by this time of utopia 

 Thespis and Muse the gods of poetry 

Would have given us the wings to fly 
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To fly high over England, I and Schiller 

We shall not land any where in London 

Nor perch to any of the English tree 

Wales, Scotland, Ireland and Thales  

We shall not land there in these lands 

The waters of river Thames we shall not drink 

We shall fly higher over England 

The queen of England we shall not commune 

For she is my lender; has lend me the language 

English language in which I am chanting 

My dystopic songs, poor me! What a cacotopia! 

If she takes her language away from 

I will remain poetically dead 

In the Universe of art and culture 

I will form a huge palimpsest of African poetry 

Friedrich son of Schiller please understand me 

Let us not land in England lest I loose  

My borrowed tools of worker back to the owner, 

But instead let us fly higher in to the azure 

The zenith of the sky where the eagles never dare 

And call the English bard  

through our high shrilled eagle’s contralto 

William Shakespeare to come up  

In the English sky; to our treat of poetic blitzkrieg  

Please dear Schiller we shall tell the bard of London 

To come up with his three Luftwaffe  

These will be; the deer he stole from the rich farmer 

Once when he was a lad in the rural house of John the father, 

Second in order is Hamlet the Prince of Denmark 

Thirdly is his beautiful song of the Rape of Lucrece, 

We shall ask the bard to return back the deer to the owner 

Three of ourselves shall enjoy together dystopia in Hamlet 

And ask Shakespeare to sing for us his song 

In which he saw a man rape Lucrece; the rape of Lucrece, 

 

I and Schiller we shall be the audience 

When Shakespeare will echo 

The enemies of beauty as  

It is weakly protected in the arms of Othello. 

 

I and Schiller we don’t know places in Greece 

But Shakespeare’s mother comes from Greece 

And Shakespeare’s wife comes from Athens 

Shakespeare thus knows Greece like Pericles, 
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We shall not land anywhere on the way 

But straight we shall be let  

By Shakespeare to Greece  

Into the inner chamber of Calypso 

Lest the Cyclopes eat us whole meal 

We want to redeem Homer from the  

Love detention camp of Calypso 

Where he has dallied nine years in the wilderness 

Wilderness of love without reaching home 

I will ask Homer to introduce me 

To Muse, Clio and Thespis 

The three spiritualities of poetry 

That gave Homer powers to graft the epics 

Of Iliad and Odyssey centerpieces of Greece dystopia 

I will ask Homer to chant and sing for us the epical  

Songs of love, Grecian cradle of utopia 

Where Cyclopes thrive on heavyweight cacotopia 

Please dear Homer kindly sing for us; 

From Greece to Africa the short route is via India 

The sub continent of India where humanity  

Flocks like the oceans of women and men 

The land in which Romesh Tulsi
1
 

Grafted Ramayana and Mahabharata 

The handbook of slavery and caste prejudice 

The land in which Gujarat Indian tongue 

In the cheeks of Rabindranath Tagore 

Was awarded a Poetical honour 

By Alfred Nobel minus any Nemesis  

From the land of Scandinavia, 

I will implore Tagore to sing for me 

The poem which made Nobel to give him a prize 

I will ask Tagore to sing in English  

The cacotopia and utopia that made India 

An oversized dystopia that man has ever seen, 

Tagore sing please Tagore sing for me your beggarly heat;  

 

The heart of beggar must be  

A hard heart for it to glorify in the art of begging, 

 

 

                                                
1 Romesh Chunder Dutt (1848-1909) was a translator of the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, and Goswami 

Tulsidas (d. 1623) was a Hindu poet-saint who wrote Ramcharitmanas. 
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I don’t like begging  

This is knot my heart suffered  

From my childhood experience 

I saw my mother begging food for us 

We were nine voracious children  

Our appetite 

 Had rural peasant orientation 

Often when she brought home the begged food 

She mostly never ate herself 

She was denying her self in self-immolation 

For the food to be enough for us, 

I used to think she has eaten a lot in her life 

That pains and pangs of hunger  

Could not come her away;  

Like humpty dumpty I was goofing  

Tagore you are right the heart of a beggar 

Must be very hard like the rocks of Africa. 

The fear of begging has made me to vamoose 

One on one up to the land of plenty 

Southern America 

 for I fear Northern America 

Where riches flow into peoples homes 

Like waters of river Nile from Uganda to Egypt 

I will not be easy in such land where there is no culture 

Other than business of making money while speaking broken English 

Those of you who go there, in the Northern America  

 Pass my regards and warm greetings 

To the daughter of Richard Wright 

Tell her that my heart loves her 

 The way I loved intellect of her father 

Her that had to transfigure 

 Himself as Bigger Thomas 

The native son  

In the land where Africans agonize under slavery 

Where cacotopia of slavery dances 

With utopia of corporatism into a commercial blend 

To sire dystopia of capitalism 

Which Eric Blair aka George Orwell 

Foresaw it to be watched by the big brother in 1984, 

But me I am going to Chile instead 

 To sing an ode to clothings 

With my fellow communist Pablo Neruda  

We shall sing in turns the odes of Neruda 

But I will beg him to sing for me the song of burying a dog 
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So that I get goodness in the ode of clothings 

And angst in the song of the dog burial 

To achieve my poetic dystopia 

Of Nerudian poemocracy, 

Dear comrade Neruda let us join hands 

As comrades in arms to sing the ode to clothings, 

 

From America I have gone home to Africa 

I jumped the Atlantic Ocean in one single African hope and skip 

Then I landed to Senegal at a point of no return 

Where the slaves could not return home once stepped there 

Me I have stepped there from a long journey traversing the 

World in search of dystopia that mirror man and his folly 

Wondrous dystopia that mirror woman and her vices 

I passed the point of no return into Senegal, Nocturnes 

Which we call in English crepuscular voyages 

I met Léopold Sédar Senghor singing nocturnes 

He warned me from temerarious reading of Marxism 

I said thank you to him for his concern 

I asked him of where I could get Mariama Bâ 

And her pipe sucking Brother Sembène Ousmane 

He declined to answer me; he said he is not a brother’s keeper 

I got flummoxed so much as in my heart 

I terribly wanted to meet Mariama Bâ 

For she had promised to chant a scarlet song for me 

A song which I would cherish its attack 

On the cacotopia of an African woman in Islam, 

And also Sembène Ousmane  

I wanted also to smoke his pipe 

As we could heartily talk the extreme happiness 

Of unionized railway workers in bits of wood 

That makes the torso of gods in Xala, Cedo 

As the African hunter from the BaBukusu Clan of kawambwa 

In the land of Senegal could struggle to kill a mangy dog for us. 

 

Any way; gods forgive the poet Sédar Senghor 

I crossed in to Nigeria to the city of Lagos 

I saw a tall man with white hair and white beards, 

I was told Alfred Nobel gave him an award  

For keeping his beards and hairs white, 

I was told he was a Nigerian god of Yoruba poetry 

He kept on singing from street to street that 

A good name is better tyranny of snobbish taste 

The man died, season of anomie, you must be forth by dawn! 
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I feared to talk to him for he violently looked, 

But instead I confined myself to my thespic girlfriend 

From Anambra state in northwestern Nigeria 

She was a graduate student of University of Nsukka 

Her name is Oge Okoye, she is beautiful and sexy 

Charming and warm; beauteous individuality 

Her beauty campaigns successfully to the palace of men 

Without an orator in the bandwagon; O! Sweet Okoye! 

She took me to Port Harcourt the capital city of Biafra 

When it was a country; a communist state, 

I met Christopher Okigbo and Chinua Achebe 

Both carrying the machines guns  

Fighting a secessionist war of Biafra 

That wanted to give the socialist tribe of Igbos 

A full independent state alongside federal republic of Nigeria 

Okigbo gave me the gun 

 That I help him to the tribal war 

I told him no, I am a poet first then an African 

 And my tribe comes last 

I can not take the gun  

To fight a tribal war; tribal cleansing? No way! 

Achebe got annoyed with me  

In a feat of jealousy ire 

 He pulled out two books of poetry from his hat; 

Be aware soul brother and Girls at a war 

He rate to us the poems from each book 

The poems that echoed Igbo messages of dystopia 

I and Oge Okoye in an askance 

We looked and mused. 

 

I kissed Okoye and told her bye bye! 

I began running to Kenya for the evening had fallen 

And from the hills of Biafra I could see my mother’s kitchen 

My mother coming in and going out of it 

The smoke coming out through the ruffian thatches 

Sign of my mother cooking the seasoned hoof of a cow  

And sorghum ugali cured by cassava, 

I ran faster and faster passing by Uganda 

Lest my elder brother may finish Ugali for me 

I suddenly pumped in to two men 

Running opposite my direction 

They were also running to their homes in Uganda  

Taban Lo Liyong and Okot p’Bitek 

Taban wielding his book of poetry; 
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Another Nigger Dead 

While Okot was running with Song of Lawino 

In his left hand 

They were running away from the University 

The University of Nairobi; Chris Wanjala was chasing them 

He was wielding a Maasai truncheon in his hand 

With an aim of hitting Taban Reneket Lo Liyong 

Because him Taban and Okot p’ Bitek 

Had refused to stand on the points of literature 

But instead they were eating a lot of Ugali 

At university of Nairobi, denying Wanjala 

An opportunity to get satisfied, he was starving 

Wanjala was swearing to himself as he chased them 

That he must chase them up to Uganda 

In the land where they were born 

So that he can get intellectual leeway 

To breed his poetic utopia as he nurses tribal cacotopia 

To achieve east African thespic utopia 

In the literary desert. 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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From ‘The Strange Case of Matthew Arnold in a Sari: An Introduction to Kamala Das,’ 

Kamala Das: A Selection with Essays on her Work, ed. S.C. Harrex and Vincent O’Sullivan 

(Adelaide: CRNLE, 1986). 

 

S.C. Harrex 

 

 

If you imagine that my title
1
 promises startling revelations concerning Matthew Arnold and his 

attire on the night at Dover Beach when to his bride he spoke soft words of rhyming verse, then I 

warn you that you are entirely wrong in entertaining such frivolous or salacious expectations. 

The source for the title is in fact the elder statesman of Indian Writing in English criticism, K.R. 

Srinivasa Iyengar, who quotes what Gordon Bottomley
2
 is said to have said: 

 

Matthew Arnold in a sari – so Gordon Bottomley is said to have described typical 

Indo-Anglian poetry; and who can stand so incongruous an apparition!
3
 

 

The phrase ‘Matthew Arnold in a sari,’ like the honorific title ‘The Indian Nightingale’ bestowed 

on the Indian member of the Rhymers Club, the poet and nationalist Sarojini Naidu, expresses a 

sense of incongruity which is often seen as the hallmark of English poetry written by Indians. 

Some awareness of the literary past of this writing is inevitably a prelude to contemporary poets 

because they write in conscious or coincidental relation to the historical problems or challenges 

of cultural incongruity. 

In this paper, I want to focus on two Indian women poets – Toru Dutt of the nineteenth 

century and the contemporary Kamala Das – and to suggest some ways in which a reader’s sense 

of the Indian literary past enhances a reading of their work. This approach involves perceiving 

that the autobiographical currents and crises recorded in Kamala Das’s poetry, and the poetic 

techniques she uses to present them, reflect certain problems or tendencies inherent in Indo-

English poetry. I shall also suggest that Kamala Das’s individuality or modernity as a poet is in 

part due to the way she responds, albeit perhaps unconsciously,
4
 to generic problems and cultural 

incongruity. Besides this relation to the poetic past, there is a further sense in which the past is 

an important element in Kamala Das’s poetry because we find in many of her poems the 

insistent presence of her personal and ancestral histories. 

                                                
1 The present essay contains, slightly edited, a paper titled ‘The Strange Case of Matthew Arnold in a Sari or the 

Past as Prelude to Kamala Das’ which I read at the Southeast Asian and Australian Literature Seminar, The Writer’s 

Sense of the Past, National University of Singapore, October 1984, as well as material from my paper ‘The Trouble 

with Myth: Modern Indian-English Poetry’ read at the 6th Triennial Conference of ACLALS, University of Guelph, 

Canada 10-17 August 1983 and published in World Literature Written in English, Vol. 23, No. 1, Winter 1984, 117-
28. 
2 A Georgian poet-dramatist. 
3 K.R. Srinivasa Iyengar, Indian Writing in English (Bombay: Asia Publishing House, 1973, sec. ed.), 7. 
4 In reply to a questionnaire Kamala Das wrote ‘I have not read either Toru Dutt or Aurobindo.’ See P. Lal, ed., 

Modern Indian Poetry in English: An Anthology and a Credo (Calcutta: Writers Workshop, 1969), 102. 
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The origins of Indo-English poetry include two cultural events: (1) the successful political 

advocacy of an English Education system for select Indians, and (2) the poetry written by the 

Eurasian Henry Derozio (1809-1831) in the 1820s. (The same decade, incidentally, that the first 

Australian-born poets – W.C. Wentworth and Charles Thompson – were plucking ‘Wild Notes’ 

from the ‘Native Lyre.’) In the early years of the nineteenth century an impassioned debate was 

taking place, mainly in Calcutta, between the Orientalists and the Anglicists. The Orientalists 

wanted the British to continue the policy of exclusive support and funding for an Oriental 

education system, pedagogically based on Sanskrit, Persian and Arabic studies. The Anglicists 

wanted the British to establish an English system of education founded on European concepts of 

enlightenment, liberalism, science and technology. 

The most famous Indian champion of the Anglicist cause was probably Ram Mohan Roy 

(1772-1833) who in 1823 wrote a letter to Lord Amherst on the need for Western education in 

India. Here, in a model of English prose decorum, is how the letter begins: 

 

Humbly reluctant as the natives of India are to obtrude upon the notice of 

Government the sentiments they entertain on any public measure, there are 

circumstances when silence would be carrying this respectful feeling to culpable 

excess. The present Rulers of India, coming from a distance of many thousand miles 

to govern a people whose language, literature, manners, customs, and ideas are 

almost entirely new and strange to them, cannot easily become so almost entirely 

acquainted with their real circumstances, as the natives of the country are 

themselves. We should therefore be guilty of a gross dereliction of duty to ourselves, 

and afford our Rulers just ground of complaint at our apathy, did we omit occasions 

of importance like the present to supply them with such accurate information as 

might enable them to devise and adopt measures calculated to be beneficial to the 

country, and thus second by our local knowledge and experience their declared 

benevolent intentions for its improvement.
5
 

 

This passage, I believe, can also be regarded as a rhetorical model for Indians who wanted to 

out-Westminster Westminster. In it, admirably demonstrated, is the native’s capacity to master 

the master’s language. Obviously, this was to have important literary as well as political 

consequences. Roy’s letter and its context also exemplify the complex cross-cultural 

environment in which Indian English was to develop. Roy’s language addresses his British 

audience with impeccable formality while, at the same time, embodying a hidden Indian agenda 

in an ironic tone of servitude. 

Roy’s letter was the graft that in 1835 was to bear the fruit of Thomas Macaulay’s famous 

‘Minute on Education.’ This master of English rhetoric produced a Minute which, like Roy’s 

letter, is written in the language of layered or multiple meaning. After a deluge of Anglicist 

cultural propaganda his audience is coaxed (or bullied) into perceiving the beauty of British 

pragmatism. Macaulay writes: 

 

                                                
5 Sophia Dobson Collett, The Life and Letters of Raja Rammohun Roy, ed. By Dilip Kumar Biswas and Prabhat 

Chandra Ganguli (Calcutta: Sadharah Brahmo Samaj, 1962), 457. 
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We must... do our best to form a class who may be interpreters between us and the 

millions whom we govern; a class of persons Indian in blood and colour, but English 

in taste, in opinions, in morals, and in intellect.
6
 

 

Here, if you like then, is the genesis of Matthew Arnold in a sari. Here, also, we have the cross-

cultural situation into which Toru Dutt (1856-1877) was born. This situation has been effectively 

described by the novelist Raja Rao in his Preface to Toru Dutt’s Ancient Ballads and Legends of 

Hindustan.
7
 Rao opens his preface with the following paragraph: 

 

Once upon a time there were two sisters, Aru and Toru. Toru was eighteen months 

the younger, being born on 4 March 1856 at Rambagan. The Dutts of Rambagan 

were a famous family of Bengal. They came, one branch, round the corner of the 

eighteenth century, to Calcutta, and their houses rose one beside the other at 

Manicktolla. Those were the days when people tore pages from books and 

distributed them severally so as to acquire, quick and full, this great learning from 

the west, and Calcutta discussed international politics and Raja Ram Mohun Roy 

broke his leg jumping high when he saw a French flag flying – the flag of liberty. 

Such was the passion for the new enlightenment that Greek, Latin, Hebrew, French, 

German were learnt eagerly, and many other scholars translated these alien texts into 

their own or other Oriental tongues, and into English. Raja Ram Mohun Roy learnt 

Hebrew and Greek to read the Bible in the original, and he wrote a treatise on Jesus 

in Persian with an Arabic introduction. 

 

Toru’s family, especially her father and uncles, were men of letters who published various 

literary works: books of poetry, essays, translations, etc. In 1870 their anthology of poems The 

Dutt Family Album was published in London by Longmans. Toru’s parents, along with other 

members of the family, were Christian converts and she was therefore baptised and brought up 

as a Christian. Aru and Toru had a Christian Indian tutor who taught them English language and 

literature. Recalling this period of her childhood, Toru wrote: ‘we read Paradise Lost over and 

over so many times that we had the first book and part of the second book by heart.’
8
 In 1896 

Mr. Dutt took his wife and daughters on the ‘grand tour.’ According to Toru’s biographer, ‘They 

were... the first Bengali ladies to visit Europe.’
9
 Toru and her sister learnt French in Nice. In 

1870 they left France for England where Toru, at the age of 14, attended Cambridge University. 

She also attended church. In one letter which the fourteen-year old pens to her cousin she writes 

with an eye that might be said to belong to an adolescent Jane Austen in a sari: 

 

It is sure, as you say, that the Rev Mr --- has passed the noon of life. His new wife 

has long passed hers too. You ask if she is pretty. Well, she is what English people 

call sweet-looking, and what I consider plain enough. We did not go to church today, 

                                                
6 G.N.S. Raghavan, Understanding India (New Delhi: Indian Council for Cultural Relations, 1976), 54. 
7 Toru Dutt, Ancient Ballads and Legends of Hindustan (Calcutta: Writers Workshop, 1972). Page references for 
quotations from ‘Savithri’ are to this edition. 
8 Harihar Das, The Life and Letters of Toru Dutt (London: Oxford University Press, 1921), 18. 
9
 Ibid., 19. 
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for the newly-married Reverend gent holds forth so long, that he realises what that 

hymn says: 

 Where congregations ne’er break up 

 And sermons never end.
10

 

 

In 1873 the Dutts returned to Calcutta where Toru’s mother planted English flowers in their 

garden. Toru comments: ‘The hyacinths are just beginning to grow. I hope Mamma will succeed 

in her attempt to introduce English plants to India. Our tanks look very pretty with white water-

lilies and blood-red lotus!’
11

 This image of the garden, as we will see, may be aptly applied to 

the cultural mix of European and Indian conventions in Toru’s poetry. In 1874 Aru died of 

consumption. Shortly afterwards Toru too developed the blood-speckled cough. She had been 

writing translations of French poets for her collection A Sheaf Gleaned in French Fields (1876). 

During the period of her fatal illness Toru studies Sanskrit with her father and wrote her English 

poems which retold some of the major stories in Hindu mythology; these were published 

posthumously in 1882 as Ancient Ballads and Legends of Hindustan. Toru had died of 

consumption in 1877, aged 21. Inevitably Aru and Toru came to be thought of as Brontë sisters 

in saris. Edmund Gosse reserved a place for Toru Dutt in English literature. ‘When the history of 

the literature of our country comes to be written,’ Gosse wrote, ‘there is sure to be a page in it 

dedicated to this fragile exotic blossom of song.’
12

 

Toru Dutt’s poetry anticipates a crucial challenge which all new literatures in English have 

had to come to terms with. In the English-speaking cultures far removed from Britain, in lands 

with radically different climates and physical environments, the literary challenge to teachers 

and writers is the familiar one of hybridisation of influences. Metaphorically the problem is 

identified, as African poets for instance have argued, in the dubious (if not absurd) attempt to 

relocate Wordsworth’s Daffodils in colonial settings. A sonnet by Toru Dutt, ‘The Lotus,’ 

addresses the issue with what one might call shrewd innocence, given the youthfulness of the 

poet: 

 

Love came to Flora asking for a flower 

  That would of flowers be undisputed queen, 

  The lily and the rose, long, long had been 

Rivals for that high honour. Bards of power 

Had sung their claims. ‘The rose can never tower 

 Like the pate lily with her Juno mien’ –  

 ‘But is the lily lovelier?’ Thus between 

Flower-factions rang the strife in Psyche’s bower. 

‘Give me a flower delicious as the rose 

And stately as the lily of her pride’ – 

‘But of what colour?’ – ‘rose-red,’ Love first chose, 

Then prayed, ‘No, lily-white, - or, both provide;’ 

                                                
10 Ibid., 36. 
11 Ibid., 56. 
12 Toru Dutt, Ancient Ballads and Legends of Hindustan with an Introductory Memoir by Edmund Gosse (London: 

Kegan Paul, 1906, 4
th
 ed. [1

st
 ed. 1882]), xxvii. 
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And Flora gave the lotus, ‘rose red’ dyed, 

And ‘lily-white,’ - the queenliest flower that blows.
13

 

 

Undoubtedly this poem reflects a common ambition in writers for whom English is a second-

language, namely to write an English which displays an educated recognition of European 

literary tradition; in this case, classical deities, the pastoral genre, and flower symbolism. By the 

end of the poem, however, we suspect that the imitation of these foreign ideas and devices is not 

the real point. Instead, we realise that the poem is designed to celebrate the quintessential Indian 

symbol: the lotus. This carries implicitly with it a question as to the legitimacy of imposing 

European images on the Indian setting. 

This kind of cultural and literary dualism is manifested as tension in Toru Dutt’s best-known 

poem ‘Our Casuarina Tree.’
14

 This time it’s Keats’s turn to don the sari. The ode form of the 

poem, as well as such lines as ‘When first my casement is wide open thrown/At dawn, my eyes 

delighted on it rest,’ suggest a Keatsian influence. At the same time, the poet’s English is 

expected to register the Indian scene: 

 

A gray baboon sits statue-like alone 

 Watching the sunrise... 

And far and near Kokilas hail the day... 

 

The personal situation which the poem recounts – the Indian girl in Europe finding solace in 

exile by remembering her Casuarina tree in her Bengal Garden – anticipates an ever-increasing 

tension in modern writing. The difficulty of adjusting to absence from the cultural home 

complements the difficulty of adapting the foreign literary form to the local context. During the 

last few years in Calcutta when Toru was reading Sanskrit and writing her own versions of 

Sanskrit masterpieces, she experiences the other side of the nostalgia expressed in ‘Our 

Casuarina Tree.’ She refers in her letters to her father’s plans to sell-up his Indian properties so 

that the family can migrate to England to live permanently in an English village; and she 

constantly expresses the hope that this will happen. Toru identified the English way of life (by 

contrast with the restrictiveness of Indian life) as one which offered freedom and happiness. 

Such an apparent commitment to Anglophilia may reflect the views of a young woman who 

perceived that women were treated differently in Europe, and who craved an independence she 

could have in England but would be denied her in Indian society. In her poem ‘Savitri’ (the first 

narrative in Ancient Ballads and Legends of Hindustan), we find the following note of cultural 

explanation which contrasts the situation of women in the favourable past with the – by 

implication – unfavourable present: 

 

In those far-off primeval days 

 Fair India’s daughters were not pent 

In closed zenanas. (1) 

 

                                                
13 Ibid., 136. 
14

 Ibid., 137-9. 
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And there is perhaps one more contemporary note in the introductory section of the poem in 

which Savitri’s relationship with her father probably, in the poet’s mind, analogous to her 

relationship with her own father, Govind Chunder Dutt: 

 

Her father let her have her way 

 In all things, whether high or low; 

He feared no harm; he knew no ill 

 Could touch a nature pure as snow... 

 

And so she wandered where she pleased 

 In boyish freedom. (2) 

 

One does not have to be a feminist in order to appreciate the implications of that telling 

adjective, ‘boyish.’ Presumably in England Toru felt that her own freedom could at least be 

‘girlish.’ 

In ‘Savitri’ the modern girl poet is recounting the story of an ideal heroine who marries an 

ideal hero in a world in which ideal conditions ultimately prevail. Sativri is traditionally a 

symbol of perfect wifely love and devotion. She wins her husband Prince Satyaram back from 

the God of Death, Yama, when Yama is so overwhelmed by Savitri’s constancy and virtue that 

he decided to reverse his decision. Three aspects of the love story obviously appealed to Toru: 

(1) it was a case of love at first sight; (2) Savitri’s choice of partner was her own, and her father 

agreed to this even though Satyaram was fated to die one year after the marriage ceremony; and 

(3) Savitri chose to leave her father’s court and live in poverty with Satyaram whose father had 

lost his kingdom. 

Despite Toru Dutt’s Anglophile yearnings, she was at the same time intensely immersed in 

her own country’s literary tradition. Moreover, her ‘Ballads and Legends’ are by no means 

ludicrously Christianised versions; she is faithful to the Hindu world view, as we see in the 

stanza from ‘Savriti’ in which Savriti argues the truthfulness of the non-dualist metaphysic: 

 

‘I know that in this transient world 

 All is delusion, - nothing true; 

I know its shows are mists unfurled 

 To please and vanish. To renew 

Its bubble toys, be magic bound 

 In Maya’s network frail and fair, 

Is not my aim!’ (19) 

 

In Ancient Ballads and Legends of Hindustan English poetry is the medium through which Toru 

Dutt re-enters her ancient Sanskrit past. Her main endeavour is to make the English language 

mediate modern and ancient, contemporary poetic idiom and old mythology. To bring to India a 

new Western poetic and to English literature a new old mythology. These aspirations have been 

realised by modern Indo-English poets like Nissim Ezekiel, Kamala Das, P. Lal, and A.K. 

Ramanujan, but the case can be made for claiming that they are indebted to the girl poet from 

Calcutta for some of their poetic prerogatives. 
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Turning now to Kamala Das following the preceding visionary sequence of English poets 

adorned in Indian silk, the sari is well and truly taken off; and not only the sari, I might add, as 

we see in a characteristically candid poem ‘The Looking Glass’ which begins: 

 

Getting a man to love you is easy 

Only be honest about your wants as 

Woman. Stand nude before the glass with him 

So that he sees himself the stronger one 

And believes it so, and you so much more 

Softer, younger, lovelier... Admit your 

Admiration. Notice the perfection 

Of his limbs, his eyes reddening under 

Shower, the shy walk across the bathroom floor, 

Dropping towels, and the jerky way he 

Urinates. (D, 25) 

 

This poem introduces us immediately, directly and without decoration to Kamala Das’s myth-

exploding themes concerning the difficulty of being a woman in Indian society and of finding 

love, instead of male lust and indifference, in the institution of the arranged marriage. In the 

poems dealing with these subjects she subverts and inverts the classical-religious ideals of Indian 

womanhood, as enshrined in the devotion and sacrifice of Savithri and Sita, by opposing a 

fiction of idealised and contented femininity with brute facts of sexual experience and female 

suffering. By choosing to write these poems in English, she is writing in a language of India 

sufficiently detached or distanced from cultural conventions to emancipate her into a mode of 

utterance in which she can be forthright, frank, critical, and ethically unconventional. We notice 

in ‘The Looking Glass’ how she confidently speaks in tones of dramatic irony, portraying the 

expectations of Indian male egoism, while being ironically bitter about the sexual politics of 

female submissiveness. These conditions lead, inexorably it would seem, to loneliness, suffering 

and destitution of the feminine spirit. Many of Kamala Das’s poems epitomise the dilemma of 

the modern Indian woman who attempts to free herself, sexually and domestically, from role 

bondage sanctioned by the past. 

For her pains, she has had to put up with anger, ostracism, and notoriety which reached their 

zenith of ferocity with the publication of her autobiography My Story (1976), and depictions of 

herself under such headlines as ‘Literary Striptease’ and ‘The Kama Sutra of Kamala Das’ which 

were used for a feature on her in Time Magazine.
15

 This journalism also provided a photo of her, 

as the caption put it, ‘relaxing in the bedroom of her Bombay apartment.’ She is not wearing a 

sari in this photograph, but is attired in a respectable dress. On the same page extracts from an 

interview indicate her line of thinking: 

 

Love is a happy thing. I hate it when love is made evil and furtive... We make our 

girls guilt-ridden... Every middle-class bed is a cross on which the woman is 

crucified. I fling arrows at the uncivilised, brutal norms of life for women in Kerala. 

                                                
15

 Time Magazine, December 27, 1976, 7. 
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I tweak the noses of puritans... A woman can get at a man’s heart only through his 

loins. 

 

Kamala Das expresses these ideas and feelings in her poetry. She has formulated her own 

version of Yeats’ poetic dictum ‘there’s more enterprise/In walking naked.’
16

 In My Story she 

admits to a polemical desire to communicate her experiences to her readers so that they can 

benefit from them, and employs a surreal metaphor to define her notion of herself as a 

confessional poet: 

 

 I have often wished to take myself apart and stick all the bits, the heart, the 

intestines, the liver, the reproductive organs, the skin, the hair and all the rest on a 

large canvas to form a collage which could then be donated to my readers. (MS, 217) 

 

In Kamala Das’s poem ‘An introduction,’ we are given an explanation of herself as a person 

and a poet. It is a poem about identities, in which by explaining herself to her family, friends and 

readers, she therapeutically explains herself to herself. Her literary identity is complicated by the 

fact that she is a bilingual writer, who uses English mainly for her poetry and Malayalam (her 

mother tongue) mainly for her fiction. This is alluded to in the poem when she refers to her 

Malayalam pseudonym, Madhavikutty. The opening of the poem makes clear that, because she 

uses English, she sees herself as addressing a diverse audience ranging from foreigners and 

Indians who do not know her to those who know her well; she defines her speech as Indian-

English in defence of a natural poetic, or a verse voice or language which is a natural, 

uninhibited expression of her personality: 

 

 Don’t write in English, they said, 

English is not your mother-tongue. Why not leave 

Me alone, critics, friends, visiting cousins, 

Every one of you? Why not let me speak in 

Any language I like? The language I speak 

Becomes mine, its distortions, its queernesses 

All mine, mine alone. It is half English, half 

Indian, funny perhaps, but it is honest, 

It is as human as I am human, don’t 

You see? (SC, 59) 

 

On reading Kamala Das perhaps the main initial impression one has is of the writer’s 

engagement with her readers through the medium of her personality, or of her literary 

presentation of it. ‘A poet’s raw material,’ she asserts in My Story, ‘is her personality’ (165). The 

medium of her literary form, whether verse or prose – of its themes, imagery, tone, style, cultural 

content – seems peculiarly indistinguishable from the medium of authorial voice and personality. 

Thus the characteristics of Das’s art and personality (spontaneity, unindebtedness, confession, 

self-analysis; a poetry of declaration and essences rather than nurtured elegance or urbanity) 

appear to be identical. Invested with ‘personality,’ Das’s forms are direct expressions of an 

                                                
16

 W.B. Yeats, ‘A Coat,’ The Collected Poems of W.B. Yeats (London: Macmillan, 1955), 142. 
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autobiographical voice. But that individual voice also asks to be read representatively or 

symbolically. As such, and in relation to what may be generalised as the female voice in Indian 

literature, Indo-English poetry has with Kamala Das’s work become a cultural cause, the 

historical origins of which may well have been the youthful endeavours of Toru Dutt in lyrical 

autobiography, on the one hand, and celebration (albeit in a Victorian poetic idiom) of a 

collective ideal of Indian womanhood, on the other hand. 

In stressing the personal tenor and texture of Kamala Das’s poetic voice the extra-personal 

elements in her idiom should not be overlooked. (I have in mind such qualities as her Indian 

English, the use of the personal voice to speak on behalf of others, and of course her capacity to 

express gender concerns and emotions of women generally.) This dual vocalism, a kind of fusion 

of autobiographical ‘I’ and archetypal ‘I,’ is exemplified in the last section of ‘An Introduction,’ 

and is implicit in the poem’s concluding statement ‘I too call myself I’ (SC, 60) with its stress on 

the connecting principle ‘too.’ 

Probably the primary impulse governing narrative voice in Kamala Das’s poetry is 

autobiographical veracity. Some readers of her work may find themselves respecting its honesty 

and candour while suspecting that Kamala Das’s accompanying claim, ‘I have no secrets at all’ 

(MS, 217), is an ingenue posture. This may account for the allegedly blured line in her poetry 

between powerful emotive statement and self-indulgent sentiment, between passionate 

conviction and what one critic terms ‘Her manner [that] is nothing if not obsessional.’
17

 

 

[... ] 

 

To be true to the inner self, the life-force, the fire in the hereditary blood and in the sun, to 

be ‘ablaze with life,’ as kamala Das implies in ‘Spoiling the Name’ (SC, 28), is a positive, 

healthy process of self-realisation. Identity is not to be found in the ‘medal’ of a name, but in 

inner commitment to living. Kamala Das is a poet of polar intensities rather than a spokesperson 

for the rationality of the mean. She cannot for long be content with the ‘average/Identity’ to 

which she refers in ‘The Siesta’ (SC, 54). If she is unable to be herself by being ‘ablaze with 

life,’ then it is from a position of personality dissolution in which she finds herself (‘de-fleshed, 

de-veined, de-blooded’) that she is most likely to initiate a new identity quest. Such indeed is the 

case in ‘Composition’ (the most comprehensive of her own life-history poems) and ‘Suicide.’ 

In both poems the dominant symbol is the Sea (instead of the Sun which is the major 

symbol in Summer in Calcutta); the attitude to experience is no longer the joyously innocent one 

of drinking life to the full, but of coming to terms with the conviction expressed in 

‘Composition’ that ‘The tragedy of life/is not death but growth’ (D, 30), and there is a tension 

between involvement in the imperfections of the personal life and a need to surrender to some 

innate spiritual will or Dharma. 

A comparison of these two poems with those about love and lust discussed in the preceding 

commentary reveals a pattern of evolution from iconoclastic challenge of idealised symbols and 

metaphors to a point of reintegration of self or a synthesis of individual self and mythical self. 

The cultural symbols she challenges are of two main kinds, conventions of Hindu marriage and 

of the female role. Kamala Das’s love poems, as we have seen, attack certainly popularly held 

                                                
17 Adil Jussawalla, ‘The New Poetry’ in William Walsh, ed., Readings in Commonwealth Literature (Oxford: 

Clarendon Press, 1973), 86. 
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cultural beliefs, but they can be interpreted as retaining an Indianness of sensibility when it is 

appreciated that it is through implicit comparison with the Krishna-Radha tradition that she is 

best able to protest her alternative account of Indian love making. She inverts the Krishna-Radha 

tradition in two main ways: first her poems speak from the female not the male point of view, 

and second her experience tells her that erotic love represses rather than releases the finer 

sensual-spiritual feelings embodied in the idealised lovers of popular myth. She therefore inverts 

the conventional idea of beauty, the conventional terminology, presenting Radha and Krishna as 

perfect, fulfilled embodiments of their sex; thereby she exposes the conventional hypocrisy 

which dresses lust up as love. Her short, bitter, pessimistic poem ‘A Losing Battle’ (TSR, 12) 

depicts the realities of the erotic relationship in sharp contrast to the popular, mythical version of 

Indian love: 

 

How can my love hold him when the other 

Flaunts a gaudy lust and is lioness 

To his beast? Men are worthless, to trap them 

Use the cheapest bait of all, but never 

Love, which in a woman must mean tears 

And a silence in the blood. 

 

In poems like this and ‘The Old Playhouse’ the male lover – the lingam figure – and love itself 

are each negative because of the monstrosity of their egoism and the condition of bondage they 

impose. 

This realisation however is the threshold of a new development in the autobiographical self. 

Having established a reputation for being a rebel who has defied the mores of Hinduism, Kamala 

Das proceeds to achieve a positive concept of selfhood in fundamentally Hindu terms. In 

‘Composition’ she has returned metaphorically to the place where life and myth originated: the 

sea-bed. 

 

Greater hungers lurk 

at the basement of the sea. 

Ultimately 

I will feed only the hunger 

to feed other hungers, 

the basic one. 

To crumble, 

to dissolve 

and to retain in other things 

the potent fragments 

of oneself. 

The ultimate discovery will be 

that we are immortal... 

 Even 

oft-repeated moves 

of every scattered cell 
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will give no power 

to escape 

from cages of involvement. 

I must linger on, 

trapped in immortality, 

my only freedom being 

the freedom 

to discompose. (D, 35) 

 

This resignation is paradoxical: it negates to affirm. But it is conceived philosophically in 

Hindu terms, in implicit reference to concepts like reincarnation, moksha, and the doctrine of 

selfhood expounded in the Bhagavad Gita. Compare Kamala Das’s statement with the following 

assertions from the Gita: 

 

bodies are the perishable, the self is the imperishable... 

 

An eternal fragment of myself became an Atman in the worldly cycle, 

and pulls the Prakriti-bound mind and sense to itself... 

 

There is another Unmanifested, the undying reality, 

which does not dissolve though all beings dissolve. 

 

This Indestructable and Unmanifested is the supreme goal: this is 

Brahman
18

 

 

In ‘Composition’ Kamala Das has gone a considerable way along the path leading to this Hindu 

view of the world. In mythopoeic terms, the Narcissus has shattered the mirror of egotism to 

discover the Atman of selfhood. 

It would seem, finally, that Matthew Arnold in a sari has journeyed far in space and time 

through poetic worlds, an ancient one yet alive and the other too powerful not to be born. These 

are worlds that Arnold, dressed only as an English gentleman, could never enter. 

                                                
18

 P. Lal, ed. and tr., The Bhagavadgita (Delhi: Hind Pocket Books, 1965), 90, 89, 54. 
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From ‘Introduction,’ The Green Prodigals: Contemporary Stories and Poems from Korea 

(Adelaide and Seoul: CRNLE and The Korean Culture and Arts Foundation, 1989), vii-x. 

 

S.C. Harrex 

 

 

In recent years Australian consciousness of its near and far neighbours in the Asian-Pacific 

region has expanded and intensified. This development, highly desirable of course, has been 

fostered by diverse organisations – government, industrial, trading, academic, cultural, etc. And, 

within a spectrum of contact and discourse ranging from official to informal, Australian-Pacific 

and Australian-Asian relations have evolved in a variety of cross-cultural directions – 

diplomatic, political, economic, educational, sporting, recreational, touristic, artistic, and so on. 

Without intending either to minimise or trivialise these achievements, I think they are also of 

value in revealing to us the enormity of the gulfs and gaps that separate peoples and their 

knowledge of each other. Viewed positively, estrangement and misunderstanding are incentives 

to communication and comradeship, as the humanistic lessons of E.M. Forster’s A Passage to 

India continue to demonstrate to a multi-racial world. 

Viewed apocalyptically and imaginatively (a perspective characteristic of the literary artist), 

imperfections and hostilities, like impulses to union or love, are figures within patterns, 

fragments within wholes, wholes within vacuums, moral centres or systems rubbing shoulders 

with absurd or destructive elements, and so on. Which is another way of saying that the writer’s 

balance-sheet, so far as human relations are concerned, is a very different kind of document from 

the politician’s, or the macro-economist’s, or the Department of Trade’s, though each of these 

types of text nevertheless can contribute differently and positively to the doctrine and practice of 

‘International Relations.’ 

International Relations in the Asian-Pacific region is far too complex and complicated a 

subject to be encapsulated in the grammar of distortion which constitutes generalisations, 

however well-meaning they might be. Despite this unavoidable fact of life however, the 

ingredients of reality which make such a subject or discipline possible as well as necessary are 

the stuff of experience and observation, of personal testimony and social record. Moreover, both 

our apprehension and comprehension of reality – the politics and poetry of existence – are vitally 

influenced, enhanced and instructed by the ‘testimony’ and ‘record’ of the arts and literature, of 

creative activity. 

While the evils of the world and of the forces of inhumanity may impress us as ineradicable, 

our hope and endeavour must lie in expressing and exerting a power of humanity greater than 

that of its natural adversaries. The contemporary writer, we are encouraged to believe from our 

reading of the New Literatures in English, is an apostle of the kind of enlightenment that may be 

identified in the phrase ‘power of humanity.’ And in this sense – which in some authors is a 

matter of ideological discrimination as well as political passion – the writer is committed. Just 

how the writer projects this commitment is determined by the imaginative resourcefulness (or 

poverty, if he or she is only blatant propagandist) with which such a writer – whether poet, 

novelist, or dramatist – organises, shapes, and relates his or her medium, matter and message. 
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Writers in Asia, the Pacific, Africa, the Caribbean and the third-world generally are 

producing their works within post-colonial societies which have been subjected to economic 

stress, political upheaval, and resurgent nationalism. These their contexts, then, are inevitably 

their major – though by no means their exclusive – subjects and themes. The historical 

circumstances of post-colonialism, as well as the perennial issues and problems peculiar to the 

state of the planet today, provoke and demand discussion of all questions pertaining to 

‘commitment.’ How these questions are discussed and addressed, of course, is usually 

profoundly influenced by the political realities of the culture in question – of, for instance, how 

‘closed’ or ‘open’ the society is. 

A writer’s commitment, whether to the resolution of problems of living from the personal 

perspective or to a particular political programme or vision presented from the social 

perspective, is not necessarily incompatible with the much-extolled ideal of detachment, the 

magic of the mask. Some writers seem to experience this ‘willing suspension’ of self as 

victorious surrender, a celebration of their subservience to their language, craft, forms, and 

culture. Others, particularly those who regard these inherited paradigms as inhibiting if not 

corrupt or sterile, rebel on behalf of whatever they conceive as their ‘brave new worlds.’ 

While it is obvious that literary works originate in self-expression (the writer’s, his or her 

persona’s and character’s, the author’s slanted and selective views), significant and effective 

works result from a creative process that is less obvious and more complex than simple ‘self-

expression.’ But even at the elementary levels of fiction writing and verse composition we find 

traces of the collision or fusion of commitment, subjectivity and impersonality, which are 

fascinating facets of imaginative literature. Writers everywhere confront a common challenge 

which might be described, to adapt T.S. Eliot’s words, as the ‘intolerable wrestle’ with language, 

form, meaning, and the world. 

It may be that human resolutions which integrate commitment and detachment exist in 

literature rather than life, if such a distinction may logically be inferred, or constitute ideals 

rather of this and other persuasions to perceived historical and contemporary circumstances (to 

the so-called human condition), literatures continue to provide their own societies (as well as 

others) with structures within which national or individual self-appraisal is not only possible but 

unavoidable. It is always at least doubly rewarding, therefore, to be afforded insights into how 

this and related processes function and are formulated in a culture different from one’s own. In 

this regard, a country’s literature is a window both for its own and other eyes, and the eyes of 

‘the other’ read the scenes through the window in the original script or that script translated 

(another term is ‘transcreated’) into their own. [...] Being one of the most relied-upon tools of 

communication, translation is indispensible to the survival of the world as we know it. 

We have to admit, however, as the cliché about poetry being lost in the translation reminds 

us, that translation is an imperfect as well as a difficult art. It is a medium in which its goal of 

perfect replication is both necessary and impossible, while it endeavours to control linguistic 

variables which tend to resist pure definition and settle instead for approximation. In this 

connection, I am reminded of the paradoxical wisdom of a fictional detective, an antique dealer 

by profession, who remarked apropos the fake-painting industry that ‘a fake has to be better than 

the original.’
1
 

                                                
1
 Editors’ note: This is possibly a reference to Jonathan Gash’s Lovejoy novels. 
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This anecdote may not convey much information about the discipline of translation, but it 

does serve to alert us to the potential value of having a creative practitioner specialise in the 

delicate craft of translation. That this craft benefits from creative as well as linguistic skills, from 

accuracy, tact and sensitivity, and from the kind of scientific imagination that is possessed by the 

archetypal detective is evident from the reputations of celebrated and famous translators. The 

history of translation of Oriental, Eastern, and Asian literary works into Western, European 

languages – especially when either or both the translation and its promotion have been in the 

hands of the occidentals (many dedicated, some unscrupulous) – is one that has spawned its own 

mythologies. The appeal of the exotic, as well as the requirements and needs – the aesthetic 

appetites – of the European or American imagination may well have resulted in or conjured up 

translations of dubious validity or value. Do Tagore’s prose versions of his Gitanjili, or ‘Song 

Offerings,’ for example – judged solely as literary productions in English – justify the huge and 

romantic claims Yeats makes for them in his famous Introduction; an essay which presumably 

contributed to the European enthusiasm for Rabindranath Tagore, rapidly culminating in the 

award to him of the Nobel Prize for Literature. 

It is difficult to overestimate the importance that translations of cultural artefacts have had in 

East-West, Oriental-Occidental relations and historical encounters. How can the translations of 

the Bible into Eastern languages and of the Rubuiyat of Omar Khayyam into European 

languages be divorced from the ambitions of imperialism? And what status are we to accord, for 

example, Ezra Pound’s transcreations of Chinese poetry? In what sense are they privileged, and 

therefore devious, texts? Do such problematic questions matter? 

The credibility with which one culture assesses another is undoubtedly affected by the 

credibility with which the experience of contact and encounter is ‘translated’ – whether in the 

strict linguistic sense or as a broader, gross process that might be described as sociological 

interpretation. One senses, however, that many fine translators – themselves often talented 

creative artists in their mother tongue – have justified the exercise by earning the trust and 

appreciation of large discerning audiences. An Indian poet and scholar who probably enjoys this 

kind of distinction is A.K. Ramanujan, who is renowned for his translations into English of 

Tamil and Kannada literary works in particular. He brings to the task of translation not only the 

multi-lingual skills characteristic of Indians, but a distinguished achievement as a poet writing in 

English, one of his acquired not mother tongues. In the ‘Translator’s Note’ to his translation of 

10
th
 century Tamil vacanas, Speaking of Siva (1973; rpr. Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 

1979), Ramanujan offers some sage judgements concerning the business of translation, including 

the following: 

 

A translation has to be true to the translator no less than to the originals. He cannot jump off 

his own shadow. Translation is choice, interpretation, an assertion of taste, a betrayal of what 

answers to one’s needs, one’s envies ... 

 

In the act of translating, ‘the Spirit killeth and the Letter giveth Life.’ Any direct attack on the 

‘spirit of the work’ is fore-doomed to fuzziness. Only the literal test, the word made flesh, can 

take us to the word behind the words. (12-3) 

 

[ ... ] 
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I have dwelt briefly on questions or issues ranging from Australia’s relationship with Asia to 

technical considerations regarding translation, from humanism to literature, and have done so on 

the assumption that these are matters impinging on the purpose and justification of anthologies 

devoted to the literatures of the Asian-Pacific region. These concerns are central to the modern 

and contemporary area of English studies which some of us describe as the New Literatures in 

English. While our major and essential focus is on colonial and post-colonial literatures written 

in the English language (in its regional dialects developed under the influence of colonialism), 

our study is also obliged to literature in translation, especially when the host culture for colonial 

English – India is a classic case – has a rich variety of indigenous languages and literatures. Also 

of interest are regional literatures in translation ... which have had only slight contact with the 

living English language compared with native literatures that have fought for survival under 

British Rule. 

 

[ ... ] 

 

The juxtaposition of tradition and modernity, the religious and the secular, rural culture and 

urban life, pastoral lyricism and metropolitan existentialism, village customs and city politics, 

comprise a pattern of familiarity which translates from one Asian culture to another, from one 

Pacific society to another. Colonial oppression and the impulse to Independence, the traumas of 

war and poverty, sexual discrimination and economic exploitation, the family and the state, the 

abrasive nature of power relationships political and otherwise, the perennial pursuit of dignity 

and love: these and other causes which are simultaneously universal and culture-specific have 

provided the motive for moving and passionate articulation in Asian and Pacific Literatures. The 

Green Prodigals, as a testimony and record of Korean literature, adds I believe to our sense of 

humanity in common despite the panorama of culture differences and confrontations that negate 

some of the best impulses and endeavours of humanism. 
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Meeting the Ginsberg Good-Bloke Egg 

 

Syd Harrex (transcribed by Michael X. Savvas and Olivia Savvas-Koopmans) 

 

I was on the Writers’ Week Committee at the time, and Ralph Elliot in those early days had very 

good contacts with the literati in Adelaide: the university there and Flinders University, so in 

those early days, when there were interesting people coming to Writers’ Week, Ralph was very 

instrumental in getting his staff to meet these writers and do our best to bring them up to Flinders 

to do readings et cetera. So I was involved in that. Very much so.  

In this case, with [Beatle friend] Allen Ginsberg, he had brought his squeezebox, and I was 

very keen that he should read ‘Howl.’ And my dream was that I’d get him into Matthew Flinders 

Theatre, and he would read ‘Howl.’ But he didn’t want to do that, and I respected that. So what 

he wanted to do was sit out on the plaza with his squeezebox and read William Blake poems. 

And so that was how he did it when he was here. And he was a great success. I went around 

advertising it all the time. He was going to be performing in the morning. I think it was 11 

o’clock or something. He said, ‘I think I might need some beer on the stage when I’m there.’ So 

I came out of the staff club and managed to get a couple of bottles of beer, and then Ralph 

introduced him on the stage, and we had a terrific audience. I remember he said, ‘Well, thank 
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you very much, Professor, for that great introduction. I must invite you to come along and 

deliver my funeral oration.’ 

It didn’t matter to him whether anyone was interested in listening or not. People were 

curious. I’d been telling the first year students about how important he was because of ‘Howl.’ 

Well, other students as well, so we tried to get people along there. He was prepared to sit there 

for quite a while, and people came and went listening to him. He wasn’t into the big deal sort of 

famous writer persona. Just relaxing. 

Then I was invited to the East-West Center in Honolulu for six weeks with writers et cetera. 

And Janet Frame and Ken Arvidson were the two from New Zealand. And this was the first time 

that Janet Frame had ever read in public, because she was renowned for her reclusiveness. And 

Allen Ginsberg was there, and we had some very enjoyable times together. But he was being 

plagued by a guy whose name I won’t mention, who was a bit of a menace. And Allen had to go 

to one of the Hawaiian Islands with him or something like that. 

But Allen was one of those guys who impressed you immediately as having a very sincere 

relationship with anyone who was interested in talking about writing or did writing or anything 

like that. He had an enthusiastically open mind and was very supportive, and he was a good guy 

to talk with. My impression of Allen was okay, his fame became him, but it was something that 

he didn’t think was very important if he was meeting new people and having interesting talks 

with him et cetera. So in a sense, one respected that, by not trying to do an unofficial interview 

with him and ask him questions about ‘Howl’ or anything like that. In other words, the idea was 

a mutual respect for creativity without preying on people’s fame. And he always struck me as a 

guy who really enjoyed being natural: have a beer and a talk, and you felt free in his society. I’m 

sure that’s the way he wanted people to feel ... unless they were pricks. He was a very communal 

person, and his values I think were very humanistic, living up to what his writing was all about. 

And he was such a nice person to be in his company. Allen was just an affable, agreeable person. 

I was interested in talking to him about his American predecessors, like Walt Whitman. And 

I think I told him I’d met Conrad Aitken, too. But then when we met up again in Hawaii, he was 

excellent company. And he wanted just to meet the New Zealand writers and others, and Wole 

Soyinka was there. And I had confidently predicted to the University Council here [at Flinders 

University] that Wole Soyninka would win the Nobel Prize for literature. And somebody bet me 

that I wouldn’t read a poem to Council when I was on Council. And I was invited to talk about 

my area, and I talked about new literatures and what that amounted to and I said, ‘But oh, I’ll 

read you a poem, by a man that I confidently predict will win the Nobel Prize for Literature. And 

it was ‘Telephone Conversation’ by Wole Soyinka. So I rest my case. 
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‘The Ginsberg Good-Bloke Egg’ 

Syd Harrex 

 

The bardic Beat 

middleman, the prophetic 

past and a post-modern 

future, a neo-apocalypse. 

  

And that’s how I saw him 

as he chanted and sang 

Blake’s songs accompanied by 

his energetic pulling and pushing 

of his squeeze box and its 

finger-hovering metrical chords. 

  

The next and last meeting, 

wit and nirvana in cheerful 

equipoise at the East-West Center 

in Honolulu, abstaining from abstinence 

as cheerfulness determined, 

we shared jokes over a beer 

and discussed why we were there, 

and what might we not say 

around the colloquium table 

without offending our sense of humour 

by repressing it nor a wicked 

sense of absurdist foot-noting. 

  

So continue to fare-thee-well 

Mystic no-nonsense Aussie— 

Compatible mate who never lost 

it seemed his Songs of Innocence. 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The editors would like to thank Michael X. Savvas and Olivia Savvas-Koopmans for their 

permission to reprint the anecdote and poem, which first appeared in their book about  The 

Beatles’ South Australian connections, One Dream Ago (Single X Publications, 2010). 
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From ‘Syd Harrex: Retrospective for an Autumnal Poet’ 
 

Anne Collett 
 

 
Encore, the west wind iterates, encore, 
under the eaves of the house of the heart 
and in the cavern of the pulsing ear 
until – come the somersault of the year – 
it’s time for flittering wings to rehearse 
the oldest journey in the sky of verse. 

 
[ ... ] 
 
The retrospective gives readers an opportunity to (re)discover a poet whose work does not have 
the kind of reach afforded by the big international publishing houses. Harrex’s first volume of 
poetry, Atlantis and Other Islands (1984), was published by Dangaroo (Mundelstrup, Denmark) 
– the press founded by Anna Rutherford in tandem with Kunapipi. Dangaroo books were often 
distributed at conferences of commonwealth writing and book fairs, having arrived at the venue 

in the back of Anna’s four-wheel drive or in her 
backpack; and although Anna delighted in telling 
me that she did not really like poetry much 
(knowing how much I did), she managed to 
publish and sell quite a bit of it. Harrex’s next two 
volumes, Inside Out (1991) and Dedications 
(1999), were published with Wakefield Press, an 
independent book publishing company based in 
Adelaide, South Australia. The fifth and sixth 
volumes, Under a Medlar Tree (2004) and 
Dougie’s Ton (2007), were produced by Lythrum, 
another small publishing house, also based in 
Adelaide. 
All five slim volumes have been designed and 
produced with an aesthetic eye – they look and 
feel ‘good’ as a book should; but the fourth 
volume, No Worries, No Illusions, No Mercy 
(1999), is an objet d’art. It is a ‘Writers Workshop 
Book’ published by P. Lal (Lake Gardens, 
Calcutta). The book is a beautiful limited edition: 
‘gold-embossed by hand, hand-stitched & hand-
bound by Tulamiah Mohiuddin with handloom sari 
cloth woven in South India.’ Lal’s credo is printed 
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at the back of the volume. Here he notes that ‘[a]lternative publishing is desperately needed 
wherever commercial publication rules’ because of the nexus between ‘high-profile PR-
conscious book publishers, semi-literate booksellers, moribund ... libraries, poorly informed and 
nepotistic underlings in charge of book review pages ... of most national newspapers and 
magazines, and biased bulk purchases of near worthless books by bureaucratic institutions ...’ 
(n.p.). This credo sounds more like a diatribe than a statement of belief; but although this might 
be Lal’s (biased) perspective on the book trade in India, much of it sounds all too familiar to the 
Australian editor of this journal. However, whilst I believe that independence is something to be 
valued, the difficulties of distribution attendant on cottage-industry publishing is in part reason 
for my decision to institute the new tradition of a literary retrospective in this journal; the 
inherent irony is of course that Kunapipi too is a cottage industry and its distribution and 
accessibility is dependent on the loyalty of friends and colleagues, the inclination of individual 
subscribers and the buying policies of libraries. Yet whilst independent publishers allow 
copyright to remain with authors, the retrospective does not come at any cost. ‘All copyright,’ 
Lal notes of Writers Workshop publications, ‘remains with the writer’ (emphasis his) as of 
course it should if respect for the author’s intellectual property rights is to be honoured. 

Perhaps my introduction to Syd Harrex’s work is too much of an introduction to the 
publishing industry and the publication of poetry in particular, but then, this is the first 
retrospective I have mounted and it seems it must come with the usual explanation of raison 
d’etre and indeed, something of a credo. So to the poet and his poetry, and my selection of 
poems ... I have titled this piece ‘Retrospective for an Autumnal Poet,’ not so much to indicate 
that the poet is in the Autumn of his life (although he is that), but to suggest something about the 
mediative quality of Harrex’s poetry that tends, even in its earliest incarnations, to nostalgia – by 
which perhaps I mean an awareness of, even a dwelling on, mortality and the inevitability of 
loss. This is an inevitability tempered by a faith in life, love and beauty. Keats is never far away 
(as acknowledged by Harrex in the epigraph to his first volume, Atlantis, and carried by the west 
wind of ‘Encore’ into his latest volume, Dougie’s Ton). 

An overt example of Harrex’s tendency is the poem, ‘All a Green Willow,’ included in the 
volume Inside Out: 
 

A boy’s year like mine 
had just two seasons: 
Aussie Rules and Cricket. 
 
The discovery of girls 
and swimming after tennis 
also glowed with summer good, 
 
but the time on which I gloat 
is saturated by the smell 
of linseed oil in willow wood. 
Rich then and complex now 
the leather rush of red, the race 
across the stain of green: 
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They helped me read a poem’s 
beauty through, see its stumps of birth 
and death, with life running in-between. 

 
To describe a poem like this as nostalgic is a bit misleading, for unlike Keats, Harrex does not 
dwell in, or feed on, melancholy, rather, the place where he is now is constantly evaluated in 
light of where he has come and what brought him here – the experience of a life that gives 
precedence to the art of friendship (a green willow). ‘And that’s how death should be / the past 
nurturing the future’ Harrex writes in ‘The Rain it Raineth Every Day.’ ‘So be yourself,’ he 
enjoins: 
 

So be yourself ... once insignificant 
now a chiseller of messages 
on headstones (a dying art you say) 
but a decent way of making a living. 

 
A warm sense of humour and an (extra)ordinary humanity, pervades Harrex’s poetic observation 
and reflection. The poem as a cricket pitch, or indeed, life itself as a cricket pitch, is a metaphor 
that might seem either forced or clichéd but Harrex manages to avoid both pitfalls. The poet is 
well-aware of the dangers, remarking in the sonnet, ‘Surviving Clichés,’ that: 
 

Some simple words refuse to serve our needs 
without banality, while true and tried 
experience decays to platitudes. 

 
But some simple poems do not refuse to serve the poet’s needs. ‘All a Green Willow’ retains a 
simple integrity – it carries the aura of being truly felt. The achieved effect of ‘truth’ is the poet’s 
craft – an art so skilled that it gives the appearance of artlessness. Perhaps this is just an 
indication of my personal preference, but for me Harrex’s best work is that which is not asked to 
carry too great a burden. 
 
[ ... ] 
 

For Harrex, poetry is a lived experience – it colours who he is, the way he sees the world 
and the way he gives that world back to himself and his readers in his poetic art. ‘Walking Out in 
the Clare Valley’ is a perfect example (but then so are all the poems I have chosen for this 
retrospective). In a poetic exemplar of the Romantic ethos (whose title calls to mind the 
Romantic poet John Clare) Harrex wonders as he wanders in nature: writing is mind-walking 
that takes its pace and rhythm from the body. Stanza six reads: 
 

A large log 
across your path 
invited you to sit 
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a while and rest 
between stanzas. 
 
Like your last footsteps, 
your thoughts are melting ... 

 
Limb, eye and mind are as one with, and yet distinct from, the world through which they travel: 
 

But suddenly I shudder 
in my tracks, stopped by an idea 
that all I breathe, 
touch, taste, see, hear, 
is only magic waiting to vanish, 
as men ordain, 
in everlasting death. 

 
The ‘ritual of renewals’ after bushfire, as ‘secure as the sun is secure,’ reminds the poet not only 
of the cyclic nature of life in which death never has the final word, but of the singleness, the 
solitariness of human life, divided from the natural world by consciousness: 
 

Winter rains raise the word 
of death to speech of seed and leaf; 
the single human has only one 
life’s chance of being heard. 

 
[ ... ] 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The editors would like to thank Anne Collett, Associate Professor of English Literatures at the 
University of Woolongong, and editor of Kunapipi, for her permission to reprint ‘Syd Harrex: 
Retrospective for an Autumnal Poet,’ which first appeared in Kunapipi, 30.1 (2008), 188-93. 
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Expanding Islands 

 

Sudesh Mishra 

 

 

Syd Harrex, Inside Out, Adelaide: Wakefield Press, 1991, pp. 70. 

 

It is undoubtedly superstitious to say that poets reared on islands have a degree of consanguinity 

because their geographical margin is defined by the ocean. It would be equally outrageous to 

suggest, as I’m about to do, that island-poets incline towards micro-metaphors because of the 

shared sense of physical containment or that, paradoxically, they soar hyper-metaphorically 

beyond the sea’s margins for the same reason, voyaging abroad in ways that imply a 

deculturation of the particular. 

Superstition? Maybe. A feature of Syd Harrex’s poetry? Certainly. To focus narrowly on 

that which is enclosed because the sea throws one back solidly on oneself, to range beyond 

oneself because the same sea pulses beyond that particular, inviting the consciousness to extend 

itself on a liquid map, is a recurring paradox in Harrex’s verse. He knows that an island implies 

itself as well as other islands, both in the historical and spatial senses, and it is this knowledge 

that gives his verse a depth of detail and that quality of abroadness which is disliked by critics 

fossicking for a distinctive cultural or national or ethnic stamp. Harrex is deeply suspicious of 

narrow labels and of bards and critics who discover in each other’s myopia some kind of 

commendable national signature. This is what separates him from most Australian poets, and 

this is precisely why such a stunning sonnet-sequence as ‘Atlantis,’ collected in his first book 

Atlantis and Other Islands, has been neglected by his compatriots. 

‘Atlantis’ not only renovates the sonnet form, but does extreme violence to it, a violence 

that redefines the ancient quest for love, unity, meaning in terms of an eruptive present. The old 

forms cannot exist in the present as they were, but must explode like volcanoes and be 

resculptured by the temperamental flow of lava. Harrex’s ‘lava-risk’ pays off as the sonnet form 

metamorphoses into an unrealised version of itself even as we dimly perceive the negative of its 

classical origins. But that is not where it ends; in fact, the form implies a postcoloniality that is 

capable of supporting Bombay hotels with Grecian columns, or Athenian hovels with Hoysala 

columns. Every place is an island, a beginning, in which other places, islands and beginnings are 

necessarily implicated, so that the person who stays in a ‘wholemeal suburb’ and abides with 

The Times and listens to Haydn is as valid in his enisledness as is the decrier of the class system, 

or the lover tormented by his beloved’s absence. In this way, the sonnet form becomes an island 

– and the sequence a series of islands – admitting all kinds of flotsam while yielding, gradually, 

to the shaping agency of the vast and shapeless ocean, which becomes a symbolic extension of 

all humanity. 

Atlantis would be a hard act to follow for any poet, and Harrex’s new collection entitled 

Inside Out is, generally speaking, not as strong as his first book. It has, however, the same 

uncompromising quality of enisledness and abroadness and the mark of a poet who turns every 

circumstance – tragic, comic or indifferent – into an event that no epicurean can, or would dare 
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to, overlook. Harrex’s capacity for empathetic wonder leads him to foreground the tactile over 

the optical, so that an elemental bush fire is rendered in terms that suggest, at one and the same 

time, gastronomic triumph and animalistic defeat: 

 

Flames love the fat 

of the land, its wheat fur, 

when the bush is a lather 

of heat and sweats buckets 

like broken-in horses. 

‘Walking Out in the Clare Valley’ (10-18) 

 

Clare Valley has been visited by the poet on many occasions, but he writes as if struck by the 

presence of the unfamiliar in the familiar. This is perhaps because for him renewal, like the 

notion of return, is suggestive of mutation in recovery rather than any simple backtracking to an 

earlier pristine state. 

Harrex writes of being islanded and islanding out, of looking within and without, of 

swagging through the bush and venturing abroad, even when this abroad is ominously final in its 

implication: 

 

How tenuous, trifling, this my life-time: 

human story expunged like esplanades 

of stars, mutated from four elements ... 

‘Near Windmill Beach, Cape Willoughby’ (61) 

 

Give Harrex the sonnet form and he’ll show you a brilliant poem; I can think of very few poets 

who can capture, as skilfully, the form’s volatile genius to suit the cramped, cluttered, colliding 

moments of our dying century. 

This is not to say that Inside Out fails to range beyond the sonnet form. It certainly does and 

with a success that must be attributed to Harrex’s capacity for treating histories, places, forms 

and events as islands which are – explicitly or implictly, pragmatically or mystically – linked to 

the breathing, moving island of the single human person who ‘has only one / life’s chance of 

being heard’ (‘Walking Out in the Clare Valley’). To be heard in different ways, in different 

forms, to address different audiences and histories as a way of emphasising the dubious 

individualism of the monad is one of the central concerns of this volume. Humanity inherits 

humanity; it is the monad’s obsession with ethnicity, raw (martial, economic) power, 

marginalising knowledge-forms that generates difference and invites opposition, establishing a 

counter monad. In all this humanity stands disinherited. When Harrex uses forms from other 

cultures, as he does in ‘Five Tamil Flowers,’ it is to express one aspect of his inheritance, and 

not because he desires to score polemical points in arguments about postcoloniality; or when he 

paints a compassionate portrait of a West Indian marginalised by the neo-colonial structures of 

his own society, as he does in ‘Sporting Fixture,’ he doesn’t presume to speak for him, as might 

posturing trendies. Harrex names him certainly, but in a way that makes us aware that he 

questions the emptiness of his strategy, that while his own humanity may intersect with 

another’s, there remains an area of darkness that the latter can only illumine. Humanity connects 
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islands but it also inscapes them in a way that makes us the onlookers who, in order to 

understand, need to observe and listen rather than speak and judge. So it is that Wilson Harris 

speaks for the West Indies, not Syd Harrex: 

 

So it is you who says and asks: 

the symbol is never what it seems 

have you been chosen by the wrong word? 

‘Walking the Waterfall at Ocho Rios’ (34) 

 

There is much more in this volume than I have numbered: clever imagism, sardonic asides, 

valedictory pieces, metaphoric fireworks (that would invite Walcott’s envy), island sketches, 

reflective lyricism and perspectival shifts – this last embodied in what is the strongest poem in 

the collection, ‘Inside Out:’ 

 

And, 

and all this world and anti-world, 

our truth and mirror reality, 

are inside out 

exactly as they were meant to be. 

‘Inside Out’ (pp. 69-70) 

 

Harrex is presently working on a Bradmanian ton of sonnets; if he pulls this one off, it would be 

difficult – even from Australians – to ignore his very original contributions to literature. 

       

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The editors would like to thank Sudesh Mishra, Professor in Literature, Language and 

Linguistics at the University of the South Pacific, for his permission to reprint ‘Expanding 

Islands,’ which first appeared in CRNLE Reviews Journal, 2 (1992). 
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A Selection of Previously Published Poems by Syd Harrex 

 

 

List of Syd Harrex’s Collections of Poetry 

 
Syd Harrex, Atlantis and Other Islands (Mundelstrup: Dangaroo Press, 1984). 
---, Inside Out (Kent Town: Wakefield Press, 1991). 
---, Dedications (Kent Town: Wakefield Press, 1999). 

---, No Worries, No Illusions, No Mercy (Calcutta: Writers Workshop, 1999). 

---, Under a Medlar Tree (Adelaide: Lythrum Press, 2004). 

---, Dougie’s Ton & 99 Other Sonnets (Adelaide. Lythrum Press, 2007). 

---, Five Seasons (Adelaide: Table One, 2011). 

 

 

From Atlantis, and Other Islands 

 

Egina 

 

The island’s white-washed villas 

are semi-blinding in the sun; 

others painted in pastel colours 

converse with their green gardens, 

their orange and lemon orchards 

garrulous with unchecked grass. 

 

Elderly ladies in black shawls 

accept an invitation from Hades 

to drowse in the shade of cypresses, 

while their men-folk in quay-side cafes 

sip coffee and ouzo, and stretch a joke 

the length of a summer afternoon. 

 

Even the cemetery dead partake 

of the town’s affairs (their marble 

graves like icing on wedding cake), 

as through the eyes of their formal 

photographs, they soliloquise 

on business and bliss in the after-life. 

 

The xylophone feet of phaeton 

horses echo down the street that takes 

us out of town through fig-tree fields 

of scarlet poppies, yellow daisies, stems 
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with pale-blue pre-Raphaelite eyes; 

Nature that always, that never dies. 

 

I stroll for a mile, rest by a wall; 

think of all I lack in accurate speech, 

even to mime so clear a miracle 

as dappled sunlight on a white wall. 

Thus mute and meek, I want to do some thing 

outlandish, freakish. Jump across the wall 

and disappear entirely through the mirrors 

of my own eyes, like an Indian fakir, 

being the other side of sight just once 

before I gratify some undertaker. 
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3 Patrou Street, Plaka 

 

Listen, my window, listen. 

No one listens any more: 

only you, me, and our pigeons. 

The word, the act, listen 

is now out of fashion 

as shy susceptibility 

to mist, meadow light, 

and jonquil whispering. 

 

Excavate the tin-can talk 

below, and what have you? 

Ego grunts of Athenian drivers 

revving their hormones; 

tourists with armchair vowels 

sun-tanning their clichés, 

burning the book of speech; 

language, throat commodity 

witlessly degraded, blasted 

to conversation rubble 

which chokes the warping street. 

 

I prefer my neighbour 

pigeons’ bastard cooing, 

like water on slow-boil, 

as they nestle their heads 

in neck eiderdowns 

like Elizabethan ruffs; 

blue-green, beige and grey. 

They remind, in the willow 

garden behind my eyes, 

of courtiers in plumage 

for whom the word was worth; 

lyric’s coinaged gold, 

or policy’s devious silver, 

weighing the smocked galleons 

and ingots of brute truth. 

 

I see bird and man flash-fused, 

crystal, in a flying dream; 

the word weapon, window, wing. 
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Then was the syllable 

virile, slayer of barbarism; 

not as now mere mechanical 

utterance, typewriter stutter. 

 

Easter is eating the streets 

with decibel crucifixion. 

A firework bomb shatters 

and cracks against the bricks 

where the pigeons perch. 

Deafened, they scatter like grape- 

shot; riddled raiment; 

 

last-listened of miracles, 

last rainbow abandonment 

of fugitive, fig-lipped man. 
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From Inside Out 
 

 

Kangaroo Island Sketches 

 

 

I The Ferry Arriving 

 

Quick lines of sketching in a book 

push like veins, pull like wires, 

 

until the puppet shape resembles 

the breaching manoeuvre of arrival; 

 

then the ferry berths tied to its match-stick 

jetty, and fixes into a toy of itself: 

 

slips of sight your study reassembles; 

a painting perhaps lopsided on a hook. 

 

 

V Near Windmill Beach, Cape Willoughby 

 

How sunlight is varnished by moist sea air 

late summer day dying gathering grain 

as of planed pinewood, the solid, the doomed 

earth, how floating, roaming in sky it is; 

frail seeming its boulders of inflated 

bladders, cliffs of collapsed cardboard boxes, 

how like cinema sets, illusion blink- 

ing just in the eye of the beholder. 

Space appears stasis yet all is action, 

orange rust on rocks, engines of ocean 

pounding tunnels into coasts, fireworks foam. 

How tenuous, trifling, this my life-time: 

human story expunged like esplanades 

of stars, mutated from four elements ... 
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IX Antechamber Bay 

(for Christopher Koch) 

 

We took the graded road that slides 

by spartan farms and mallee bush 

to Chapman River where surf-tides 

year about disturb the tannin 

 

ti-tree water and brackish bream 

trapped like time from Lashmar Lagoon 

to the beach (where it’s safe to swim) 

which arcs the bay for five white miles. 

 

We walked the short northern end 

from what should have been the river 

mouth. Child summers you used to spend 

at Swansea many moons from Wales 

 

were texts redrawn by the placid 

lines and hues of Antechamber’s 

shores which passed your subtle acid 

test concerning littoral beauty― 

 

sin-filed sea; bushes, grass and trees 

in jigsaw patterns to present 

the total ranges of greens with ease 

gripped or smudged by tawny russets. 

 

You named the landscape parallels 

with the East Coast of Tasmania: 

the mirror air, the sand-dune swells, 

and splashes here and there of wine; 

 

delicacies to paint in soft 

watercolours’ true elusive 

tones rather than, as from aloft, 

with assertive impasto oils. 

 

It seems inevitable now 

we should have stolen from that scene 

something rare like a golden bough― 

something more than sheer impressions. 
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So it was. We dug from the beach 

strange florid tubers you planted 

later in my garden sand. Six 

weeks have passed, soursobs roam, and yet 

 

two of three still live. We wonder 

if they’re toothbrush Calothamnus, 

and chance a hunch―come spring plunder― 

these plants will flame their name at us. 
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From Dedications 

 

Night Attire 

for Sudesh Mishra 

 

Not the moon’s curiosity 

nor the mopoke’s spondees, 

not the field mice switching and 

fornicating in the straw ceiling 

nor the bedroom’s naked windows 

(who wants curtains with twenty 

acres of privacy?), 

require you to put on night attire 

if you step out of bed 

for a most ordinary reason. 

 

But when an emergency 

hauls you up from coral reef 

slumber, that’s a clothes-on-job: 

you may have to read the child back to sleep 

with It Was a Dark and Stormy Night; 

 

or, dire likelihood, the pressure pump 

or the other for the septic tank 

has had a coronary after midnight. 

Then you need your night attire, 

your tracksuit, sockless Reeboks, 

and your tool bad of tricks; 

 

then like a surgeon pulling on gloves, 

your face a farce mask, 

you prepare to cast your footprints 

in the dew as you approach your task: 

restoring health to a house in a coma. 
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An Exchange of Islands 

for Yasmine Gooneratne 

 

Surf everywhere on the planet 

shares the same instrument 

to give its music a local 

name in the throats of bird, beast, 

fowl, and magpie human being; 

a habitation in squeezed magic boxes 

of harmonium secret tongues 

and notation systems―as if that 

is all black and white keyboards need 

to negotiate the scales of each other’s 

waves crashing on rocks, liberating 

life and death on mucous beaches 

where the sands bless graveyard and birth canal 

equally, the worst and best that can 

be expected ... as any night spent under 

the stars in passive contemplation, or 

active meditation, will confirm 

with the muscled uncertainty of water, 

the certain irregularity of solar surcease, 

while we spend eternities of thinkings, 

of pledging hearts in the cause of love, 

imprisoned in finite bodies, bluebell minds, 

and (dare I say) infinitely finite souls. 

When we reach these conclusions, 

our first temptation is to flick 

the memory pages of quotations to find 

something someone said that says it all 

in a language of metaphor, a soothsaying 

rainbow wisdom of vowels, wherein all 

books when opened show pages presumed 

holy because the lights of sun and candle 

say so, and the frost hues of other stars 

our eyes patrol like crunching boots daresay. 

But the books that shun the hubris of the sacred 

also claim the loyalty of my fragile faith 

in truth; though unprevailing, yet not yet 

denying the gardens that drift in the sky 

like spermatozoa escaping the tyranny 

of space. Nor the free exchange of islands 

across seas of ceaseless salts and sands. 
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From No Worries, No Illusions, No Mercy 
 

 

Illuminations in a Lemon Light 

 

The sky is in your voice; 

the pregnant moon gives you 

sideways illuminations, 

lemon-scented maybes. 

 

I wonder how you canopy 

your nights. 

 

Outside in the first mist 

think of us as nothing more 

nor less than the possibility 

of dew moistening 

silk petals 

 

as the sun, like a cat, 

licks the morning into being. 
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The Stone Egg 

 

Beyond mind, 

this warm stone 

like a hawk’s egg 

educates my hand. 

 

These crooked fingers, 

love’s believers, doubt 

however my son’s 

testament of creation. 

 

He found his egg stone 

on an ancient beach 

before the sea was there. 

He says he saw 

it in the sky 

before the sun was here, 

before the blue was there: 

 

this stone egg proof 

in the desert hollow 

of my palm 

lined with heresies. 

 

Yet I must adhere 

to his infant myths 

despite autumn truth, 

hard as a peach stone 

stuck in my throat. 
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From Under a Medlar Tree 

 

 

Stiff Nor’ Easter Across the Derwent 

 

In Memoriam David Harrex 

2.6.1929 – 31.12.2001 

 

O wild West Wind, thou breath of Autumn’s being, 

Thou, from whose unseen presence the leaves dead 

Are driven, like ghosts from an enchanter fleeing, 

 

Yellow, and black, and pale, and hectic red ... 

      ―Shelley 

 

 

Reading the wind, your eyes are treading 

over and over across your home turf, 

your childhood’s mist-singing hills and seas; 

 

those near and distant vicinities 

your fingers read by sifting light from shade, 

darkness from reflections in mirrors 

 

no matter whether you are stuck in dunes, 

or espying from a peak, or sketching 

Balmoral Road ducks along Brown’s River 

 

as if to say each ink stroke or brush smudge 

is a syllable or word, a wisp of sound, 

shimmer of a hush, in a painted poem: 

 

the water-colourist’s language of precision. 

See what the black rain gift reveals about 

lightning and thunder, truth and deception; 

 

fathom the intimate spaces you cover 

and uncover inside the frame with the heart- 

step tools of trade of the long-distance lover; 

 

ecstatic now as your stiff nor’ easter 

sows tumult, skiffing on white caps to Storm Bay 

in a climax of all your red-hectic energy. 
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But the aftermath is there as well, your 

signature’s skeleton in the south-east 

corner, the serenity of a final calm 

as you release the brush and rest your arm. 
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About Islands 

 

There where dodge tide tempests strafe the stubborn 

girth of cliffs, flute fractured, earth disappears 

so slowly only a life-time detects 

the difference, and yet these vernaculars 

of destruction―nouns bashed beyond recall, 

verbs sliced by holocaust waves, crushed shells 

of adjectives―only glass-mask the eyes 

of the beachcomber who re-invents each 

morning the grammar of the sea, footsteps 

in quick damp sand, tablecloth imprints of fog 

and dew grass where despair fluctuates  

when the going gets tough until a hut, 

simple on the sawed horizon, beside 

a highland stream to nozzle in your throat, 

beckons you in another direction 

towards the island of an inland lake, 

the deflections of glassed-in surrenders 

the oceans of carnage hunger to destroy. 

Here the territories of the starlight 

Are near as infinity ever gets, 

the last of our final destinations. 

Although life is a bitch, bloody mess, 

death in the afternoon does not deny 

the illumination of a coy mistress. 

New legends spam in the greening grass. 
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Dieter at the Wheel 

 

Waves are nothing but water. So is the sea. 

 ― Sri Atmandanda Guru 

(frontipiece, Raja Rao, The Serpent and the Rope, 1960) 

 

Doesn’t the world revolve like a magic wheel? 

Isn’t Brahman the hub? 

 ― The Bhagavadgita 

 transcreated by P. Lal, 1965 

 

India brought us together 

but we never met there 

―that’s India. We met 

in its hearsay meta-spaces 

in Frankfurt and other 

planetary places, and heard 

the sounds of the Arabian 

and Bengal Seas, the Indian 

Ocean in each other’s eyes. 

 

That’s the foreign gist 

of my festschrift homage, mate, 

Kumpel, Junge, and to elaborate: 

Mensch, Bursche (notice my initials 

enamelled in the supra text). 

 

But, of course, this rhetoric 

of reminiscence feebly awaits 

transcreation into tropes of flame and snow 

that correspond to the coastal music 

of Malayalam, the pinnacles 

of Sanskrit, and OM tissue-layered. 

 

I see a book, an Orient Paperback 

(I swear it’s Anand’s Untouchable) 

open in your upright hands, 

paragraphs poised between East and West, 

and I see the bleeding soul 

of the text bring a frown to your heart 

and anguish to your tongue: 
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   ‘how 

can such injustice be tolerated 

by this society so admired 

for its toleration?’ And there 

we have it: the paradox trap, 

conundrum clouds in maya sky. 

Matter of spirit, spirit of matter. 

 

And before we know it, philosophy 

hangs like meat in the metaphysicians’ 

butcher shop, and though we escape 

to drown our hermeneutical sorrows 

in Bitburger Pils, the fact remains 

that the infamous game of dice 

was not the right solution, yet without 

it the long-run of the epic would not 

have secured victory in the long run. 

 

So what do we see in the super myth’s wake? 

― War that fails to fail, rife with secondaries 

as the surgeon says, imploding our 

pock-marked globe trapped by 

a sun, the Wheel of Life, programmed 

to explode eternities before 

infinity itself ... 

 

   Hence we share ideas, 

knowing consolation must be stoical, 

and that our minds are, perhaps miraculously, 

too small and too large to contain 

waves that are nothing but water. 

 

Meanwhile, I don’t see you now in a dhoti 

in your new ashrama of Retirement, 

but rather (voyeur-wise) I detect 

sarong shapes on your washing-line 

on a Pakeha Tasman ledge down under: 

 

the salt syllables of a sacred song 

echoing in the mouth of the Roaring Forties. 

 

Aachen, Germany, 31.5-1.6.2000 
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Four Haikus 

 

A black and white storm 

punched an umbrella dome 

crimson in the rain. 

 

Euclid and Newton 

showed there was more to apples 

than lust in Eden. 

 

Like a Chinese scroll 

the willow of Lara’s bat 

unfolds boundaries. 

 

Watch Li Po, friends, flex 

his kite’s finger string, and palm 

poems out of skies. 
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In a Japanese Garden 
for Karen 

 

Stroll in from the sun. 

Camouflage of leaves 

pasted together will shade 

 

you. There are grasses 

like combed hair, petal 

ponds & carved shrubs. 

 

Be detached from service 

to East-West dialogue 

& resume your self. 

 

A fish flaps 

into air & for 

the instant skis 

on its tail, 

 

just like a haiku. 

 

Here is a fair place 

for smiles to flower: 

green sphere for memory 

to let in scents of wattle; 

venue of farewells 

beside the toy waterfalls, 

the miniature steps, 

of Japanese eternity ... 
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From Dougie’s Ton & 99 Other Sonnets 

 

 

Feather on Foolscap 

 

On the back of a foolscap envelope 

I draw an oriel for no good reason 

(an echo from childhood perhaps); green door 

threshold into a fourth dimension. 

But my high window squats shut, so with brisk 

lines I open it to the firmament, 

close my eyes, and sense a starlit mist settle 

on my face, induced by ripples of air. 

No one’s permission but mine, so it seemed, 

was needed to enter this embrasure, 

for here were time and space I wholly dreamed 

subject to instant birth or erasure. 

I thought I saw an osprey up-lift in 

and find on my sketch a featherish fin. 

 

 

 

Time’s Timeless Art 

 

So perfectly lazy is this windless 

honey-smooth winter’s room that the crows’ cries, 

normally belligerent as saw screams 

in a mill, are slipper-quiet like slow 

motion images in a sky-blue day- 

dream when the most leisureful place on earth 

is the Australian bush; its charade 

silences, its bird palpitation, the 

insect treks like corpuscles through the veins, 

delivering a solace message short 

as a telegram used to be, yet long 

as ancient day or night in a haiku 

read in the glow of a full moon, and rain 

splintered sun-signs, hieroglyphed in stone. 
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From Five Seasons 

 

 

Parallels 

 

The chrysalis hatches. 

It abides its meaning, ‘golden thing.’ 

 

White wings ascertain 

the breeze in spasm flight. 

 

Across the tennis courts 

orange and black butterflies 

compose another choreography 

than muscle, racquet and ball. 

 

Moths with peacock eyes 

stiffly suck the wall next morning. 

 

We meet. 

We could not be otherwise 

than lovers forsaking the street. 

 

We shadow each other’s vision. 

 

‘Oh, when will my hands 

once more be you adorning? 

 

Only the butterfly’s one-day 

duration of existence 

makes the parallel fallible, 

as you hatch in my heart 

again and golden still. 
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An Orderly Riotous Departure 

(please, no cosmetics!) 

 

Countenancing (yes, rather pallid) 

A solo recital of one’s inevitable 

Demise; grey rag skies and grotesque 

 

tumour-shaped clouds in squid 

formation bagpipe and drum this hearse 

of menial verse into static finitude 

 

which put like that does seem like hell. 

But I don’t subscribe to that, nor 

its tedious counterpart, caricature. 

 

Lucidity is all! Grab its fruits 

When and if you can from the groin 

of reality (but gently please, gently). 

 

Time, then, to reconsider Insurance 

Policies, but also ever-salient 

Things like the heart’s delicacies, 

 

the brain’s intricacies – that so-called 

icon: the found, lost, so-called soul –  

the blood-pressure of a lapsing mind: 

 

metaphors ticking in the prestigious 

Grand-Father Clock, collapsing, collapsing 

As it lets you know it is time to go. 
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Dejection Dream Song 

 

Sleep depraves me & daylight dreadens. 

Alcohol’s no use. Nor the beauty 

of this willow yellow time of year ... 

 

Someone has arrested my heart 

and sent it to purgatory. 

Occasionally I visit it. The usual scene. 

We face each other across an ink-stained table 

in the presence of a suit-stained warder 

with a blotting-paper face. 

After commonplace enquiries, 

we soon succumb to quarrelling, 

especially about love that forbids death 

& responsibility that forfeits love ... 

 

In a candlelight and waning moon age ago 

you who were flesh of my unfamished bride 

subside to wax before my exiled eyes ... 

The stupidities of Juliet’s tomb 

offend Love’s nostrils as always ... 

 

Remember that slanting odour 

in the hillside graveyard? 

the carved caricatures of biblical sentiment? 

& that ridiculous sign EXTRA DEPTH £1? 

Perhaps death is a callous sexual joke ... 

 

Through our tread we felt frost 

in the underground bones, 

and held hands heatingly. 

Afterwards, at the stoic ruin of your ancestral 

home, surrounded by yellow willow weather, 

I kissed you in the shadows of your past, 

leaving autumn to decide the future. 

Bullion or rot, as always. 

My kisses falling on your face. 

 

O break to live this heinous heart. 
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Back in Tassie 

 

Seagulls swoop again in shivering light 

exactly as they always did, at this same beach, 

where my child’s fingers levitated, desperate 

to fly and glide with these miracles of flight. 

Their 360° spontaneous choice 

of navigation options – flying, flouting, fossicking – 

returns to me now as I shuffle through the sands 

of epiphany; a childhood instinct 

for the art and craft with which life’s poems 

have telescopic origins in the eyes of those 

seagulls of long ago; the other side now 

of the surfaces and sounds of your private anthems. 
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‘No man is an island’ - Crossing thresholds: Journeying with the recent poetry of  

Syd Harrex 

 

Molly Murn and Melinda Graefe 

 

 

As John Donne wrote, ‘No man is an island, entire of itself’.
1
 Perhaps drawing upon Donne’s 

reflection, Syd Harrex has described his inheritance as islandic. His island-self was created in 

the Australian island State of Tasmania where he lived out his first three decades. Stories of 

shipwrecks and imagined maroonings shaped Syd’s boyhood games; his island childhood 

influenced not only by the visceral experience of living separate from the main, but also by the 

literature of islands, such as Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe, Barrie’s The Coral Island, Stevenson’s 

Treasure Island, Golding’s The Lord of the Flies, and Shakespeare’s The Tempest. In adulthood, 

Syd had a long association with Kangaroo Island in South Australia. It is in the tranquil town of 

Penneshaw that Syd’s more recent writing-self had found a place of solace, inspiration, and 

respite. Overlooking Backstairs Passage, the narrow body of water that separates the island that 

locals call KI from the South Australian mainland, Penneshaw boasts views of the ferry 

crossings and the lighthouse signals that beam in from its mainland counterpart, the little town of 

Cape Jervis. Syd wrote in a recent notebook:  

 

My life’s an isthmus 

betwixt and between 

the island and mainland 

where seabirds hold aerial, 

beach, turf, and tidal 

disputes about sovereignty.  

 

Islands and the main are connected like body and soul. Syd’s relationship with islands was both 

visceral and metaphysical. Inhabiting both the body of the main and the soul of the island shaped 

his poetic self: ‘No man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a piece of the continent, a part 

of the main’.
2
  

As we find in the following unpublished poem Syd wrote in 2010, the two islands of 

Tasmania and KI have helped to forge his identity. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1 John Donne, ‘Meditation XVII’, Oxford Anthology of English Literature, ed. John Hollander and Frank Kermode, 

Vol. 1 (New York: Oxford UP, 1973), 1057. 
2 Donne, 1057. 
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Versifications in Time and Space 

Dedicated to Melinda and Molly 

 

At long, long last 

I am beginning to be 

who I was meant to be 

irrespective of sun, moon, stars 

and all that horoscope nonsense. 

Believe everything at your fingertips 

and grow your own survival. 

In pursuit of vagabond images 

I cast my plagiarising net 

far and wide across the straits 

that have separated my island 

lives like continents of otherness. 

 

My identities have been forged, in all 

weathers, by moonlit gateway straits. 

Donne got it right with undone 

but wrong about that dismissal 

of his song superbly metaphysical. 

 

In late 2009, as we were working to gather poems for his most recent collection, published in 

2011 as Five Seasons, Syd experienced the sudden diminution of eyesight, the onset of macular 

degeneration, and this radically changed the way he was now able to compose. The new process 

of creative development took on a much slower rhythm. No longer could Syd tinker with words 

on the page. He had to craft in the mind’s eye, making his recent poems more like flashes of 

lightning; more oracular, yet no less ocular; the forms free-falling and less controlled, but 

signalling a lightning lucidity.  

What emerged with the emergence of failing sight were the new risks and renovations, the 

resculpturings and metamorphoses, as he realised new versions of the islandic self. The 

postcolonial imperative of writing back became very much a personal necessity. Losing real 

vision inspires remembered vision; Syd’s recent poems create a new way of seeing that is of the 

senses, while transcending them.  

The poems we proofread and typed before 2009 were always in the Modernist vein: aware 

of form and the breaking of rules, full of literary allusion, reminiscences, and word-play. In this 

sense, Syd’s poems have remained unchanged. The changes manifest as subtle shifts that we 

have uncovered slowly as we reworked together fragments of speech, echoes, quotations, 

allusions, melodies. The poems, as they arrived in Syd’s head and worked their way through his 

pen down onto the page, were now fugitive, and the poems that once came to us (when Syd 

could still see) as highly polished, reworked, and complete were now—in the absence of sight—

bursts of ideas, maps of memories, songlines. We found that as we were typing these poems we 

had to become interpreters, not just of Syd’s handwriting, but also of potential meanings that lay 

quivering beneath the surface. 
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The following are two poems that focus on memory, and that explore how losing real vision 

inspires remembered vision. These are unrevised poems, and as such are purely from Syd’s pen 

with only a couple of tinkerings made by us to allow for pauses and sense. 

 

 

Catch 23 

 

Because I cannot read 

I can only write 

but the catch is, of course, 

I cannot read what I write, 

trapped in the cell of paradox. 

 

 

Islanders United 

For Janet Wilson 

 

When you arrive in Penneshaw 

prepare for Jamesian shocks 

of recognition, with New 

Zealand memories paddling in 

your mind, but also not  

the views and vistas I 

promised you because my 

newly achieved affinity with 

Homer, Milton, Aldous 

Huxley, and Ved Mehta 

as I attempt to show you 

something of what I used to see 

here while you see it for 

the first time. But I still 

can offer visual guidance 

of memory-saturated times 

here where you contemplate 

the necessary separation from 

mainlands periodically 

to recover memory’s old melody. 

 

Everyone is an island inside 

the social self, but islands 

are beautiful places caressed 

by the abiding sounds of the sea. 
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Syd wrote in his notebook, ‘To repossess our memories is a basic instinct’. The libraries of 

associations, of recollections, of memory became more and more a part of his spontaneous 

writing. Syd’s recent poetry is more automatic, and therefore less controlled. His poems are 

more spacious, leaving breathing room for the reader to interpret. They are shorter, often, yet 

complete in the way that a seed holds within it the materials of an entire tree.  

Syd’s new approach to writing necessitated a new way of envisioning his poems speaking to 

one another (island-connected), and so we arrived at the idea of ordering and grouping a 

collection of poems around the seasons, which has now been published as Five Seasons. The 

inclusion of a fifth season was necessary and natural, to provide a home for the poems that we 

call ‘Out of Season’. Within that fifth season you will find poems that tackle the ‘Blind Side’ 

head on. Other poems that have found their way into four traditional seasons are no less 

confronting in their risk-taking. Yet many describe lyrically, gently, the guiding principles of 

Eros and Thanatos, of love and death that have shaped Syd’s poetry for decades. The moon, sun 

and stars are charted, as are love, fate, and the mysteries of nature. We believe that Syd’s later 

poems are now more complexly sensual than previous ones. As one sense recedes, the others 

rally to the fore. Sounds and music feature more than ever. Syd’s observations were still likely to 

be of the visual kind, but more and more poems were shaped out of something he had overheard, 

and a poem was just as likely to be formed out of a long-remembered song as it was out of a 

present moment of seeing the moon rising in the sky. Syd shared Li Po’s gift to ‘palm/poems out 

of skies’.
3
  

Before Syd’s vision was altered, he was a poet who spent time with his poems, meticulously 

crafting them like a gardener tending possibilities for future fruiting and flowering. Now, Syd 

must rely on instinct, and his many years of experience as a wordsmith (constant gardener) have 

left him with an astute command of language and form. While he could no longer read to himself 

what he had just penned, the words fluidly emerged into their shapes, cloud-like, looking and 

behaving just like poems that had always been there. His craftmanship, inherent. He wrote into 

exercise books, divining moments and releasing them in one sitting before those moments 

eluded him. Syd’s recent poems are mercurial, slippery things that he would seize and wrestle to 

the page. The poems increasingly were concerned with the collision of recollections with the 

immediacy of a sensuous present. Perhaps Syd may have considered that one benefit of this new 

way of writing is that it freed him of the poem once it has been intuited. 

Syd captured something of this new crafting process, and something of the way he saw 

himself still ever-evolving as a poet, in two recent poems. 

 

A Stranger to Myself 

 

My tinkering days are over, 

my divining days have just begun. 

I used to think the sun was awesome 

rising and declining; 

I still have a vestige of that belief 

but now, in autumn’s mistiness 

                                                
3 Syd Harrex, ‘Four Haikus’, Under a Medlar Tree (Adelaide: Lythrum Press, 2004), 31. 
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and the final colouring of the leaf 

I think I can revise not only my strategies 

for disbelief in the turning of the leaf 

for gold and red will remain 

my favourite desperate colours 

when the end returns yet again. 

 

 

A Critic’s Nightmare 

 

Poor fellah my editor, 

I concede my handwriting 

in the hurly-burly of 

my eye in a fuse frenzy 

rolling, has to also fathom 

the plunging necklines of my 

metres, the harp 

exquisite music of my lines 

tossed overboard as my ship 

of poesy is battered 

and wrecking in a fearsome 

storm of automatic inspiration; 

influenced of course, as are 

all aesthetic moderns, by 

‘The Drunken Boat’ as it’s best 

known in English — tossing 

all-ways in Verlaine’s bedroom, 

got on with the serious  

business of dying with eyes wide open. 

 

Syd’s daily writing practice became a personal necessity. He wrote to stay buoyed on the sensual 

tides of everyday; pen and paper and manuscript circulation anchored him to the world; his 

island-self wrote to stay connected to the ‘main’. Reflecting on what writing poetry always 

meant to Syd, he said, ‘it is the constant questioning of what images work for life and what 

images are dependant on life’. For Syd, life and poetry were one and the same. Syd was more 

prolific towards the end of his life than he ever was before writing poetry became a way of re-

visioning his lost vision. 

We have a mountain of exercise books containing riches yet to be unearthed that we liken to 

Syd’s sacred Mount Wellington—the mountain of his childhood that looms more than ever in his 

recent poetry. Syd spoke spontaneously in his writing—a moment-to-moment lyrical elasticity—

and we gathered the poems as they were given to us, precious gifts. We have been compiling a 

selection of Syd’s poems that are guided by the feverish hand of Eros, called Poems Fall in 

Love. And walking beside Eros is always Thanatos reminding us that in the end, it is only life 
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and love and death that matter. Here is the title poem from Syd’s soon to be published collection 

of love poetry. 

 

 

Poems Fall in Love 

 

His poems fall in love with her voice 

as she reads them to him with poise, 

delicacy and a respect for the waiting 

silences which also have something to say, 

an innuendo slant in an image, or a hint 

in the rhythm of a leitmotif in Chopin 

perhaps, or a jazz rhythm recalling 

Ella Fitzgerald who demonstrates why 

old songs never die, never die ... 

 

A companion volume of poetry (islands ever united) will be called In the half-light and is 

concerned with the sense of illumination that comes from being deprived of light. The poems 

write back, as always to Syd’s poet precursors and guiding lights, and they write to the lasting 

impressions that burn for all time in our memories: the images dependant on life. Here is a poem 

from In the half-light. 

 

To Close Your Eyes 

For Jane 

 

Yesterday, and yesterday, 

and yesterday back  

to the first syllable 

of unrecorded time 

my dream was fissuring 

away until consciousness 

came to my sunrise 

rescue, celebrating with magpies 

opening our dream-time eyes 

and Chopin waltz time 

out of the throats of birds 

invisible in the branches. 

Better at times like this 

not to see than not to hear 

at least for as long as  

it takes for a sonata 

to close your eyes until 

all is vibratingly still. 
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The collaboration with Syd is ongoing and will be continually renewed. We will keep Syd’s 

Mount Wellington bathed in light, and we will keep making the ferry crossings between our 

island lives, in the spirit of friendship, collegial inspiration and continued creative exchange. 

Carrying Syd’s poems across the threshold from darkness into light has embraced all three of us 

in a dynamic process of transcreation. In a recent act of divination, Syd wrote: ‘I start where 

backwards always was waiting/not where the sun rose, but in the dark/and where forwards is the 

promise of rain/on a delicate mourning/What can I salvage? The beauty of what is/inherent—the 

lovers of poetry—without them/who would I be?’ For Syd, his mates, his kin, his beloved poet-

predecessors, and his editors are the lovers of poetry that kept isolation and darkness at bay. 

Through poetry and friendship, Syd’s islandic self was connected to the main. Syd was ‘involved 

in mankinde’.
4
  

Our work with Syd now continues as we, Melinda and Molly, bring together old-mate 

poems for near-future publication. Together with Syd, whose words we still hear rich, 

loquacious and vital, we see more.  

We invite readers of Asiatic to journey to Syd’s Mount Wellington, and reflect on the many 

ways in which, as Kirpal Singh recently noted in his review of Five Seasons, Syd’s poems 

‘enrich by enlarging our vision of life and living’.
5
 

 

Up and Down the Slopes of Mount Wellington 

 

He had patiently abided 

with Winter, shoving frost- 

dew icicled breezes down 

the mountain to sloping valley; 

had hoarded pen, paper, 

wine, and incarcerating memories. 

But once melting ice and snow 

graduated into sun-lyrical 

creeks—supporting gravity-defying 

trout—as the confetti wild flowers 

sucked in the new-birth sunshine, 

the mentality of hermitage, too, 

joined the gentle race of melting 

snow into lyrically pure emerging 

pianoforte and flute-ing streams 

meandering between blackberry bush 

and daisy-daubed green banks 

where looping the loop moths, 

ants, and colourful miniatures, 

were re-appraising the birthing 

of the spring and its prospects. 

                                                
4 Donne, 1057. 
5 Kirpal Singh, ‘Five Seasons by Syd Harrex’, Asiatic, 7.1 (June 2013), 169. 
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A Selection of Previously Unpublished Poems by Syd Harrex 

 

 

Assignations with Past Times 

dedicated to Gillian Dooley 

Nadi, October 2011 

 

The dripping, dripping, 

dripping Adelaide weather 

entrances the snails  

crawling slowly  

on the corrugated roof, 

which I watch with a devious 

sensibility.  For, while I may 

elongate their life 

by not treading on them 

they can’t do the same for me 

for which I am grateful, 

while celebrating the necessities 

of species dying forever. 

But, I hasten to add, not 

because of me, because I am 

still a hypnotised adherent 

to Indian philosophy 

which I learnt long ago 

and only yesterday, 

yesterday ... yesterday ... yesterday ... 
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‘Look homeward Angel’ 

 

As we love each other, 

cuddle, caress, instigate, 

as our genes blow kisses 

in intimate places, as 

the slippery shores begin 

to approximate passion,  

as the desirability of 

an explosive collapse 

competes with the nearest thing 

to ecstatic confession, 

your bodies are already 

anticipating the time of day 

when tomorrow is more 

different than it was  

yesterday, 

a new bridge to cross. 

But that is insignificant 

to the ancient home 

you only find with a fine- 

tooth comb. 
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Open Finding 

 

This is the last drop ...  

tonight, the dark is moonless, 

my invitation she 

is starless; the word 

is neither ready for 

a first or final 

pronouncement. Sorrow 

is all, an empty dent 

on a midnight pillow, 

a vase upside down, 

roses full of thorns in a bridal  

bed. The circumference 

of pain punctuated by joy 

grief, despair, indifference; 

leave the next questions open 

but like a grave, not a sky. 

 

 

 

 

 

Love’s Sonata 

 

In a poem’s biography is sketch 

and curving guesswork of 

photographs of photographs 

surviving surreptitiously 

in the void moving like 

floating icebergs or falling 

like sun, rain, snow, wind; 

the alternating patterns of 

a sonata about love 

and unavoidable tragedy. 

Wiping the rain from your face 

I find the feeling of our embrace. 
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